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Executive Summary- Existing Conditions Evaluation 

In August of 2017, Symmes, Maini & McKee Associates in partnership with Ewing Cole was retained 
by the Lincoln School District to conduct a Feasibility Study for the revitalization of the Lincoln School 
at the Ballfield Road Campus.   

On September 21, 2017, SMMA toured the existing Lincoln School and met with members of the 
School Administration and the Facilities Department to observe the physical conditions of the site and 
buildings and to discuss current facility issues.   

Prior to surveying the building and site, SMMA reviewed the following prior reports and documents as 
provided by the Lincoln School District:   

YEAR FIRM TITLE/NOTES DISCIPLINE 

C S
T 

A P M E 

1948 ANDERSON AND 

BECKWITH 
SMITH BUILDING ORIGINAL DRAWINGS  ! !    

1951 ANDERSON AND 

BECKWITH 
SMITH BUILDING ADDITION (GYM)  ! !    

1968 HOOVER AND HILL BROOKS UPPER SCHOOL ORIGINAL DRAWINGS  ! !    

1970 HMFH ACADEMIC WING- FIELD HOUSE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS  ! !    

1971 HMFH BROOKS RENOVATION DRAWINGS  ! !    

1994 HMFH RENOVATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO THE LINCOLN SCHOOL- 

DRAWINGS 
! ! ! ! ! ! 

2001 LPS/GZA SEPTIC SYSTEM STATUS REPORT !   !   

2004 LPBA PHYSICAL NEEDS FACILITY STUDY ! ! ! ! ! ! 

2007  SEPTIC SYSTEM VARIANCE !      

2007 SMMA MASTER PLAN STUDY- CONTAINS EXISTING CONDITIONS 

EVALUATION IN SECTION 2 
! ! ! ! ! ! 

2010  AHERA REPORTS   ! ! ! ! 

2011  LINCOLN SCHOOLS WATER METER DATA !   !   

2011 OMR * PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM MSBA SUBMISSION- CONTAINS 

EXISTING CONDITIONS EVALUATION IN SECTION 4 

! ! ! ! ! ! 
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2011 OMR * PREFERRED SCHEMATIC REPORT MSBA SUBMISSION- CONTAINS 

EXISTING CONDITIONS EVALUATION UPDATES FROM PDP IN 

SECTION 2 

! ! ! ! ! ! 

2012 OMR * SCHEMATIC DESIGN REPORT MSBA SUBMISSION ! ! ! ! ! ! 

2012 MAGUIRE EXISTING CONDITIONS SUMMARY- REPAIR ANALYSIS REPORT ! ! ! ! ! ! 

2015 DORE & WHITTIER MASTER PLAN STUDY- LIMITED EXISTING CONDITIONS INFORMATION 

IN SECTION 1 
! ! ! ! ! ! 

2016 LLB REPORT OF THE CAMPUS MASTER PLANNING COMMITTEE- 

INCLUDES SEPTIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS, TRAFFIC RESEARCH AND 

PARKING DATA 

!  !    

 

Section 2 of the 2007 SMMA Master Plan Study- Existing Conditions Evaluation as well as Section 4 
of the OMR Preliminary Design Program- Existing Conditions Evaluation have been appended to the 
end of this report as a reference and complete listing of physical building conditions. 

These prior reports were reviewed for accuracy and, in general, were found to be a current 
representation of the existing building and systems except as noted in the following report.  The 
intent of this summary is to highlight key elements from these previous evaluations and to point out 
any discrepancies or recent capital planning or facilities maintenance project updates.  

Civil/ Landscape 

The current Lincoln School (K-8), Hartwell Building and Pods, and Codman Pool facilities reside on 
the Ballfield Road Campus. This 71.5 acre campus is a conglomerate of properties added to the 
present campus over 30 years through acquisitions and land gifts to the town. The central 
greenspace is the oldest part of the property, donated in 1932 to the town for a baseball field, and in 
its present state hosts two soccer fields encircled by a vehicular roadway. The property is further 
subdivided by the natural resources on site; a stream running north to south on the eastern portion of 
the site with wetlands bordering the school and central fields to the north, east and south of the site. 
A high pressure natural gas transmission line running through the northern fields by Codman Pool 
also limits development on the northern part of the parcel.  

Current site elements consist of clay tennis courts, several playgrounds, ballfields, a sport court, 
gardens, a wetland boardwalk, pedestrian walkways, and parking associated with Smith School, 
Brooks School, Hartwell/Pod area and around the main loop of Ballfield Road. The site is accessed 
via pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular modes of transportation. The Campus has a single entry/exit 
point with an emergency egress path to the north.   

The Ballfield Road Campus serves as a cultural and historical gathering point for the school and the 
larger community. The site hosts a wide variety of educational, social, recreation and cultural events. 
Site programs on property include, but are not limited to, the Lincoln Pre-K, a privately owned Pre-K, 
Lincoln School (K-8), the administration, after school programs through the Recreation Department, 
classes hosted by the Council on Aging, a multitude of sports and town voting. The Community 
Center, comprised of the Recreation Department and the Council on Aging have selected the Ballfield 
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Road Campus as the best site for a new building project and will be an additional program element 
on the Campus. 

Architecture 
The existing building was originally constructed in 1948 and consistently added onto over the course 
of approximately 50 years.  The additions and renovations in 1994 marked the last of the major 
renovations on the campus.  

 

* 

*Image provided from previous study 

Generally, the building has been very well maintained throughout the years, given the age of most of 
the structure and systems. 

Several portions of the building have been identified to be historically and architecturally significant by 
the Lincoln Historical Commission and have been documented in a presentation to the School 
Building Committee on October 11, 2017. 

Existing Lincoln School Building History
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Building Envelope 

The only significant building envelope upgrade that has occurred since the latest building renovations 
and additions in 1994 has been the re-roofing of the Reed Field House/ Gymnasium building.  The 
existing roofing was replaced in 2009 with a white PVC membrane roof with aluminum roof edge 
fascia and is in good condition.   

Several original metal exterior doors have also been replaced with insulated steel doors due to 
damage.  

A preliminary analysis of the existing building wall construction was conducted to determine the 
existing thermal properties as compared to current energy codes and sustainability goals for the 
project.  The following diagrams illustrate existing wall sections and calculated existing R-value.  
Much of the existing slab is uninsulated and assumed to not have a vapor barrier, except for the 1994 
additions.  Portions of the existing flat roofs were replaced with EPDM membrane roof during the 
1994 renovations which added approximately 3-1/2” of insulation above the roof deck.  Existing 
sloped roofs with asphalt shingles, with the exception of the 1994 sloped roofs, are assumed to have 
little to no continuous insulation above the roof deck.    
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The flat roofs in the 1970 portion of the building appear to have some continuous insulation above the 
tongue and groove wood roof deck, however, exact thicknesses cannot be determined from existing 
drawings. 
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Interior 

Some interior painting has been recently performed and resilient flooring has been recently replaced 
in select areas only namely in the Brooks building.  

AHERA reports are currently being updated to test and record current ACM conditions. 

Accessibility 

No recent accessibility upgrades have been conducted since the 1994 additions and renovations; 
therefore, there are still significant accessibility issues that remain to be addressed throughout the 
building. 

Structural  
The type of structural framing system for the school varies with each sequential building addition to 
the facility, with each being well-documented in previous reports.  There has been little to no change 
in the limited structural issues identified in these prior reports. The building structure, including the 
foundations, walls and roof, is generally in satisfactory condition. Structural defects that were 
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observed during the recent walk-through include cracking in a masonry wall in the second grade 
wing, and the rotting of the exterior end of the glulam beams in the art room north of the auditorium.  

                

Lateral force Resisting System / Seismic Upgrades 

The portions of the building that were constructed prior to 1975 (the year the seismic considerations 
became a code requirement in Massachusetts) appear to have no deliberately designed lateral force 
resisting system to resist wind and seismic loads.  As a result, the ability of these portions of the 
building to resist these lateral loads will need to be evaluated in conjunction with any proposed 
renovations to these areas. 

 If significant architectural or mechanical renovations are proposed to these portions of the existing 
school, then the building code may require upgrading the existing structure with a new lateral force 
resisting system. The International Existing Building Code (IEBC), prescribes the thresholds for which 
substantial renovations trigger a requirement to update this system.  Under this code, which is 
referenced by the Massachusetts Building Code (780 CMR), renovations are classified as Level 1, 
Level 2 or Level 3.  A Level 1 renovation would most likely not require a lateral upgrade, but a Level 3 
renovation most certainly would.  If the renovation was classified as a Level 2 renovation, then a more 
specific evaluation of the proposed renovation is necessary to make this determination.  The trigger 
for the lateral upgrade would be dependent on a review of the scope of the specific modifications that 
are proposed to the building.  

The building wings that were part of the 1994 addition (which includes the wing of the current 
kindergarten; the wing that includes the library and the current 4th grades; and the wing that includes 
the technical arts classroom) all incorporated lateral force resisting systems into the structural design. 
These systems will need to be evaluated in accordance with current codes, but would not likely 
require a full upgrade. 
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Seismic Hazards 

The walls of the portions of the building constructed prior to 1995 appear to be primarily comprised 
of unreinforced CMU, for both the interior partition walls and for the back-up walls for the exterior 
brick veneer as well. If significant renovations are planned for the building, the IEBC requires that the 
top of these walls to be mechanically fastened to the existing structural steel that supports the roof. 
This is typically done by bolting short lengths of steel angles near the top of the wall, which are in 
turn, fastened to the building structure. 

Plumbing and Fire Protection Systems 

Fire Protection System 

We confirm the 10/23/07 SMMA Master Plan and agree with the 2/28/2011 OMR PDP which states:  

“There is no automatic fire protection system installed in the Smith School, Brooks School and Reed Field 
House buildings.” 

Additional information to previously released Master Plan and PDP reports: 

1. There are existing recessed mounted fire hose cabinets with 1-1/2” Fire Department Valves 
and Fire Extinguishers present in some areas of Smith School. The associated fire hoses 
were removed several years ago. There is no Fire Protection service to the Smith School 
Building.  The 1-1/2” Fire Department Valves are supplied from the domestic water system. 

Plumbing System 

Plumbing Fixtures 

We confirm the 10/23/07 SMMA Master Plan and agree with 
the 2/28/2011 OMR PDP which states:  

“Existing plumbing fixtures are generally original and do not meet 
current accessibility and water conservation requirements. Water 
dispensers are provided throughout the building.” 

Additional information to previously released Master Plan 

and PDP reports: 

1. A wall mounted, non-ADA compliant, single-bottle 
eyewash station is present in the Nurse’s suite in 
Smith and Brooks school buildings in lieu of an ADA 
compliant, deck mounted emergency eyewash with 
thermostatic mixing valve. 
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2. Non-ADA compliant emergency showers are present in Science Classrooms/Labs in lieu of 
combination ADA compliant emergency shower/eyewash units. 

 

3. Drinking Fountains have been removed due to high lead content in the domestic water 
system. However, water bubblers in the classrooms are still present, some without water 
supply. 

4. A single level electric water cooler with bottle 
filling station was installed in the Reed 
Fieldhouse. 
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Per verbal reports, a representative sampling of drinking water fixtures were tested. The results 
showed that lead levels were compliant when there’s been water flow, and levels were non-compliant 
after water had been stagnant without previous flow. Therefore, levels of lead in the domestic water 
system is still an issue. 

5. Neither Emergency Showers nor eyewash units are present in both Smith and Brooks Boiler 
Rooms. They are required for chemical treatment fill stations. 

6. Sensor/electronic faucets are not installed on kitchen hand sinks as required by Board of 
Health and 521 CMR, MAAB. 

 

7. Piping below ADA accessible lavatories is not insulated as required by 521 CMR, MAAB. 
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Domestic Water System 

We confirm the 10/23/07 SMMA Master Plan and agree with the 2/28/2011 OMR PDP which states:  

”The domestic water service enters the mechanical room of the Smith School building. The domestic water 
service enters the boiler room of the Brooks School building. There are no reduced pressure backflow 
preventers installed on the domestic water services for Smith and Brooks schools. The domestic hot water 
system is supplied by a gas-fired water heater located in the mechanical room of the Smith School and gas-
fired boiler with storage tank located in the boiler room of the Brooks School.” 

Additional information to previously released reports: 

1. Dedicated non-potable or protected cold and hot water systems with reduced pressure 
backflow preventers are not present for the Brooks School Science Classrooms/Labs. 
Separate systems are required per 248 CMR. 

2. A dedicated water supply with reduced pressure backflow preventers is not present for 
Janitor’s sinks throughout both schools where concentrated cleaning products are directly 
injected to the faucets. This does not comply with Massachusetts State Plumbing Board 
policy. 

   

 Chemical Cleaning Dispensers at Janitor’s Closets 
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3. The Brooks School emergency showers and eyewash stations in the Science 
Classrooms/Labs are only supplied with domestic cold water. The Plumbing State Board of 
Examiners Interpretation of 248 CMR 10.13 (I) 5 requires a delivery temperature of between 
60 – 70 deg F. To accomplish this, either a central tepid (tempered) water system or 
individual thermostatic mixing valves are required.   

4. Since the earlier Master Plan and PDP reports were produced, a 65 gallon gas-fired water 
heater (manufactured in 2012) was installed in the Smith School basement mechanical room. 
The water heater has a recovery rate of 243 GPH and is in good condition.  

5. Most domestic cold, hot water and hot water recirculation piping in both Schools is not 
visible and is original.  The age of most existing water piping ranges from 1948 to 1963 
vintage and has exhibited small scale leakage/pitting problems to date. Some sections of 
piping has been replaced when there have been leaks. Pipe leakage in piping of this age is a 
sign the system is beginning to fail. It is expected widespread problems and possible failures 
could begin soon. Visible piping, insulation and valves are in poor condition. 

Domestic water piping is reported to be about 90% original. 
Leaking piping has been replaced as needed. 

6. 140 degree F hot water and hot water recirculation 
systems with mixing valve and circulation pumps are not 
installed for the kitchen equipment in either Smith or 
Brooks Schools. However, point of use electric booster 
heaters are installed to provide higher temperature water 
for the triple pot sinks. 

7. Pipe insulation is in poor condition. Some piping is not 
insulated in both boiler rooms. 

8. Shut-off valves appear to be 
original in many cases and in poor 
condition. Most existing valves are 
gate valves. 
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Natural Gas System 
We confirm the 10/23/07 SMMA Master Plan and agree with the 2/28/2011 OMR PDP which states:  

“There are three (3) separate gas services serving the Smith School, Brooks School and Reed Field House 
buildings. The existing natural gas system enters the Brooks Building and Reed Fieldhouse from an 
independent gas meter to the boiler rooms. The existing natural gas system for the Smith building is run 
from the front of the building and runs up and exposed over the roof. The existing gas piping includes a gas 
meter, valves, and gas regulators. Gas is distributed throughout for the kitchen equipment, water heaters, 
gas boilers and science classrooms/labs in the Brooks building.”  

Additional information to previously released reports: 

1. Code required emergency gas shut-off valves in cabinets, in an accessible location (inside 
the classroom at the egress door) are not installed in each Science Classroom/Lab. 

2. Gas piping on the roof of Smith School building is not painted and is rusting/ pitted. 

3. Visible gas piping appears to be in fair to good condition. 
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Sanitary Waste and Vent System 

We confirm the 10/23/07 SMMA Master Plan and agree with the 2/28/2011 OMR PDP which states:  

“Sanitary waste and vent system is collected below the slab and is therefore not visible. The above slab 
piping in the building was at times visible, and is expected to be in fair to poor condition due to its age.”  

Additional information to previously released reports: 

1. Piping installation at triple pot sink is not compliant with 248 CMR 10.22. 

 

 

 

2. Exterior Grease Traps for the kitchen waste from each school are not present. Existing point-
of use grease traps (above floor) serve the triple pot sinks at Smith School and Reed 
Fieldhouse kitchens. 

3. Sanitary drainage piping has been reported to have leaks. 

4. Per verbal reports, sanitary piping is comprised of about 90% original 1948-1963 vintage. 
Piping has been replaced as needed after pipe failures. 

5. The basin cover for the simplex waste ejector located in the basement of Smith School is still 
not installed. The simplex waste ejector was installed a few inches higher than the finished 
floor due to water level in the basement. This is all a violation of 248 CMR. 

Waste Piping Installation at Triple Pot Sink
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Storm Drainage System 

We confirm the 10/23/07 SMMA Master Plan and agree with the 2/28/2011 OMR PDP which states:  

“Storm drainage system is collected below the slab and is therefore not visible. The above slab piping in the 
building was at times visible, and is expected to be in fair to poor condition due to its age.” 

Additional information to previously released reports: 

1.  There is severe ponding issue on both the Smith and Brooks School roofs. 

    

2. Secondary roof drainage systems are not installed (either school). It is not clear whether they 
are required per Code, but the roof ponding suggests this is a non-Code compliant issue and 
needs to be addressed.  

Existing Simplex and Duplex Waste Ejectors
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3. Existing roof drain domes are loose and not 
properly secured in a few places.  

4. Storm drainage has been reported to have 
ongoing leaks. 

5. Per verbal reports, storm drainage piping is 
comprised of about 90% original 1948-1963 
vintage. Piping has been replaced as needed after 
pipe failures. 

6. The existing duplex waste ejector and piping 
located in the basement of Smith School was 
installed about 11 years ago and it has exceeded 
its warranty and useful life. The piping and ejector 
are in fair to poor condition. The ejector operates 
constantly because of the ground water in the 
Smith school basement. The basin cover for the 
duplex waste ejector is still not installed. 

7. The basin cover of the pump in the Brooks boiler room is not gas and water tight. 
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Mechanical Systems 
Smith Building 

The Smith Building is heated with hot water from a gas-fired boiler plant located in the basement level 
near the main entry.  The boilers are HB Smith cast iron sectional boilers.  The boilers have been 
exposed to flooding in prior years, requiring the boilers and burners to be rebuilt and replaced.  The 
Smith Building hot water system serves the K-4 portion of the building via distribution from pipe 
trenches originating in the lower level boiler room.   

  

Smith Building gas-fired, cast iron hot water boilers. 

The classrooms are provided with heating and ventilation primarily from floor-mounted unit ventilators 
with outdoor air intake louvers.  Exhaust is provided to each classroom from a series of roof mounted 
exhaust fans that each serve multiple rooms with exhaust grilles near the corridor entry door. 

 

Typical Classroom Unit Ventilator 

The Administration suite is served from an indoor air 
handling unit with hot water heat and DX cooling.  The 
unit is located in proximity to the access stair to the 
boiler room. 
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DX / hot water AHU serving Administration suite 

The multipurpose gym is served by an indoor heating and ventilating unit that is located in a 
penthouse mechanical room.  The unit is configured with hot water zone reheat coils for temperature 
control. 

Link Building 

The Link consist of the Media Center, Computer Lab, Music Room, Nurse’s Suite and six classroom.  
Heat is provided through hot water distribution from the Brooks boiler room, through a pair of 
dedicated pumps.   

The classrooms are provided with heating and ventilation through floor-mounted unit ventilators with 
dedicated outdoor air louvers and a common rooftop exhaust fan.  Each classroom has a dedicated 
zone thermostat for temperature control.   

The remainder of the spaces in the Link are served by a variable volume air handling unit with DX 
cooling, located in a penthouse mechanical room above the Media Center.  The DX condensing unit 
is located on the roof, adjacent to the mechanical room.  VAV boxes are located above the ceiling 
near the zones served. 

  

 

 

Brooks Building 

The Brooks Building is heated with hot water from a gas-fired boiler plant located at ground level east 
of the Auditorium.  One boiler was reportedly installed in 1992 as an oil-fired boiler, was modified in 
1995 with a gas-fired burner and was re-tubed in 2002 and again more recently.  The other gas-fired 
cast iron boiler was installed in 1995.   

Hot water distribution from the Brooks boiler plant is separated into three constant volume zones: 

• Pumps P-1 and P-2 serve the field house. 

• Pumps P-4 and P-5 serve the Brooks School Building, including the Auditorium and 
classrooms. 

• Pumps P-6 and P-7 serve the Link Building, which consists of the Media Center and nearby 
classrooms. 

• Three (3) sets of secondary pumps are located near the zones served for the art/music wing, 
the science classroom wing and the office wing. 

Link penthouse with outdoor condensing unit (left); and Link VAV AHU (right).
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The Auditorium is served by a dedicated heating and ventilating AHU located in a mechanical room 
next to the Art Room.  The connected lecture hall is supported from an air handling unit that is at 
ground level underneath the lecture hall stadium seating. 

Classroom are heated and ventilated with floor-mounted unit ventilators with dedicated outdoor air 
louvers.  Supplemental heat is provided to corridors, lobbies and other spaces with either cabinet 
convectors or finned tube radiation.  Ventilation of the music room is provided by horizontal, ceiling 
suspended unit ventilators. 

The Field House is a separate structure that is provided with hot water heat through a below-grade 
trench from the boiler room.  The hot water serves three overhead H&V units, two serving the gym 
and one serving the locker rooms.  The kitchen is served by a horizontal, above-ceiling unit ventilator, 
which provides heated makeup air to compensate for the roof-mounted kitchen hood exhaust fan. 

Restroom exhaust throughout the building is exhausted at the wet wall to roof-mounted fans.   

The building controls are largely pneumatic with some hybrid electronic or digital controls that have 
been added with recent renovation or repair work for selected areas, such as the Link.  While the 
controls are generally in operating condition, it is recommended that the outdated pneumatic controls 
are replace with direct digital controls as part of any future project to improve operator access and 
control and energy efficiency. 

Brooks boiler room pumps:  P-1 & P-2 serving Field House (left); P-4 & P-5 serving Brooks Building and P-6 & P-7 serving 
Link (right). 
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Typical classroom pneumatic thermostat (left); DDC control panel serving Gym/Multipurpose rooms (right).

Pneumatic and DDC controls serving Link penthouse AHU (left); pneumatic controls serving Brooks boiler room (right).
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Electrical Systems 

Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to broadly describe the differences from the prior SMMA/OMR PDP 
reports and changes in Electrical, Fire Alarm and Communication systems that have occurred since 
the aforementioned reports were released.  

Electric Service  

No recent modifications were observed to the two existing utility services. 

Two electric services (one for Brooks Building and another for Smith Building) are provided via two 
existing pad-mounted transformers, owned and maintained by utility company. There are not any 
known issues with these two transformers or with their associated underground primary and 
secondary feeders.  

Clarifications and additional information to previously 

released reports 

1. The oil-filled utility transformer, located adjacent 
to the Brooks Building Auditorium, appears to be 
installed too close to the building.  

2. For record: utility transformers have different 
secondary voltage configurations – the one near 
the Brooks Building is 120/208 volts 3phase, and 
the one near the Smith Building is 277/480 volts 3 
phase.  

3. Utility transformer located near the Smith 
Building, installed during the 1994 addition and 
renovations, has a 277/480 volt secondary voltage 
configuration, which has a very limited use in the 
building. The Link Switchboard, powered by this 
utility transformer, indicates only three 480V 3 
phase loads - ACCU, “LLH” and “MI”, refer to 
Photo 02 below, while the two remaining circuit breakers in the Switchboard are provided to 
feed two large indoor step-down transformers - 225 kVA and 300 kVA with 120/208 volt 3 
phase secondary voltage distribution – electrical power configuration as required to feed all 
power and lighting loads the Link and Smith Buildings. The 225 kVA transformer is located in 
the same room with the Switchboard, while the 300 kVA transformer is located in the Smith 
Building electric room 101B (where electrical all equipment is installed in code violation, refer 
to notes in Power Distribution Equipment Section below).   
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4. Power feeder from the Switchboard in Link to electric room B101 runs via tunnel. 

Power Distribution Equipment  

A few recent modifications were observed to the existing power distribution system, refer to summary 
below:  

1. “Old” 800 Amp 120/208 volts 3 phase Main Distribution panel, located in 
mechanical/electrical room B137 in Brooks Building, was replaced in year 2015, refer to 
below. This panel is powered by the existing utility transformer, located outside of the Brooks 
Building, currently supports mostly loads in the Smith Building and Reed Field House and is 
in good operational condition.      

   
 

Existing 277/480v Switchboard in Link 
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2. Twelve (12) “old” panels, manufactured by Federal Pacific and installed throughout the 
building, including the kitchen, were replaced in 2015. The existing “old” panels were used 
as pull boxes, and new panels were installed adjacent to “old”, refer to below. The replaced 
panels are in good operational condition.   

  
 

Clarifications and additional information to previously released reports: 

1. A few electrical panels (estimated about 6 total) are still “old”, considered beyond their useful 
life expectancy, refer to a few examples below. 
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2. The installation of electrical equipment in electric room 101B is in violation of code for 
required clearances, refer to photo below. The transformer is blocked by distribution panel, 
and “working space” (clearance) between panels appears in violation of code as well.  

  

3. The majority of power feeders 
throughout all buildings, except for 
those that were installed in year 1994, 
are “old” and considered beyond their 
useful life expectancy.   
 

4. A few kitchen receptacles were 
observed to be non-GFI type, non-
compliant with code. 

 

5. A few floor boxes with outlets were observed 
missing cover plate, refer to photo to the right. 
 

6. Library working alcoves have no receptacles 
for computers.   
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Emergency Power Distribution  

No recent modifications were observed for existing outdoor diesel-fired 180 kW/225 kVA 120/208 
volts 3 phase pad-mounted emergency generator, manufactured by Kohler Power Systems, installed 
about 10-15 years ago. It was observed in good operational condition.  

Clarifications and additional information to previously released reports: 

1. Existing generator supplies back-up power via existing panel “DPB” located in 
mechanical/electrical room B137 in Brooks Building. Apparently, this panel was added at the 
same time with the generator addition, which allowed to reconnect some existing panels to 
the generator, refer to photo below.  

2. The generator is equipped with one Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS), installed in 
mechanical/electrical room B137, which makes is classified as “standby” generator.  

3. The generator supports only building “standby” loads, including both boiler rooms’ 
equipment, kitchen panels, all lights in Auditorium (not “life-safety” lights), and all lights in 
Reed Field House Gym (not “life-safety” lights).  

   
 

 

Interior and Exterior Building-mounted Lighting, and Controls 

A few recent modifications were observed to the existing lighting system, refer to summary below:  

7. About 3 years ago all lights in Auditorium (except for stage “performance” lights) were 
retrofitted with dimmable LED’s. Current lighting levels are adequate.  

Existing Emergency Panel “DPB” 
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2. About 3 years ago all lights in Lecture Hall were retrofitted with dimmable LED’s. Current 
lighting levels are adequate.  

Clarifications and additional information to previously released reports: 

1. Currently, all lights in Auditorium, Kitchen area and Reed Field House Gym are wired to 
panels supported by the generator, which makes them classified as “standby” lights. It 
appears that old “life-safety” egress lights, provided by means of battery packs and remote 
heads, are still present in these spaces, but not operational – they shall be replaced/added, 
to comply with Building and Life-Safety Code requirements for illuminating of the egress 
path. The “life-safety” lights can’t be supported by panels that support “other” loads, 
therefore, in addition to the current “standby” lights there shall be dedicated “life-safety” 
lights by means of operational battery packs/remote heads.    

2. Lighting illumination levels in Reed Filed House Gym appear inadequate. 

3. Lighting illumination levels in Library appear inadequate.  

4. Lighting illumination levels in many classrooms appear inadequate, especially those with 
wraparound 4’ long pendants. Majority of classrooms have outdated lights and 
older/yellowed acrylic housings, refer to examples below.   

  
 

5. Classroom lights are currently controlled in by-row manner. Such lighting control 
arrangement doesn’t allow the occupants to have a “manual light reduction in reasonably 
uniform illumination pattern by at least 50%”, as required in compliance with Energy 
Efficiency Code.  

6. There is no programmable time-operated system allowing automatic shut-off for interior 
lights during after-hours, in compliance with Energy Code. The automatic shut-off system is 
required for all space which are not controlled by occupancy sensors. 
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7. The Reed Field House Gym has lights equipped with 3-T5 lamps and integral occupancy 
sensors, while the Smith Building Gym has lights with 4-T5 lamps and no occupancy 
sensors.     

8. In addition Reed Field House Gym, the occupancy sensors were observed in bathrooms 
only. Occupancy sensors are required by Energy Code in all spaces not controlled by 
automatic programmable shut-off system. 

9. Daylight sensors (photocells), required by Energy Code in spaces with daylight exposure, 
were not observed.  

10. A few exterior building-mounted lights were observed outdated and/or in poor condition.  

Emergency Egress Lighting and Exit Signs 

No recent modifications were observed for existing egress lighting and exit signs. 

Clarifications and additional information to previously released reports: 

1. Emergency “life-safety” egress lighting is provided throughout by means of battery packs, 
remote light heads and some “older style” emergency lights 9some are not operational, but 
not removed), with a few exceptions/code violations, as noted in items 2, 3 and 4 below.  

2. Currently, all lights in Auditorium (except for stage “performance” lights) are wired to panel 
supported by the generator, which makes them classified as “standby” lights. It appears that 
old “life-safety” egress lights, provided by means of battery packs and remote heads, are still 
present, but not operational for a while, and shall be replaced/added, to comply with Building 
and Life-Safety Code requirements for illuminating of the egress path. 

3. Currently, lights in Reed Field House Gym are wired to panel supported by the generator, 
which makes them classified as “standby” lights. It appears that old “life-safety” egress 
lights, provided by means of battery packs and remote heads, are still present, but not 
operational for a while, and shall be replaced/added, to comply with Building and Life-Safety 
Code requirements for illuminating of the egress path. 

4. Currently, all lights in the Kitchen area are wired to panel supported by the generator, which 
makes them classified as “standby” lights. It appears that old “life-safety” egress lights, 
provided by means of battery packs and remote heads, are still present, but not operational 
for a while, and shall be replaced/added, to comply with Building and Life-Safety Code 
requirements for illuminating of the egress path. 

5. Some of existing “emergency lights” are not operational, especially those that are currently 
installed in areas equipped with “standby” lights, which is not acceptable installation. 

6. Majority of existing exit signs are non-electrical (photo-luminescent) or non-operational, in 
violation of Building and Life-safety codes, refer to examples on below.   
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Fire Alarm System 

No recent modifications were observed for Fire Alarm system. The Fire Alarm system is in good 
operational condition, with 100% smoke detection, in compliance with code requirements for non-
sprinklered buildings.  

Examples of Non-Electrical Exit Signs
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Technology  

Communication Systems 
Telecommunications Service Providers 

Comcast  

1. Provides I-loop fiber optic and coaxial CATV feeds.  

2. Cables installed overhead on the site run through a wooded area from the east side of the 
site. 

3. Coaxial CATV cable is no longer used. 

Verizon 

1. Provides fiber optic and twisted-pair cable service 
feeds from two directions on the site. 

2. Service Feed 1:  

a. Overhead fiber optic cable and twisted pair 
cable entering the property from the east 
following the same path as the Comcast.  

b. The twisted pair cables provide all phone 
service for school. 

c. The fiber is not terminated. 

3. Service Feed 2:  

a. FiOS and a twisted pair bundle installed 
overhead along Ballfield Road, is then 
routed underground into the Smith Building.  

b. Cables are exposed and run through crawl 
spaces to the MDF. 

c. Second set of twisted pair cables are not 
used for telephone services may be 
abandoned.  

d. A red cable runs parallel with the Verizon 
lines on Ballfield Road. It is likely for the fire 
alarm.  

e. The Ballfield Road underground conduit is at capacity, leaving no room to install 
additional lines. 

General Comments 

1. All Telecommunications Service cables run overhead through wooded areas and are 
exposed to potential damage from falling tree limbs, see photo above. 
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2. Consider removing unused coaxial, twisted pair and fiber optic cables. 

Telecommunications Rooms 

1. Four Telecommunications Rooms serve the building. 

2. MDF is adequately sized, centrally located, secured and air conditioned. 

3. Three IDFs are adequately sized, well located to keep cable distances within industry 
standard lengths.  

4. IDFs are secured, but there is no air conditioning in the spaces which may lead to early 
equipment failure. 

5. All Telecommunications rooms are supported by generator power. 

Cable Infrastructure  

Fiber Optic 

1. OM3 fiber optic cable installed four years ago and performs adequately.  

2. OM4 is the current high-bandwidth standard in the industry.  

3. Cable installation methods do not comply with industry standards.  

4. Cables installed in crawl spaces and corridors are not adequately 
supported which may lead to failure or diminished performance.  

5. Existing single-mode fiber optic cable is unused/condition is unknown. 

Horizontal Cable 

1. Majority of runs are Category 5 (no longer an industry recognized 
standard).  

2. Some Category 5e and Category 6 cable is deployed. 

3. 8 classrooms are wired with Category 6A cable. 

4. Many horizontal cable terminations in classrooms are damaged/unusable. 

Wireless Access 

1. Wireless access points (APs) installed in the majority of indoor learning 
spaces.  

2. Building constraints prevent optimal APs location to transmit/receive 
signals. 

3. Many APs are connected using long Category 6 cords patched into 
existing Category 5 or 5e outlets.  

a. Mix of high and mid- to low-bandwidth Category rated cables 
constrains available bandwidth to the lowest common denominator.  
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b. Often the combined cable length may exceed industry standards affecting overall 
cable transmission performance. 

4. Current APs capable to operate at state-of-the-art 802.11ac standards.  

5. The existing cable infrastructure cannot support 802.11ac due to bandwidth limitations. 

6. Desire to make WiFi available for outdoor learning activities. 

Telephony 

1. Telephone system is a hybrid supporting digital and IP telephone telephony.  

2. There is desire to upgrade to VoIP equipment in the future. 

Cable TV 

1. The building is wired to support an unused Comcast feed and coaxial cable distribution.  

2. Consider removing the coaxial cable plant and replace with IP-TV distribution. 

Clock and Public Address Systems 

1. Clock system is no longer in service in most classrooms.  

2. Battery operated, non-synchronizing clocks are distributed throughout the school. 

3. The Public Address (PA) system is past its useful life.  

a. PA announcements transmitted to larger spaces are inaudible, raising concerns 
about safety.  

b. The PA system is not integrated with the existing telephone system. 

4. A panic button system is desired for future use in the event of emergencies. 

Computer and Technology Equipment Access  

1. The Computer Labs are at or near the end of their useful life.  

2. Combination of floor boxes and tele/power poles are used to 
connect computers. 

3. Many floor boxes are damaged or in locations where stray 
cables present tripping hazards.  

4. Insufficient number of data outlets forces the use small network 
switches in the lab to compile a number of computer 
connections into a single network outlet.  

a. Creates the potential for a transmission bottleneck. 
As with the wireless access cabling. 

b. Bandwidth capacity drops to the lowest common 
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denominator of the single cable from the switch to the data outlet. 

c. Insufficient number of power receptacles forces the use of power strips, 
potentially overloading electrical circuits. 

5. Mobile computer lab use approaching a 1:1 ratio for students to computers.  

6. Computers are kept at school for security and recharging.  

7. School is in the process of adapting hands-on learning methodology combining STEM 
practices with electronics and computer programing.  

8. Plan is to emulate the Maker Space approach that is in the pilot phase at the Hanscom 
Middle School. 

9. Anticipate use of 3D printers, sawdust and soldering that will necessitate much more 
advanced air handling. 

Audio Visual Systems 

1. Majority of classrooms equipped with interactive projectors or standard 
ceiling mounted projectors. 

2. Light-speed classroom audio systems installed in classrooms provide 
audio support. 

3. Local sound system in larger Multipurpose Room in Smith is no longer 
used. Portable unit is brought in when needed. No permanent projector 
installed. 

4. Projector and local sound system in the Brooks School Auditorium are 
adequate but aging past their useful life. 

5. No projector in the Reed Gym. Limited local sound system 

6. Insufficient number of power receptacles in the Lecture Hall section of the 
Auditorium to support students using computers during the MCAS exams 
or other educational activities. 

Electronic Security Systems  

1. Existing Intrusion Detection System has never been functional and needs replacement. 

2. Main entrance doors to the two schools use CCTV and intercom equipment to identify and 
question visitors prior to admitting them into the building using a door release button. 

3. There are no card readers on the site.  

a. Desire to acquire a card access system that is compatible with the Lenel system at 
the Hanscom Middle School. 

4. Mixed opinions in the Community regarding the use of CCTV surveillance.  
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a. The school is equipped with a number of analog cameras that display in the two 
Main Offices.  

b. May be a desire to upgrade the CCTV system to an IP-platform for cameras and 
recording.  

c. Consider adding locations for future CCTV cameras to allow easy installation should 
the need arise. 

5. Avid Community use of extensive outdoor spaces makes a Code Blue emergency telephone 
system desirable for user safety. 

6. Consider two-way radio systems for Fire and Police communications as part of any future 
improvements at the school. 

7. Consider a cellular repeater system for any future improvements at the school. 
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SECTION 2.1A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

The storm drainage system does not appear to be sufficient.  Catch basins do 

not have hoods and there was some ponding observed along paved edges.  

There was no drainage structures observed in the south parking lot.  

Downspouts discharged directly to the ground along the base of the building.  

The sanitary, water and gas systems appear to be in fair to good condition, 

functioning, and regularly maintained.  Utility services will need to be further 

assessed to determine adequacy for future improvements.  It is likely that a 

significant upgrade to the septic system would be required if major renovations 

are proposed.  With the exception of Ballfield Road, the driveways, walk ways, 

curbing and parking lot surfaces are in fair to poor condition with immediate 

maintenance required.  Ballfield Road is in good condition.  Handicap 

accessibility does not meet current MAAB code for all areas.  The 

playground/tot lot is in good condition, functioning and regularly maintained.  

The baseball field and basketball court are in fair condition with maintenance 

required. 

ARCHITECTURE 

The Smith building is a one story building with a mechanical basement and 

crawl spaces for piping.  There have been three small classroom additions to the 

original building. The original building and the 1953 and 1955 classroom 

additions were constructed of columns and load bearing masonry walls with 

wood framed roof members. The 1994 kindergarten classroom addition was 

constructed with structural steel.  Most of the architectural components of the 

building are in serviceable to good condition with the newest addition in good 

condition.  It has been reported that there are locations where the flat roof 

areas leak and also around some of the skylights. Many of the original copper 

gutters at the sloped roofs have deteriorated to the point where they no longer 

hold water.  The architectural finishes in this facility appear to be kept in fair to 

good repair by the maintenance and custodial staffs, yet there are some of the 

original finishes that have lasted beyond their useful life and are in need of 

replacement. 

The mechanical room is located in the basement, and it has been reported to 

flood during heavy rain conditions. It was noted that the finish grade outside of 

the mechanical room area slopes into the corner of the building where the 

mechanical room is located. 
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SECTION 2.1A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 

There are some non-conformance accessibility issues at doors and with related 

hardware. While most of the student toilet rooms have been modified to 

comply, there remain toilets in one of the classroom wings that are not 

accessible. The staff toilet rooms in the Lounge/Workroom area are also not 

accessible.   The length of the ramp to access the stage does not meet current 

Access Code requirements. 

Other than the accessibility deficiencies, and some wear of interior finishes, the 

facility appears in serviceable to good physical condition. 

STRUCTURAL 

The Smith building appears to be in good structural condition.  There were 

several areas that showed signs of water leakage, both in the ceiling tiles and 

efflorescence on the masonry walls, in both the original 1948 construction as 

well as the 1952, 1955 and 1994 additions.  There were cracks in the ceiling 

plaster in the OT/PT room located at the ceiling mounted equipment.  It did 

not appear that the equipment was mounted directly to wood roof beams.  

Several wood roof beams had significant horizontal (cross-grain tension) 

splitting.  The floor to the original gymnasium had recently been re-finished 

and therefore no observations were made in the gym.  However, the gym 

framing was observed from the mechanical mezzanine level located above the 

stage area of the gym.  Large horizontal splitting was observed in the wood roof 

beams of the gymnasium in this area. It was also observed that the basketball 

backstop support members are attached to the roof beams of the gym and are 

spanning approximately 16 feet. The wood fascia boards show signs of 

significant deterioration and are in need of replacement/repair.  The gutters 

along the gymnasium are pulling off the fascia board. 

PLUMBING 

Water, sanitary waste, and storm piping, located in the basement is in poor 

condition, but appears to be of adequate capacity.  Copper piping has been 

tested and unacceptable levels of lead have been recorded. As a result all 

drinking fountains and classroom sink bubblers have been rendered inoperable. 

Based on the age of the building, it is assumed that all concealed insulation is 

likely to be asbestos. 

The gas-fired, water heater, located in the basement, is operable but appears to 

be fair to poor condition. The master mixing valve appears to be in good 

condition. 

The duplex waste ejector, located in the basement, is operational; however the 

basin cover is missing. During a heavy rain fall situation this ejector operates 

constantly because ground water is seeping up through a crack in the basement 

floor 

Plumbing fixtures are original but in serviceable condition.  There were some 

accessible fixtures but none are completely compliant.  Some of the toilet rooms 
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SECTION 2.1A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 

have no accessible fixtures. A staff toilet (S115) opposite the nurse station has a 

water closet sanitary waste pipe that is backing up. Facilities personnel stated 

that the sanitary line is probably pitched in the wrong direction.  . 

FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system. 

MECHANICAL 

Smith Building classrooms are heated and ventilated with hot water unit 

ventilators.  Each space has an exhaust.  Unit ventilators and exhaust system are 

in fair to good shape. 

The art room kiln is vented into the room. 

The teachers lounge unit ventilators (2) have DX cooling coils.  Both DX-UV's 

are inoperable due to bad compressors. 

The boilers for Smith and Link/Library Building are located in the basement.  

The basement has flooded previously, with the high water line having been 

above the burner level.  Hot water pumping is constant volume (No VFD's).  

Two pumps operate in a lead/lag manner.  The boiler, breeching and pumps 

are approximately 10 years old.  Due to flooding, the boilers are in fair to poor 

shape. 

The H&V unit for the gym is located in the attic and is 10 years old.  The unit is 

in good condition.  Controls are pneumatic, controlled by the DDC system 

through EP switches. 

Various fan coil units and other terminal units (for heating only and 

heating/cooling) supply heat to the balance of the spaces.  All of these pieces of 

equipment are 10 years old and in fair condition. 

Toilet exhaust in the Smith Building was noted as poor.  While operational, the 

fans did not appear to be exhausting toilet room odors adequately. 

The DDC head end is located in the Smith Building.  The system was off at the 

time of SMMA's visit.  Further investigation into training levels of town staff 

should be done to verify that staff is able to control equipment effectively. 

ELECTRICAL 

The electrical service is provided through the service of the Link/Library 

building. 

Newer electrical distribution equipment is manufactured by GE. The older 

original equipment is manufactured by Pelham Electrical Mfg. 
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SECTION 2.1A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 
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The fire alarm system is an EST system. The building has no sprinkler system, so 

building is protected only by this system.  

Lights have been retrofitted by a recent utility program with T8 lamps and more 

energy efficient ballasts. 

The cable infrastructure for the computer system consists mainly of Cat 5 cable. 

Site lighting appears to be insufficient, in general, inspected during daylight 

hours. The teacher’s lot appears to be lit sufficiently. 

 



  

SECTION 2.1B SMITH BUILDING  

 EVALUATION REPORT 

 GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name of School: Lincoln Public Schools 

Address: Ballfield Road 

 Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773 

Name of Owner: Town of Lincoln  

Grade Levels Served: K thru 4 

Student Population: 346 Students for school year 2006-07 

Years in Service: 58 

Year Constructed: 1948 Designer:  

Additions: 1952, 1955, 1994 Designer: HMFH-1994 Addition 

Existing Drawings: Yes, only of 1994 addition 
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SMITH SCHOOL 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

  

 CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION DATA 

 Construction Type: (from State Building Code)  

Original 1948 Building: 3B - Non-Combustible/ Combustible Unprotected 

1952 Addition 1: 3B - Non-Combustible/ Combustible Unprotected 

1955 Addition 2: 3B - Non-Combustible/ Combustible Unprotected 

1994 Addition 3: 2C - Non-Combustible, Unprotected 

Occupancy Group: E - Educational 

Area Sub-Basement:  

Basement: 920 GSF 

Ground Floor: 48,242 GSF 

Upper Floors – 2nd:  

Upper Floors – 3rd :  

Total: 49,162 GSF 

  

 Height # of Stories 

Height/Stories:   

Original 1948 Building: 21'-0" at Ridge(classroom) 36'-6" at Ridge (Gym) 1 

1952 Addition 1: 21'-0" at Ridge(classroom) 1 

1955 Addition 2: 21'-0" at Ridge(classroom) 1 

1994 Addition 3: 22'-6" at Ridge(classroom) 1 
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SMITH SCHOOL 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

  SITE DATA  

 Description  

Land Used: 55%(10% buildings/10% paved/35% play areas)  

Lot Area: 54.36 ac. (entire site)  

Topography: Generally flat around buildings  

Wetlands: Multiple wetlands throughout site  

      

 Size: Material: Source: Date Installed Conditions 

      (If septic system – verify if aggregate systems applies)  

Utilities –Sanitary: 4" & 8"/8" SMH to 

Septic 

V.T./PVC  Record Plan (1994) 1994 

connection 

to septic 

U 

Water: 8" U Lincoln Water 

Dept. 

 U 

Electricity: Overhead from 

street to 

underground 

conduit Site Visit/Record 

Plan (1994) 

 U 

Gas: 2"    3 

Oil Tank: N/A    N/A 

Storm Water 

Management: 

CBs without hoods  Site Visit/Record 

Plan (1994) 

 3 

Athletic Fields – Field 1: Baseball Grass Visual  2 

Field 2: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Field 3: N/A  N/A   N/A 

Track: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Tennis Courts: 6 Clay Visual  2 

Basketball Courts: 1 Bit. Conc. Visual  2 

Playground/Total Lot: 1  Visual  3 

     

 Type: Source Date Installed Conditions 

Site Lighting: Varies Visual U 2 

Fire Hydrant: 1 Visual U 3 

     

 # Spaces Material Date Installed Conditions 

Parking – Lot 1/2/3: 21/85 Bit.  conc. U 3 

Bus Drop/Pick-Up Area: Yes (See note 1) Bit.  conc. U 3 

Parent Drop/Pick-Up Area: Yes Bit. Conc.  U 2 

Loading & Service 1 Bit.  conc. U 3 

Signage: Minimal N/A U 2 

Trash Management Area: 1 Bit. Conc. U 3 
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SMITH SCHOOL 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSIBILITY 

Exterior – Accessible 
Route: 

Width Material  

Curb Cuts: Yes Concrete 

Walkways: Yes Concrete/Bit.  Conc. 

Ramps: Yes  

Parking: 2 HC Bit. Conc. 

SITE NOTES 

1.  Ballfield Road Loop is designated as the bus drop-off/pick-up area.  No 

separate area is provided.  Other traffic is diverted away from this portion of 

Ballfield Road during bus drop-off and pick-up times. 
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SMITH SCHOOL 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

BUILDING SYSTEMS & ASSEMBLIES OF ORIGINAL BUILDINGS 

Structure Material – Original 1948 
Building & 1953/55 Add'ns 

Condition Material – 1994 Addition Condition 

Foundation System: Unknown/Not verified N/A, note 

1 

14" concrete foundation 

walls with continuous wall 

footings.  Shallow spread 

footings at columns. 

3 

Vertical Support System: Steel pipe columns; load 

bearing masonry walls. 

2 Steel tube columns. 3 

Floor Framing System:  

 

   

Ground: Unknown/Not verified N/A, note 

1 

4" concrete slab on grade. 3 

Upper Floors:  N/A 2 ½" concrete slab on 1 ½" 

metal deck with steel beams 

at mechanical mezzanine 

over gymnasium/auditorium 

stage area. 

3 

Roof Framing System: 2x wood joists with wood 

trusses or wood beams with 

wood plank decking in 

classrooms.  2x wood joists 

with wood beams in 

corridors.  Wood plank 

decking, heavy timber 

rafters and glue-laminated 

wood arched frames in 

gymnasium/auditorium. 

2, notes 2, 

3 

Metal roof deck on open 

web bar joists and wide 

flange steel beams in 

corridors.  Acoustical roof 

deck with exposed wide 

flange steel beams in 

classrooms. 

4 

Lateral Force Resisting 

System: 

Exterior and interior 

masonry walls.   

2, note 1 Steel braced frames. 3 

STRUCTURE NOTES 

1. Structural drawings for the original building and the 1953 and 1955 

additions were not available for review.  No destructive testing was 

performed to verify existing conditions obstructed from view. 

2. Large splits were noted in the gymnasium/auditorium rafters above the 

mechanical mezzanine area.  Splits were noted in the exposed wood beams 

in the classrooms. 

3. The small diameter pipe support members for the basketball backstops are 

attached to the roof beams of the gym. These support members are 

spanning approximately 16 feet. This condition should be reviewed with a 

representative for the basketball equipment manufacturer to verify that the 

supporting members are properly sized and supported from the structure. 
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SMITH SCHOOL 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

Exterior Envelope Material – Original 1948 
Building & 1953/55 Add'ns 

Condition Material – 1994 Addition Condition 

Exterior Wall Assembly: Brick Veneer, CMU Backup 2 Brick Veneer, LT GA MTL 

Framing 

4 

Exterior Trim/Fascia WD 0-1,  note 1 MTL 3 

 Sloped Roof Assembly: Asphalt Shingles 2, note 2 Asphalt Shingles 3 

Flat Roof Assembly: Single-Ply EPDM Membrane 2, notes 8, 

10 

Single-Ply EPDM 

Membrane 

2, note 10 

Skylights Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 9 Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 9 

Windows: Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 3 Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 3 

Glazed C- Wall: Alum, Double Glazed 3, notes 3, 7 Alum.  Double glazed 3, note 3 

Clerestory: Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 4 Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 4 

Doors – Exterior: Alum 3, note 5 HM, Alum HM Glazed 3, note 5 

Interior: HM, WD 2, 2 HM, WD 3, 3 

Cross-Corridor: N/A  HM 3 

Hardware: Mixture of Knob and Lever 

Type 

1, 3, notes 5, 

6 

Mostly Lever Type 3, notes 5, 

6 

EXTERIOR ENVELOPE NOTES 

1. Much of the Fascia, soffit, and wood trim are in poor condition with various 

degrees of rot.  In some locations the Fascia has rotted away behind the 

gutters. 

2. Many of the gutters are in poor condition as they have corroded to the 

point where water is leaking through the bottom.  There are other locations 

where the downspouts are clogged and the gutters are filled with water.  

There are also locations where the downspouts are missing. 

3. Many of the shades did not function smoothly or allow for minor 

adjustment without repeated tugging to make an adjustment. The interior 

shades are a spring roller type shade that is not appropriate for school 

facilities use as this type of shade is a residential grade product that does not 

perform well in a high use environment. There is a commercial grade 

product available from MechoShade Systems, Inc., Draper, Inc., or Hunter 

Douglas that is appropriate for use in school facilities. It is a chain driven 

roller shade that is available in either room darkening or blackening fabrics 

as well as either manual or remote electric operation. 

4. Shades/window treatment at clerestory windows are inaccessible as they are 

out of reach and do not have a means for remote operation.  It was also 

noted that clerestory window units are operable projected type windows that 

are not within reach and do not have a means to operate them. 

5. Exterior doors at classrooms are equipped with a paddle handle type of 

device that does not conform to egress requirements and it was reported 
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that in some locations where these devices failed, they were replaced with 

the appropriate panic bar type exit device. 

6. It was noted that very few of the custodial or mechanical spaces were 

equipped with "knurled" type hardware to inform the vision impaired of 

non-public mechanical spaces. 

7. There is a portion of the building where the glazed C-wall remains as wood 

with Transite* panels and single glazing that is in fair to poor condition. 

8. There are areas where seams in the roofing membrane along the clerestory 

windows have deteriorated and will fail or have failed.  There are also a 

number of loose or missing walk treads on the roof. 

9. Interior finishes around skylight show signs of water damage due to current 

or prior leaks. 

10. It was noted that many of the roof drain baskets are clogged with leaves and 

other debris that prevent proper drainage. 

* Suspected asbestos containing material, source: Three-Year Reinspection 

(AHERA) report dated September 1, 2006, by Hillmann Environmental 

Group, LLC. 
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Interior Finishes Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling 
Original 1948 Building & 1953/55 Add'ns 

Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling 1994 
Addition 

 Walls Floor Ceiling Condition Walls Floor Ceiling Condition 
Kindergarten Classrooms:     GWB CPT, 

VCT 

EMD, 

ACT 

3/2, 3/4, 

3, notes 

1, 3, 5, 7 

General Classrooms: CMU CPT, 

VCT 

AACT*, 

Plas 

3/2, 2/1, 

2, note 7 

    

Gym: CMU, 

CTP 

WD WD, 

CTP 

3,3/3/3, 

notes 4, 6 

    

Platform: CMU WD WD 3/3/3     

Computer Room:     GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3 

Art Room: CMU VCT AACT*, 

Plas 

2/3/3, 3     

Science Room: CMU VCT AACT*, 

Plas 

2/3/3, 2     

Case Classroom Room:     GWB CPT, 

VCT 

EMD, 

ACT 

3/2, 3/4, 

3, notes 

1, 3, 5, 7 

SPED OT/PT Room: CMU CPT, 

VCT 

AACT*, 

Plas 

3/2, 2/1, 

2,  

notes 7, 8 

    

SPED Tutorial Room: CMU, 

GWB 

VCT ACT 3, 3/3/3     

Administrative Office Area: CMU, 

GWB 

CPT Plas 3, 3/3/3     

Psychology Office Area: CMU CPT, 

VCT 

AACT*, 

Plas 

3/3, 3/2, 

3 

    

Teachers Workroom/ 
Lounge Area: 

CMU VCT AACT*, 

Plas 

3/3/ 2, 3     

Corridors: CMU VCT AACT*, 

Plas 

3/2/2 GWB VCT ACT 2/3/2, 

notes 1, 

2, 3 

Student Toilets: SCFT CT Plas 3/2/2 CT CT ACT 3/3/3, 

note 10 

Staff Toilets: SCFT CT Plas 3/2/2 CT/ 

GWB 

CT ACT 3/3/3, 

note 9 

Service/Mechanical: CMU Conc Conc 3/2/3, 

note 11 

    

INTERIOR FINISHES NOTES 

1. It was noted that the VCT was cracking and breaking where it bridged a 

control joint in concrete slab.  It was noted also, that the carpeting was 

bubbling over the same joint areas as it continued into the carpet areas.  

There are also locations where the carpet seams are failing. 

2. There are many locations where ceiling material has water stains from 

previous or current leaks. 
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3. GWB walls are in need of some minor repair and paint below 36" above 

finished floor. 

4. Baskets and backstops are not height adjustable for younger age group that 

the gym serves. 

5. Mats at exterior doors from classroom are a loose laid Pedi-grid type mat 

with an exposed edge condition and no frame. 

6. Moveable wall/gym divider is a Modern Fold partition that is electronically 

operated.  It has been reported that there are problems with operation and 

that parts are not readily available. 

7. At locations where floor tile extends to exterior door, tile is broken near 

threshold or door sill. 

8. There are missing or failing ceiling tile from ceiling system. 

9. Toilet room or toilet fixtures are out of services and require repair. 

10. Girls’ toilet rooms have sanitary napkin dispensers, not age appropriate. 

11. Basement mechanical room floods during heavy rainfall. 

 

ABBREVIATIONS 

BRK - Brick Masonry  EMD - Exposed Metal Deck/Structure 

SCFT - Clay Facing Tile  GWB - Gypsum Wallboard 

CMU - Concrete Masonry Unit, or Concrete 

Block 

 VCT - Vinyl Composition Tile 

AL - Aluminum  VAT - Vinyl Composition Tile 

HM - Hollow Metal  CPT - Carpet 

WD - Wood  VB - Vinyl Base 

CONC - Concrete  RBR - Rubber Treads & Risers/Tile 

CLG - Ceiling  USF - Urethane Sports Flooring 

ACT - Suspended Acoustic Tile Ceiling  CT - Ceramic Tile 

CSAT - Suspended Concealed Spline Acoustic 

Tile 

 QT - Quarry Tile 

AACT - Adhered Acoustic Ceiling Tile  PT - Porcelain Tile 

PLAS - Plaster  CPT - Cementitious Tectum Panel 

EGCT - Eggcrate Panels    

 

*  Suspected Asbestos Containing Material, source:  Three-year reinspections 

(AHERA) report dated September 1, 2006, by Hillmann Environmental 

Group, LLC. 
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PLUMBING SYSTEM 

Service Pipe Size Meter Size Pressure 
Regulator 

Operating  
Pressure 

Pipe 
Material 

Source Age Miscellaneous 

Water: 4" 

Reduces 

to 2-1/2" 

1"   — Copper Town 58 years    

Gas: 2" (5" 

inside 

building)  

Unknown Yes Less than 

14" WC  

Steel Utility 

KeySpan 

58 years    

 
System Pipe Material / Condition Type Insulation / 

Condition 
Miscellaneous 

Domestic Cold Water: 

Copper / Average 

Asbestos 

possible in 

concealed 

spaces  

HVAC Backflow Preventer 

Domestic Hot Water: 

Copper / Average 

Asbestos 

possible in 

concealed 

spaces 

Recirculation — Yes 

Sanitary Waste & Vent: B & S CI / Poor to 

Average 
N/A  

Storm Drainage: B & S CI / Poor to 

Average 
None Roof drains  

Gas: Steel / Average N/A  

Non-Potable (Lab) CW: None   

Non-Potable (Lab) HW: None   

Acid (Lab) Waste & Vent: None   

Kitchen Waste: None   

Tempered Water: None   

 
Equipment Type/Fuel Age Condition Miscellaneous 

Domestic Water Heater: Gas Fired    2 86 gallon with thermostatic mixer 

Sanitary Ejector Pump: Submersible Unknown Unknown Duplex — Basin cover missing. Operates 

frequently because of ground water seeping 

up through floor. 

Storm Ejector Pump: None    

Domestic Water Booster 

Pump: 

None    

Interior Kitchen Grease Trap: N/A    
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Plumbing Fixtures Type/ 
Installation 

Low 
Consumption/
Metering 

Accessible Condition Miscellaneous 

Water Closet: FV / Floor No Note 1 2 & 3  Boys'/Girls' not accessible 

Urinal: FV / Wall No Note 1 2 & 3  Boys'/Girls' not accessible 

Lavatory: VC /Wall No Note 1 2 & 3  Boys'/Girls' not accessible 

Drinking Fountain/Water 

Cooler: 

VC & SS / 

Wall 

N/A Some 2 & 3  See note 2 

Classroom Sink VC & SS / 

Counter 

No No 2 & 3  Art Room — There are no 

plaster traps.  Art Room sinks 

are not equipped with plaster 

traps. 

Classroom Bubbler / Drinking 

Fountain 

Bubbler  N/A Some 2 & 3   

Mop Sink: Sink / Wall N/A N/A 2 & 3  Faucet handles missing. 

Vacuum Breaker — missing 

Showers: None     

 
Miscellaneous Fixtures Miscellaneous   

Hose Bibb: Vacuum Breaker — Yes, but some toilet rooms don't have a hose bib 

Wall Hydrant: Vacuum Breaker  

Floor Drain: Trap Primer — None visible 

Emergency Shower / 

Eyewash: 

N/A   

Emergency Eyewash: N/A   

Lab Faucets: N/A  

Lab Gas Cocks: N/A 

PLUMBING NOTES 

1. Unisex toilet areas have been installed to meet handicapped accessibility. 

2. Drinking fountains are shut off because of unacceptable levels of lead. 
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 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 

 Size Material Location Flow/Pressure Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Water Service Entrance 

#1: 

See notes      

Water Service Entrance 

#2: 

N/A      

Backflow Prevention:       

 

 Size/Pressure Manufacturer Energy Source  Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Fire Pump: N/A     

      

 Type Type of Head Zone Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Suppression System  None     

Typical Classrooms None     

Large Spaces None     

Kitchen: None     

Stairs: None     

Fire Department 

Connections: 

None     

Exterior: None     

Interior: None     

Shut-Off Valves: None     

Pre-Action Controls:  None     

 

FIRE PROTECTION NOTES 

1. There was no fire protection system.
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 HEATING & VENTILATING SYSTEMS 

Centralized Systems Energy Source Type Manufacturer Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Heating Equipment #1: Natural Gas Hot Water 

Boilers 

HB Smith 1995 2, note 1 

Cooling Equipment #1: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Exhaust Equipment #1: N/A Centrifugal fans 

on roof 

U 1995 3 

      
Distribution Systems Size Type Manufacturer Energy Source Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Heating Distribution 

Equipment: 

 Steel & 

copper 

pipe 

N/A  Original 2 

Cooling Distribution 

Equipment: 

 Split 

system DX 

U  1995 2 / 3 

Air Distribution Equipment:  Heating & 

ventilating 

units, Unit 

ventilators 

Multiple  M 2 

       

Terminal Equipment Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Unit 

ventilators & 

perimeter 

radiation 

Varies Pneumatic / 

DDC 

Varies / 1995 2 /3 

Offices: Radiation / 

Split system 

DX units 

Varies Radiators — 

Pneumatic AC 

units self-

contained 

Varies / 1995 2 /3 

Library: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Multi-Purpose/Gym: H&V IT McQuay DDC 1995 3 

Kitchen: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Corridors: Radiators / 

Unit 

ventilators 

M Pneumatic / 

DDC 

Varies / 1995 2 

Toilets: Radiators / 

Exhaust 

U Pneumatic / 

DDC 

Varies / DDC 2 
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HVAC Controls Type Manufacturer 

Controls 
Date of Installation Conditions 

Energy Management – 

Controls: 

    

General: Combination DDC / 

Pneumatic with EP 

switches 

U Varies / 1995 2 

Local:     

HVAC NOTES 

1. Flooding of Boiler Room has occurred with water level noted at 

Burner/Boiler level. 
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 ELECTRICAL 

 Rating Source Metering Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Service: 300A Link/Library 

Building 

Link/Library Building 1994 4 

      
 Type  Location  Conditions 

Transformer: Dry Type N/A Smith Electric Room 1994 N/A 

      
 Rating Energy Source Manufacturer Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Emergency Generator: N/A     

      
 Type   Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Distribution System: GE 277/480V & 

120/208V 

3-Phase/4-Wire 1950s-1994 4, note 10 

      
Devices Grounded/Non Grounded  Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Grounded — 8 

Duplex 

  1963-On 3 

Offices: 2-4 Duplex   1963-On 3 

Auditorium / Stage: Grounded   1963-On 3 

Gym/Cafeteria: Grounded   1963-On 3 

Lobby/Corridor: Grounded   1963-On 3 

Toilets: N/A     

      
Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: (12) 2-Lamp, T8, 1'x4' Fixtures Pendant 1994/2004 3, note 2 

Offices: (2-4) T8, Fixtures Ceiling 1994/2004  

Library: T8 and Compact Fluorescent Linear and Round 

Pendant  

1994/2004 4 

Auditorium/ Cafeteria: N/A    

Gym/Stage: Incandescent / T5HO Pendant/Track/High 

Bay T5HO 

1970s/1994/

2004 

3, note 11 

Lobby/Corridor: T8 Recessed/Surface 1994/2004 3, note 2 

Toilets: T8 and Compact Fluorescent Recessed/Surface 1994/2004 3 

Lighting Controls: Minimal — Bathrooms Only Switch Type 1994/2004 3 

Theatre Lighting System: N/A    
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Site Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Sports Fields: N/A    

Parking: 250W-400W MH 25'-30' Pole 1994 3, note 4 

Walkways: 175W MH 10' Pole 1994 3, note 4 

Building Entrances: HID Wall Pack Surface 1994 3, note 4 

      

Security System Type Manufacturer  Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

CCTV: N/A     

Door Access Controls: N/A     

Detection Devices: Motion Sensors N/A  1994 Note 3 

      
Communications System Type Manufacturer  Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Master Clock / Program: N/A Dukane   2 , note 5 

Typical Classrooms: 1 Standard  1994 2 

Offices: 1 Standard  1994 2 

Public Areas: N/A     

      
Tele/Data/Video System Type Manufacturer CCTV Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Wall/(5)Cat5/

TV VCR/DVD 

Multiple CATV — Olson Tech. 1994-Present 3, note 1 

Offices: Phone/Cat 5     

Library: (~17) Stations   1994-Present 3 

Computer: N/A     

Auditorium/Stage: N/A  CATV   

Gym/Cafeteria: N/A     

      
Local Sound Systems Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Gym: N/A   1994 3 

Cafeteria: N/A     

Auditorium: N/A     

      
 Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Emergency Lighting: EBU Lithonia Remote Battery Units 1994 2, note 6 

Exit Lighting: Radioactive N/A Self Luminous 1994 2, note 7 

      
 Type Manufacturer Notifications Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Fire Alarm System: Model RMDP EST  1994 2, note 8 
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Fire Alarm Devices Detector Type Alarm Signal Type Pull Station Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe Yes 1994 3 

Offices: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe N/A 1994 3 

Library: SD/HD   1994 3 

Auditorium/Stage: N/A      

Gym/Cafeteria: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe  1994 3 

Lobby/Corridor: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe  1994 3 

Kitchen: N/A     

Storage/Service: SD/HD N/A  1994 3 

Toilets: SD/HD Strobe  1994 3 

HS — Horn/Strobe, SD — Smoke Detector, HD — Heat Detector 

ELECTRICAL NOTES 

1. Typical classrooms have one teacher's computer with a printer and two to 

four student computers. 

2. The light fixtures were updated in a 2004 utility program. New T8 or 

fluorescent lamps and ballasts were installed. In general, light fixtures are in 

good shape. 

3. There are keypads and motion detectors. The maintenance person stated 

that under the 1994 renovation the devices were installed, but no system or 

control panel was installed at that time. 

4. Site visited during daylight hours. There does not appear to be enough 

fixtures for safety or security. Some entries utilize wall — packs resulting in 

glare which does not meet dark sky recommendations. Newer parking lot 

lighting appears to be adequate. 

5. Maintenance stated that although the control system works fine, clocks fail 

often. 

6. Maintenance stated that a recent test of the EBU's had been done and most 

batteries needed to be replaced. 

7. The self-luminous exit fixtures have exceeded their 10-year life expectancy. 

The fixtures are approximately 12 years old and should be tested to 

determine if they are able to provide the required level of illumination for 

exit signage. If not, they should be replaced. 

8. Maintenance stated that there are many trouble and false alarm conditions 

with the system. Most likely due to the age of the smoke detectors, or dirty 

smoke detectors. The building has no sprinkler system; building is 

protected by smoke and heat detectors. 

9. There is a gang-type dimming system made of standard Lutron dimmers, 

used for track and incandescent gym fixtures. 

10. The electrical service and main equipment appear to be new from the 1994 

renovation, but some equipment in the boiler room, which appears to be 
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original equipment circa 1950s. Some of this equipment is also abandoned 

and should be removed. 
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 PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSIBILITY 

Exterior Accessible Route    
Accessible Route: See Site Data for info. 

  

 Width Material Hardware Conditions 
Primary Entrance: 3-3'-0" Alum  Push Bar 3 

Exterior/Egress Doors: 3'-0", 2'-6" at CR's  Alum Push Bar, 

Paddle Handle 

3 

Signage: Minimal HC signage    

  

Interior Accessible Route Width Material Hardware Conditions 
Accessible Route:     

Entrance Vestibules: Only one at 1994 addition Alum Push bar 3, note 1 

Interior Doorways – 
Classrooms: 

3'-0" HM, WD Knobs/Levers 3, 2/1, 3 

 

Offices: 3'-0" WD Knobs/Levers 3/1, 3 

Stage: 3'-8" width, length is non 

conforming 

WD  3 

Gym/Cafeteria: 3'-0" WD Lever 3, 3 

Cross – Corridor: 6'-0" HM Push Bar Lever 3, 3 

Stairs:     

Toilets: 3'-0" 

2'-6" at inaccessible toilet 

rooms 

WD 

WD 

Levers  

Push/Pull 

3, 3 

2, 2 

  

 Size   Conditions 
Vertical Access: 
(Elevators/Lifts) 

none    

  

 Width Floor Surface Handrail/Guar
d Heights 

Conditions 
 

Stairways: Various widths  WD, RBR 1'-7" and 2'-10" 3 

Ramps: 3'-8" RBR 1'-7" and 2'-10" 3 

  

 Clear Floor Space/Turning Radius Toilet 
Partitions 

Conditions 
 

Toilet Rooms: All but one toilet rooms for each sex is accessible, some 

dimensional clearance do not comply 

Accessible 3 

Tables & Seating – 
Cafeteria: 

Accessible  3 

Drinking Fountains: 2 accessible fountains  3, note 2 

Public Tele: None   

Controls: None   

Signage: Yes  2, note 3 

Emergency Alarms: Yes  2 
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ACCESSIBILITY NOTES 

1. The vestibule serves the primary entrance for the kindergarten wing.  There 

is no vestibule at the main entrance to Smith Building. 

2. Water to drinking fountains has been turned off due to concerns regarding 

lead content.  Water dispensers have been allotted throughout the building. 

3. There appears to be sufficient signage to identify each space at the doorway, 

there are some signs that have not been updated for space it serves.  

 



  

SECTION 2.1C RECOMMENDATIONS 
 SMITH BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

The vehicular and pedestrian circulation appears to be adequate for the current 

size of the building, but more defined and better organized drop-off/pick up 

areas for buses and parents should be provided and should include additional 

signage.  The number of parking spaces in the proximity of the school building 

also appears to be adequate for the current size and population of the building.  

It would be difficult to reconfigure the circulation and drop-off to improve 

circulation without eliminating parking.  The driveways from Ballfield Road, 

parking lot and walkway surfaces are in fair to poor condition. The poorest 

locations require sub grade reconstruction and full-depth pavement 

replacement; the remainder should be repaired with seal coating and crack 

filling in the next couple years. The repairs have a limited life expectancy of 

approximately five years, thus a pavement overlay should be conducted within 

this time frame.  

Handicap access to the building is limited and not all areas comply with the 

current MAAB code and an accessible route should be provided to meet current 

MAAB code at each entrance/exit.  Expansion to the building is possible due to 

the large size of the site.  The storm drainage system to the east of the building 

and along Ballfield Road has a few catch basins.  Due to the proximity of 

wetlands on the site, upgrades to the storm drainage system would likely be 

required if significant site work was proposed to comply with the MA Storm 

water Management Policy.  The roof drainage system should be upgraded to 

eliminate surface discharge or, at a minimum, direct the discharge as far away 

from the building as possible.   Utility services will need to be further assessed to 

determine adequacy for future expansion.  An evaluation of the septic system 

was conducted in 2000 By GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.   This report indicated 

that the septic system was sufficient for current use and population of the 

building; however, a significant upgrade to the system may be required in the 
future if population increases or if a full cafeteria was proposed.  The 

playground/tot lot is in fair condition and functioning with routine 

maintenance.  The baseball field and tennis courts are in fair condition and 

require routine maintenance. 
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SECTION 2.1C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 

ARCHITECTURE / INTERIORS 

Exterior Envelope 

The windows and wood framed window wall in the classroom wing on the 

northwest side of the Gymnasium are single glazed and require replacement. 

Any building renovation would include a recommendation for repair of all 

exterior joints and replacement with energy efficient windows. 

Roofing 

Although the flat roof area on this building had been replaced at the time of 

the Kindergarten classroom addition, it has been reported to leak and is evident 

from the number of stained ceiling tiles and water damaged drywall around 

skylights. We observed a number of the roof drain baskets that were clogged 

with leaves and debris as well as areas where the water had ponded because 

there was not positive drainage to the drains. It would be recommended 

practice to conduct infrared testing to determine if the underlying insulation 

has been compromised. If so, then the roofs should be replaced with a new 

single ply roof membrane and rigid insulation and tapered insulation to 

improve energy conservation and provide positive drainage to roof drains. We 

also observed a number of the walkway treads that were either loose or missing 

that should be re-adhered or replaced. 

The sloped roof areas of the building appear to be in fair to good condition. It 

did not appear that the West side of the Gym roof had been replaced as recently 

as the rest of the building. Also, all of the original copper gutters and 

downspouts are beyond their useful life and are failing. The wood fascia behind 

the gutters has extensive rot and decay and should be replaced with the gutters. 

It would be recommended to consider cladding the new wood fascia with metal 

to reduce the maintenance required with painted wood. 

Interior Finishes 

The AHERA reports have identified a variety of asbestos containing finish 

materials found in the facility. It has been the objective of the school 

department to remove asbestos containing materials as part of any renovation or 

finish replacement project.  All of the worn carpeting and VCT flooring should 

be replaced. 

Accessibility 

The building is generally accessible to disabled persons. Most of the classroom 

door hardware needs to be replaced.  Refinishing or replacement of the doors 

should also be considered if hardware replacement were done. All of the toilet 

rooms should be made compliant with MAAB (Massachusetts Architecture 

Access Board) regulations.  Appropriate accessibility signage should be installed 
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SECTION 2.1C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 

throughout the building and site.  Any substantial renovation will require 

complete accessibility within the school consistent with new construction.   

STRUCTURAL 

The structural system of a building tends to ‘outlive’ the other building systems, 

provided that they are maintained properly.  Therefore, prolonging the life of 

the structure of the school is primarily dependent on the architectural envelope 

and routine maintenance.  Damage to the structure can best be prevented by 

repair of all leaks in the roof (or replacing the roof), repair of cracks in the 

exterior concrete and masonry walls, and replacement of worn or damaged 

sealants around windows, doors, etc.  Updates and maintenance to these 

architectural components, along with a few structural inspections will prolong 

the life of the structural system.  The method of support of the PT/OT 

equipment should be verified and modified as required so that the equipment is 

positively attached to the roof beams.  Further investigation into the large 

horizontal splitting observed is recommended to determine if remedial work is 

required. The gym basketball backstop supports should be reviewed with a 

representative for the basketball equipment manufacturer to verify that the 

supporting members are properly sized and supported from the structure. 

PLUMBING 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water Systems 

The domestic hot and cold water piping is in fair condition and is expected to 

last another twenty years. Unacceptable levels of lead were found at the drinking 

fountains and classroom sink water bubblers. Prior to replacement of the 

drinking fountains and water bubblers, the source of lead should be investigated 

and determination made if the source is from the existing piping system, 

equipment, or water supply. If the source of lead is in the piping or water 

supply, then lead reduction filters could be installed on the supply piping side 

of each drinking fountain and water bubbler. The filters should be trial tested at 

a few locations and be re-tested for lead content before installing at all drinking 

outlet locations. If after testing of the trial locations, lead levels are still 

unacceptable then dedicated cold water lines should be installed to each 

drinking fountain and water bubbler.  

Asbestos pipe insulation may be present in concealed spaces and should be 

abated. 

Domestic Water Heater 

The gas fired domestic water heater has reached the end of its useful life and 

should be replaced.  
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SECTION 2.1C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 

Plumbing Fixtures 

Many classrooms and toilet rooms did not have accessible fixtures.  

Reconfiguration of the toilet rooms is required to add them.  Some fixtures that 

appear to be accessible are not fully compliant.  In rooms where significant 

reconfiguration work is necessary to meet accessibility requirements, all the 

older fixtures in those rooms should be replaced with new low water 

consumption type.  Older fixtures in good condition may remain where not 

impacted by accessibility work, however, they will continue to waste water.  All 

older style drinking fountains should continue to be monitored and tested for 

lead content of water and replaced as part of a comprehensive renovation 

project. 

Sanitary Waste and Vent System 

Much of the sanitary waste and vent piping that is visible in the basement is in 

fair condition and expected to last another forty years. Where significant work is 

necessary to provide accessible plumbing fixtures, piping will need to be 

replaced. 

Storm Drainage System 

It could be expected to get another forty years out of the roof drains and 

interior storm drainage piping system but it is recommended to thoroughly rod 

out the piping.  Insulation is likely asbestos and it may remain unless disturbed 

or observed to be in poor condition.   

Natural Gas System 

It could be expected to get another twenty years out of the natural gas system, 

but it is recommended to thoroughly check it for leaks. 

Miscellaneous 

Vacuum breakers are recommended to be added where missing.  Plaster traps 

should be added to Art room sinks. The duplex ejector pump in the basement 

should have the basin cover replaced.   

FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system in the building.  It is strongly 

recommended that one be provided. The current building code may require 

the installation of an automatic wet sprinkler system throughout at the time of 

extensive renovations or additions. 
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SECTION 2.1C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 

MECHANICAL 

x Update software for DDC system.  Update to web based for ease of trouble 

shooting/alarm management/scheduling. 

x Repair or replace boiler burner unit that has been damaged by high water 

during the flooding of the Boiler Room (repair cause of boiler room 

flooding). 

x Repair toilet exhaust fans.  Increase capacity for better indoor air quality. 

x Repair teacher lounge compressors/air conditioning system. 

x Check unit ventilator outdoor air damper operation for minimum specified 

outdoor air flow during occupied periods and positive (100%) closure 

during unoccupied. 

ELECTRICAL 

Panels/Feeders/Circuits 

x Replace panels, feeders, and branch circuits that are older than 30 years. 

x Provide additional panels and branch circuits to accommodate additional 

computers in classrooms.   

Lighting 

x Replace all light fixtures that have not been retrofitted and older than the 

15 years, including self illuminating type exit light fixtures. 

x Provide a complete lighting control system for entire school, as required by 

the current energy code. 

x Provide a complete site lighting system which is recommended for safety, 

efficiency, and dark sky standards (fixtures that provide full cut-off to 

reduce glare). Remove old, inoperative flood lights and wooden pole at 

teacher’s lot. 

Fire Alarm System 

x Supplement the existing fire alarm system and replace existing non-

compliant devices to satisfy all requirements of the latest code, at a 

minimum.  

x If the building was protected by a sprinkler system, most smoke and heat 

detectors could be removed, minimizing troubles and false alarms. 

Telephone/Data/Communications/Security 

x Provide a new security system with CCTV capabilities to provide visual 

coverage of all corridors and entrances to the building as may be required. 
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SECTION 2.1C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 SMITH BUILDING 
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x Replace the master clock.  A state of the art integrated 

telephone/clock/bell/PA system is recommended. 

x Expand or replace the existing data system, to accommodate additional 

computers in classrooms.  A new system could be integrated as a part of an 

integrated telephone/clock/bell/PA system. 

General Notes 

x Where fire alarm and/or telephone/data/communications/security 

systems are noted for replacement, SMMA recommends that the school 

department consider standardizing systems between schools for the entire 

school system.  This standardization will help staff maintain equipment, and 

more importantly allows the school to deal with one vendor for all facilities. 



  

SECTION 2.2A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

Site/civil evaluation included in Smith and Brooks sections.   

ARCHITECTURE 

The Library/Link building is a one story building with a mechanical mezzanine 

that contains the air handling equipment plant.  The Library/Link addition 

contains classrooms, Health Suite, Computer Lab, Computer network head-end, 

and the Library.  The Library/Link addition was constructed of structural steel 

with a masonry veneer over light gauge steel framing for the exterior envelope.  

Most of the architectural components of the building are in good condition. It 

has been reported that there are roof leaks along the areas where there are 

rising walls above the lower roof areas.  The architectural finishes in this facility 

appear to be kept in good repair by the maintenance and custodial staffs. 

Other than some minor wear of interior finishes, the facility appears in good 

physical condition. 

STRUCTURAL 

The Library/Link building appears to be in very good structural condition.  

There were a couple of areas that showed signs of water leakage, which can be a 

major contributing factor to structural damage.  Routine maintenance should 

continue to sustain the longevity of the structure.  Near the play area in the back 

of the building there is a deteriorating/missing caulk joint in the brick veneer.  

In the back of the building, the wall between the Library Link and the original 

Smith building appears to be out of plumb as well as not being straight. 

PLUMBING 

Water, sanitary waste, and storm piping appears to be in fair condition. 

Domestic hot and cold water is supplied from the Smith School. Copper piping 

has been tested and unacceptable levels of lead have been recorded at drinking 

fountains. As a result all drinking fountains have been rendered inoperable.  

The gas-fired water heater is located in the Smith School basement with a 

master mixing valve. Refer to the Smith report for the condition. 

Plumbing fixtures are original but in serviceable condition.  There were some 

accessible fixtures but none are completely compliant.  Some of the toilet rooms 

have no accessible fixtures. 
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SECTION 2.2A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 
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FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system. 

MECHANICAL 

The Link Building is primarily occupied by the library and associated offices.  

Hot water is piped from the Smith Boilers to this building.  There is a large 

indoor variable volume air handling unit in the attic space, above/adjacent to 

the Library.  Variable air volume boxes serve the different 'zones' in the Library 

and offices.  This unit also serves various interior spaces in the building, along 

the corridor.  An air cooled condensing unit is mounted on the roof outside of 

the attic space.  Refrigerant suction and liquid lines connect the condensing 

unit to the DX coil in the air handling unit.  All equipment is 10 years old and 

appears in good condition.  This unit and VAV boxes are controlled by the DDC 

system. 

Classrooms in the Library/Link Building are heated and ventilated by hot water 

unit ventilators, in a similar manner as previously described.  These units are 10 

years old and in fair condition. 

ELECTRICAL 

The electrical service is underground via a utility owned pad-mounted 

transformer. The line originates from an overhead line on the street, through a 

heavily wooded area to a pole on the property. Multiple services originate at this 

pole. 

The electrical distribution equipment is manufactured by GE. 

The fire alarm system is an EST system. The building has no sprinkler system, so 

building is protected only by this system.  

Lights that did not meet the criteria of the utility program were retrofitted with 

T8 lamps and more energy efficient ballasts. 

The cable infrastructure for the computer system consists mainly of Cat 5 cable. 

Site lighting appears to be insufficient, inspected during daylight hours. 



  

SECTION 2.2B LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

 EVALUATION REPORT 

 GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name of School: Lincoln Public Schools 

Address: Ball Field Road 

 Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773 

Name of Owner: Town of Lincoln 

Grade Levels Served: K thru 8 

Student Population: 599 students for school year 2006-07 

Years in Service: 12 

Year Constructed: 1994 Designer: HMFH Architects, Inc. 

Additions: N/A Designer:  

Existing Drawings: Yes 
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 
 CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION DATA 

 Construction Type: (from State Building Code) 

Original Building: 2C Non-Combustible, Unprotected 

Addition 1:  

Addition 2:  

Addition 3:  

Occupancy Group: E - Educational 

Area Sub-Basement:  

Basement:  

Ground Floor: 25,208 GSF 

Upper Floors – 2nd: 1,764 GSF  Mechanical Mezzanine 

Upper Floors – 3rd :  

Total: 26,972 GSF 

  

 Height # of Stories 

Height/Stories:   

Original Building: 27'-4" 1 plus mechanical mezzanine 

Addition 1:   

Addition 2:   

Addition 3:   
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

  SITE DATA  

 Description  

Land Used: Site/civil evaluations are included in Smith and Brooks sections. 

Lot Area:   

Topography:   

Wetlands:   

      

 Size: Material: Source: Date Installed Conditions 

      (If septic system – verify if aggregate systems applies)  

Utilities –Sanitary: Site/civil evaluations are included in Smith and Brooks sections. 

Water:      

Electricity:      

Gas:      

Oil Tank:      

Storm Water 

Management: 

     

Athletic Fields – Field 1:      

Field 2:      

Field 3:      

Track:      

Tennis Courts:      

Basketball Courts:      

Playground/Total Lot:      

     

 Type: Source Date Installed Conditions 

Site Lighting: Site/civil evaluations are included in Smith and Brooks sections. 

Fire Hydrant:     

     

 # Spaces Material Date Installed Conditions 

Parking – Lot 1/2/3: Site/civil evaluations are included in Smith and Brooks sections. 

Bus Drop/Pick-Up Area:     

Parent Drop/Pick-Up Area:     

Loading & Service     

Signage:     

Trash Management Area:     
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSIBILITY 

Exterior – Accessible 
Route: 

Width Material  

Curb Cuts: Site/civil evaluations are included in Smith and Brooks sections. 

Walkways:   

Ramps:   

Parking:   
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

BUILDING SYSTEMS & ASSEMBLIES OF ORIGINAL BUILDINGS 

Structure Material – Original 1994 Building  Condition 

Foundation System: 14" thick concrete foundation walls with continuous wall footings.  Shallow 

spread footings at columns. 

3 

 

Vertical Support System: Steel tube and wide flange columns. 3 

Floor Framing System:   

Ground: 4" thick concrete slab on grade 3 

 

Upper Floors: 4 ½" thick concrete slab over 1 ½" metal deck with steel wide flange beams and 

girders at mechanical mezzanine. 

3 

Roof Framing System: 1 ½" metal deck on open web steel bar joists and wide flange steel beams.  

Acoustical roof deck with exposed steel beams in classrooms.  Acoustical roof 

deck with exposed steel trusses in library. 

3 

 

Lateral Force Resisting System: Steel braced frames. 3 

 

Exterior Envelope Material – Original 1994 Building Condition 

Exterior Wall Assembly: Brick veneer with light gauge metal framing backup 3 

Exterior Trim/Fascia: MTL 3, note 1 

Sloped Roof Assembly: Asphalt shingles over 3 ½” thick rigid insulation 3 

 Flat Roof Assembly: Single Ply, EPDM Membrane over 3 ½” thick rigid insulation 2, note 2 

Skylights: Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 7 

Windows: Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 3 

Glazed C- Wall: Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 3 

Clerestory: Alum, Double Glazed 3, note 4 

Doors – Exterior: Alum 3, note 5 

Interior: WD 3 

Cross-Corridor: HM 3 

Hardware: Lever Type 3, note 6 

EXTERIOR ENVELOPE NOTES 

1. Some of the coated copper metal fascia appears to be loosing its coating as 

it has begun to take on a brownish patina, especially at the tower elements. 

2. There are areas of the roof that are ponding due to lack of positive 

pitch/slope to the roof drains.  Also many of the roof drain baskets are 

clogged with leaves and other debris that prevent proper drainage. 

3. Many of the shades did not function smoothly or allow for minor 

adjustment without repeated tugging to make an adjustment. The interior 

shades are a spring roller type shade that is not appropriate for school 

facilities use as this type of shade is a residential grade product that does not 

perform well in a high use environment. There is a commercial grade 

product available from MechoShade Systems, Inc., Draper, Inc., or Hunter 
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

Douglas that is appropriate for use in school facilities. It is a chain driven 

roller shade that is available in either room darkening or blackening fabrics 

as well as either manual or remote electric operation. 

4. Shade/window treatment at clerestory windows are inaccessible as they are 

out of reach and do not have a means for remote operation.  It was also 

noted that some of the clerestory window units are operable, projected type 

windows that are not within reach and do not have a means for remote 

operation. 

5. Exterior doors at classrooms are equipped with a paddle handle type of 

device that does not conform to egress requirements.  It was reported that 

in some locations where these devices failed, they were replaced with the 

appropriate panic bar type exit device. 

6. It was noted that very few of the custodial or mechanical spaces were 

equipped with “knurled” type hardware to inform the vision impaired of 

non-public mechanical spaces. 

7. Interior finishes around skylight show signs of water damage due to current 

or prior leaks.
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

Interior Finishes Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling 
Original 1994 Building 

Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling  

 Walls Floor Ceiling Condition Walls Floor Ceiling Condition 

Music Classroom: GWB VCT EMD 3/3/3     

General Classrooms: GWB CPT, 

VCT 

EMD, 

ACT 

2/2, 3/3, 3, 

notes 1, 2, 3, 4 

    

Library: GWB/

WD 

CPT EMD, 

ACT 

3, 3/2/3, 2, 

notes 1, 2, 3, 5 

    

Computer Lab: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/2, note 2     

Studio: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3     

Computer Head End Room: GWB VCT ACT 3/3/3     

A/V Storage Rooms: GWB VCT ACT 3/3/2, note 2     

Story Room: GWB/

WD 

CPT ACT/

GWB 

3/3/2, 2,  

notes 2, 3, 6 

    

Conference Room: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3     

SPED Therapy Room: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3     

IT Office Area: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3     

Library Office Area: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3     

METCO Office Area: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/2, note 2     

Team Chair Office: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3     

Resource Library: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3     

Corridors: GWB VCT ACT/

GWB 

2/3/2, 2,  

notes 2, 3 

    

Student Toilets: CT, 

GWB 

CT ACT 3, 3/3/2,  

note 9 

    

Health Area Toilets: CT, 

GWB 

CT ACT 3, 3/3/3,  

notes 7, 8 

    

Storage Room: GWB VCT ACT 3/3/3     

Custodial Closet: GWB PT ACT 2/3/2,  

notes 2, 3 

    

Service/Mechanical: GWB Conc EMD 3/3/3     

INTERIOR FINISHES NOTES 

1. There are locations where carpet seam(s) are failing. 

2. There are locations where ceiling material has water stains from previous or 

current leaks. 

3. GWB walls are in need of some minor repair and paint below 36” above 

finished floor. 

4. Mats at exterior doors from classroom are a loose laid Pedi-grid type mat 

with an exposed edge condition and no frame. 
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

5. Large clocks in library vaulted ceiling area are not synchronized and do not 

appear to be operational. 

6. High noise level from mechanical equipment. 

7. Toilets and fixtures are mounted at the kindergarten age height. 

8. There are cabinets in the toilet room that restrict handicap access. 

9. Boy's toilet room has one urinal that is out of order and the handicap WC 

stall is missing door hardware. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

BRK - Brick Masonry  EGCT - Eggcrate Panels 

SCFT - Clay Facing Tile  EMD - Exposed Metal Deck/Structure 

CMU - Concrete Masonry Unit, or Concrete 

Block 

 GWB - Gypsum Wallboard 

AL - Aluminum  VCT - Vinyl Composition Tile 

HM - Hollow Metal  VAT - Vinyl Composition Tile 

WD - Wood  CPT - Carpet 

CONC - Concrete  VB - Vinyl Base 

CLG - Ceiling  RBR - Rubber Treads & Risers/Tile 

ACT - Suspended Acoustic Tile Ceiling  USF - Urethane Sports Flooring 

CSAT - Suspended Concealed Spline Acoustic 

Tile 

 CT - Ceramic Tile 

AACT - Adhered Acoustic Ceiling Tile  QT - Quarry Tile 

PLAS - Plaster  PT - Porcelain Tile 
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

PLUMBING SYSTEM 

Service Pipe 
Size 

Meter Size Pressure 
Regulator 

Operating  
Pressure 

Pipe 
Material 

Source Age Miscellaneous 

Water: 2-1/2" 

From 

Smith 

N/A  None — Copper Town 51 years    

Gas: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A    

 
System Pipe Material / Condition Type Insulation / 

Condition 
Miscellaneous 

Domestic Cold Water: Copper / Average Unknown   Concealed piping / Possible asbestos 

Domestic Hot Water: 
Copper / Average Unknown 

Recirculation — Yes — Concealed piping/ 

Possible asbestos 

Sanitary Waste & Vent: B & S CI / Poor to 

Average 
N/A  

Storm Drainage: B & S CI / Poor to 

Average 
None Roof drains  

Gas: N/A N/A  

Non-Potable (Lab) CW: None   

Non-Potable (Lab) HW: None   

Acid (Lab) Waste & Vent: None   

Kitchen Waste: None   

Tempered Water: None   

 
Equipment Type/Fuel Age Condition Miscellaneous 

Domestic Water Heater: Located in 

Smith Basement  

See Smith See Smith See Smith 

Sanitary Ejector Pump: None    

Storm Ejector Pump: None    

Domestic Water Booster 

Pump: 

None    

Interior Kitchen Grease Trap: N/A    

 

Plumbing Fixtures Type/ 
Installation 

Low 
Consumption/
Metering 

Accessible Condition Miscellaneous 

Water Closet: FV / Wall No Yes 3 Boys’/Girls’ not accessible 

Urinal: FV / Wall No Yes 3 Boys’/Girls’ not accessible 

Lavatory: VC / Wall No Yes 3 Boys’/Girls’ not accessible 

Drinking Fountain/Water 

Cooler: 

SS / Bi-level N/A Yes 3 See note 1 below 

Classroom Sink SS / Counter No No 2 & 3 Faucet Type — lever 

Classroom Bubbler / Drinking Bubbler  N/A Some 2 & 3 Some bubbler handles missing 
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 
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Plumbing Fixtures Type/ 
Installation 

Low 
Consumption/
Metering 

Accessible Condition Miscellaneous 

Fountain 

Mop Sink: Sink / Floor N/A N/A 2 & 3  

Showers: None     

 
Miscellaneous Fixtures Miscellaneous   

Hose Bibb: Vacuum Breaker — Yes, but some toilet rooms don't have a hose bib. 

Wall Hydrant: Vacuum Breaker — Missing  

Floor Drain: Trap Primer — None visible 

Emergency Shower / 

Eyewash: 

N/A   

Emergency Eyewash: N/A   

Lab Faucets: N/A  

Lab Gas Cocks: N/A 

PLUMBING NOTES 

1. Drinking fountain shut off because unacceptable levels of lead. 



LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 

 Size Material Location Flow/Pressure Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Water Service Entrance #1: See 

notes 

     

Water Service Entrance #2: N/A      

Backflow Prevention: N/A      

 

 Size/Pressure Manufacturer Energy Source  Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Fire Pump: N/A     

      

 Type Type of Head Zone Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Suppression System  None     

Typical Classrooms None     

Large Spaces None     

Kitchen: None     

Stairs: None     

Fire Department 

Connections: 

None     

Exterior: None     

Interior: None     

Shut-Off Valves: None     

Pre-Action Controls:  None     

FIRE PROTECTION NOTES 

1. There was no fire protection system.
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 HEATING & VENTILATING SYSTEMS 

Centralized Systems Energy Source Type Manufacturer Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Heating Equipment #1: N/A N/A N/A N/A See note 1 

Cooling Equipment #1: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Exhaust Equipment #1: N/A Centrifugal 

fans on roof 

for classroom 

ventilation 

M Original to 

Wing ages 

 

      
Distribution Systems Size Type Manufacturer Energy 

Source 
Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Heating Distribution 

Equipment: 

 Steel & 

copper pipe 

N/A  1995 3, note 2 

Cooling Distribution 

Equipment: 

 Condensing 

unit 

McQuay  1995 3 

Air Distribution Equipment:  Unit 

ventilators, 

air handling 

unit 

McQuay  1995 3 

       

Terminal Equipment Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Unit 

ventilators 

McQuay DDC 1995 3 

Offices: VAV from 

Library unit 

Varies DDC 1995 3 

Library: VAV M  1995 3 

Corridors: Radiators M Pneumatic Original to 

Wing ages 

Conditions 

vary by wing, 

some 

Category 1 

others 

Category 2 

Toilets: Radiators / 

Exhaust 

U DDC 1995 3 

       

HVAC Controls Type Manufacturer 
Controls 

Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Energy Management – 

Controls: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General: DDC switches U 1995 3 

Local:     
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

HVAC NOTES 

1. The Link Building does not have any central utilities.  Hot water is piped to 

Link from Smith and Brooks Boiler Plants. 

2. Hot Water Booster Pump — Poor access to pump making maintenance 

difficult.
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 ELECTRICAL 

 Rating Source Metering Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Service: 1200A Underground Main Electrical Room 1994 4 

      
 Type  Location  Conditions 

Transformer: Pad Under/Over Rear 1994 N/A 

      
 Rating Energy Source Manufacturer Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Emergency Generator: N/A     
      

 Type   Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Distribution System: GE 277/480V & 

120/208V 

3-Phase/4-Wire 1994 4 

      
Devices Grounded/Non Grounded  Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Grounded —  

8 Duplex 

  1994 3 

Offices: 2-4 Duplex   1994 3 

Auditorium / Stage: Grounded   1994 3 

Gym/Cafeteria: Grounded   1994 3 

Lobby/Corridor: Grounded   1994 3 

Toilets: N/A     

      
Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: (12) 2-Lamp, T8, 1’x4’ Fixtures Pendant 1994/2004 3, note 2 

Offices: (2-4) T8, Fixtures Ceiling   

Library: T8 and Compact Fluorescent Linear and Round 

Pendant  

1994/2004 4 

Auditorium/Stage: N/A    

Gym/Cafeteria: N/A    

Lobby/Corridor: T8 Recessed/Surface 1994/2004 3, note 2 

Toilets: T8 and Compact Fluorescent Recessed/Surface 1994/2004 3 

Lighting Controls: Minimal — Bathrooms Only Switch Type 1994/2004 3 

Theatre Lighting System: N/A    
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

Site Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Sports Fields: N/A    

Parking: N/A    

Walkways: 175W MH 10' Pole 1994 3, note 4 

Building Entrances: HID Wall Pack Surface 1980-90s 3, note 4 

Security System Type Manufacturer  Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

CCTV: N/A     

Door Access Controls: N/A     

Detection Devices: Motion Sensors N/A  1994 Note 3 

      
Communications System Type Manufacturer  Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Master Clock / Program: N/A Dukane   2, note 5 

Typical Classrooms: 1 Standard  1994 2 

Offices: 1 Standard  1994 2 

Public Areas: N/A     

      
Tele/Data/Video System Type Manufacturer CCTV Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Wall/(5)Cat5/

TV VCR/DVD 

Multiple CATV — Olson Tech. 1994-Present 3, note 1 

Offices: Phone/Cat 5     

Library: (~17) Stations   1994-Present 3 

Computer: (~48) Stations   1994-Present 3 

Auditorium/Stage: N/A  CATV   

Gym/Cafeteria: N/A     

      
Local Sound Systems Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Gym: N/A     
Cafeteria: N/A     

Auditorium: N/A     
      

 Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Emergency Lighting: EBU Lithonia Remote Battery Units 1994 2, note 6 

Exit Lighting: Radioactive N/A Self Luminous 1994 2, note 7 

      
 Type Manufacturer Notifications Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Fire Alarm System: Model RMDP EST  1994 2, note 8 
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

Fire Alarm Devices Detector Type Alarm Signal Type Pull Station Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe Yes 1994 3 

Offices: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe N/A 1994 3 

Library: SD/HD   1994 3 

Auditorium/Stage: N/A      

Gym/Cafeteria: N/A     

Lobby/Corridor: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe  1994 3 

Kitchen: N/A     

Storage/Service: SD/HD N/A  1994 3 

Toilets: SD/HD Strobe  1994 3 

HS – Horn/Strobe, SD – Smoke Detector, HD – Heat Detector 

ELECTRICAL NOTES 

1. Typical classrooms have one teacher’s computer with a printer and two to 

four student computers. 

2. The light fixtures were updated in a 2004 utility program. New T8 or 

fluorescent lamps and ballasts were installed. In general, light fixtures are in 

good shape. 

3. There are keypads and motion detectors. The maintenance person stated 

that under the 1994 renovation the devices were installed, but no system or 

control panel was installed at that time. 

4. Site visited during daylight hours. There does not appear to be enough 

fixtures for safety or security. Some exit doors utilize standard type flood 

lights, not meeting dark sky recommendations. Some entries utilize wall — 

packs also resulting in glare which does not meet dark sky 

recommendations. 

5. Maintenance stated that although the control system works fine, clocks fail 

often. 

6. Maintenance stated that a recent test of the EBU’s had been done and most 

batteries needed to be replaced. 

7. The self-luminous exit fixtures have exceeded their 10-year life expectancy. 

The fixtures are approximately 12 years old and should be tested to 

determine if they are able to provide the required level of illumination for 

exit signage. If not, they should be replaced. 

8. Maintenance stated that there are many trouble and false alarm conditions 

with the system. Most likely due to the age of the smoke detectors, or dirty 

smoke detectors. The building has no sprinkler system; building is 

protected by smoke and heat detectors. 
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

9. Maintenance stated that the circuits utilized are fairly loaded, prohibiting 

the addition of more fixtures or higher wattage lamps. 
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSIBILITY 

Exterior Accessible Route    

Accessible Route: See Site Data for info. 

  

 Width Material Hardware Conditions 

Primary Entrance: 2 - 3'-0" doors Alum  Push Bar 3 

Exterior/Egress Doors: 3'-0" Alum Push Bar 3 

Signage: Insufficient HC 

signage 

   

  

Interior Accessible Route Width Material Hardware Conditions 

Accessible Route:     

Entrance Vestibules: none    

Interior Doorways – Classrooms: 3'-0" Wood Lever 3, 3 

 

Offices: 3'-0" Wood Knobs 3 

Library: 3'-0" Wood Lever 3 

Story Room: 3'-0", tiered floor is 

not accessible 

Wood, Carpeted floor 

& tiers 

Knobs 3,3, note 1 

Computer: 3'-0" Wood Lever 3 

Cross – Corridor: 6'-0" Wood, HM Pulls 3 

Nurse: 3'-0" Wood Lever 3 

Toilets: 3'-0" Wood Levers/ Push 

Pull 

3 

  

 Size   Conditions 

Vertical Access: (Elevators/Lifts) N/A    

  

 Width Floor Surface Handrail/Guard 
Heights 

Conditions 
 

Stairways: 2'-6" ship ladder that 

serves  

Steel Grate Not HC 

Accessible, but 

OSHA 

Compliant 

3 

Ramps: N/A    
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LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 
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Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 Clear Floor Space/Turning Radius Toilet Partitions Conditions 
 

Toilet Rooms: All toilet rooms for each sex are accessible Accessible 3, notes 2, 

3, 5 

Tables & Seating – Library: Accessible  3 

Drinking Fountains: 1 accessible fountain  3, note 4 

Public Tele: None   

Controls: Yes  3 

Signage: Yes  2, note 6 

Emergency Alarms: Yes  4 

ACCESSIBILITY NOTES 

1. There is a high noise level in the room from the mechanical equipment. 

2. Toilets and fixtures for toilet rooms at Health Office are mounted at the 

kindergarten age height. 

3. There are cabinets in one of the toilet rooms at Health Office that restrict 

handicap access clearances. 

4. Water to drinking fountains has been turned off due to concerns regarding 

lead content.  Water dispensers have been allocated throughout the 

building. 

5. The large boy's toilet room has one urinal that is out of order and the door 

to handicap WC stall is missing hardware. 

6. There appears to be sufficient signage to identify each space at the doorway, 

there are some signs that have not been updated for space it serves. 

 



  

SECTION 2.2C RECOMMENDATIONS 
 LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

Site/civil evaluations are included in Smith and Brooks sections. 

ARCHITECTURE / INTERIORS 

Exterior Envelope 

The exterior envelope is generally in good condition.  

Roofing 

The roofs on this building are the most recent of the entire facility. The shingle 

roofs are generally in good condition with some minor curling of the shingles in 

an isolated area. We observed a number of the roof drain baskets on the flat 

roof areas that were clogged with leaves and debris as well as areas where the 

water had ponded because there was not positive drainage to the drains. It 

would be recommended practice to conduct infrared testing to determine if the 

underlying insulation has been compromised. If so, then the roofs should be 

replaced with a new single ply roof membrane and rigid insulation and tapered 

insulation to improve energy conservation and provide positive drainage to roof 

drains. We also observed a number of the walkway treads that were either loose 

or missing that should be re-adhered or replaced. 

There is an area where there are rising walls above the roof at the end of the 

double height Library space, where water leaks have occurred. It was observed 

that the few weep holes that exist had been filled. This condition should be 

tested and investigated further to determine the cause of the leak and 

recommended repair. 

Interior Finishes 

The lower three feet of all gypsum wallboard walls should be repaired and 

painted. Consideration should be given to installing a more durable finish over 

the gypsum wallboard in the high use areas such as the corridors. All of the 

carpet seams should be examined and repaired to prevent further loosening, 

fraying, or damage to the carpet.  
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SECTION 2.2C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

Accessibility 

The Library/Link building is generally accessible to disabled persons.  The 

Story Room has tiered seating that does not offer selection of seating to those 

confined to a wheelchair. Additional accessibility signage should be installed 

throughout the building and site.  Any substantial renovation will require 

complete accessibility within the school consistent with new construction.   

STRUCTURAL 

The structural system of a building tends to ‘outlive’ the other building systems, 

provided that they are maintained properly.  Therefore, prolonging the life of 

the structure of the school is primarily dependent on the architectural envelope 

and routine maintenance.  Damage to the structure can best be prevented by 

repair of all leaks in the roof (or replacing the roof), repair of cracks in the 

exterior concrete and masonry walls, and replacement of worn or damaged 

sealants around windows, doors, etc.  Updates and maintenance to these 

architectural components, along with a few structural inspections will prolong 

the life of the structural system. 

PLUMBING 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water Systems 

The domestic hot and cold water piping system is in fair condition and is 

expected to last another twenty five years. The main water service with water 

meter is located in the Smith School basement. Refer to the Smith School 

report for condition.  Unacceptable levels of lead were found at the classroom 

sink water bubblers. Prior to replacement of the water bubblers, the source of 

lead should be investigated and determination made if the source is from the 

existing piping system, equipment, or water supply. If the source of lead is in the 

piping or water supply, then lead reduction filters could be installed on the 

supply piping side of each water bubbler. The filters should be trial tested at a 

few locations and be re-tested for lead content before installing at all drinking 

outlet locations. If after testing of the trial locations, lead levels are still 

unacceptable then dedicated cold water lines should be installed to each water 

bubbler. 

Domestic Water Heater 

The domestic hot water is located in the Smith School Refer to the Smith 

School report for recommendations. 
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SECTION 2.2C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

Plumbing Fixtures 

Many classrooms and toilet rooms did not have accessible fixtures.  

Reconfiguration of the toilet rooms is required to add them.  Some fixtures that 

appear to be accessible are not fully compliant.  In rooms where significant 

reconfiguration work is necessary to meet accessibility requirements, all the 

older fixtures in those rooms should be replaced with new low water 

consumption type.  Older fixtures in good condition may remain where not 

impacted by accessibility work, however, they will continue to waste water.  All 

older style drinking fountains should continue to be monitored and tested for 

lead content of water and replaced as part of a comprehensive renovation 

project. 

Sanitary Waste and Vent System 

Much of the sanitary waste and vent piping is concealed and expected to last 

another fifty years.  Where significant work is necessary to provide accessible 

plumbing fixtures, piping will need to be replaced. 

Storm Drainage System 

It could be expected to get another fifty years out of the roof drains and interior 

storm drainage piping system but it is recommended to thoroughly rod out the 

piping.  Insulation is likely asbestos and it may remain unless disturbed or 

observed to be in poor condition.   

Natural Gas System 

It could be expected to get another fifty years out of the natural gas system, but 

it is recommended to thoroughly check it for leaks. 

Miscellaneous 

Vacuum breakers are recommended to be added where missing.    

FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system in the building.  It is strongly 

recommended that one be provided. The current building code may require 

the installation of an automatic wet sprinkler system throughout at the time of 

extensive renovations or additions. 
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SECTION 2.2C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 

MECHANICAL 

x Repair damaged/falling off external duct insulation in the attic (AHU duct 

main). 

x Review condition of AHU condensate drain pan.  Verify adequate pitch, to 

eliminate standing water/poor indoor air quality.  Unit was operational at 

time of review, and the door to the unit could not be opened to check drain 

pan. 

x Check AHU outdoor air damper operation to verify specified minimum 

outdoor air flow is being met during occupied periods. 

x Check unit ventilator outdoor air damper operation, for minimum specified 

outdoor air flow during occupied periods and positive (100%) closure 

during unoccupied. 

ELECTRICAL 

Panels/Feeders/Circuits 

x Link was constructed in 1994; all panels, feeders, and circuits are all in good 

condition. 

Lighting 

x Replace all self illuminating type exit light fixtures. 

x Provide a complete lighting control system for entire school, as required by 

the current energy code. 

x Provide a complete site lighting system which is recommended for safety, 

efficiency, and dark sky standards (fixtures that provide full cut-off to 

reduce glare). 

Fire Alarm System 

x Supplement the existing fire alarm system and replace existing non-

compliant devices to satisfy all requirements of the latest code, at a 

minimum.  

x If the building was protected by a sprinkler system, most smoke and heat 

detectors could be removed, minimizing troubles and false alarms. 
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SECTION 2.2C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 LIBRARY/LINK BUILDING 
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Telephone/Data/Communications/Security 

x Provide a new security system with CCTV capabilities to provide visual 

coverage of all corridors and entrances to the building as may be required. 

x Replace the master clock.  A state of the art integrated 

telephone/clock/bell/PA system is recommended. 

x Expand or replace the existing data system, to accommodate additional 

computers in classrooms.  A new system could be integrated as a part of an 

integrated telephone/clock/bell/PA system. 

General Notes 

x Where fire alarm and/or telephone/data/communications/security 

systems are noted for replacement, SMMA recommends that the school 

department consider standardizing systems between schools for the entire 

school system.  This standardization will help staff maintain equipment, and 

more importantly allows the school to deal with one vendor for all facilities. 



  

SECTION 2.3A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

The storm drainage system does not appear to be sufficient for the Brooks 

School and gymnasium building.  Catch basins do not have hoods and there was 

some ponding observed adjacent to paved areas.  Half of the parking lot to the 

east of the gymnasium building was under water.  Downspouts discharge directly 

to the ground along the base of the building.  The sanitary, water and gas 

systems appear to be in fair to good condition, functioning, and regularly 

maintained.  Utility services will need to be further assessed to determine 

adequacy for future improvements.  It is likely that a significant upgrade to the 

septic system would be required if major renovations were proposed.  With the 

exception of Ballfield Road, the driveways, walk ways, curbing and parking lot 

surfaces are in fair to poor condition with immediate maintenance required.  

Ballfield Road is in good condition.  Handicap accessibility does not meet 

current MAAB code.  The playground/tot lot and basketball court are in good 

condition, functioning and regularly maintained.  The baseball fields are in fair 

condition with maintenance required.   

ARCHITECTURE 

The Brooks building is a one story building with a double height Auditorium 

space.  The mechanical equipment plant is located at the East end of the 

building in a depressed slab area.  There have been two small classroom 

additions to the building that enclose a courtyard at the rear.  The original 

building was constructed of load bearing masonry walls with glue-laminated 

beam roof structure at the classrooms and structural steel beams and joists over 

the Auditorium area. The most recent classroom addition was constructed of 

structural steel with a masonry veneer over light gauge steel framing for the 

exterior envelope. Most of the architectural components of the building are in 

fair to good condition with the newest addition in good condition.  It has been 

reported that the roofs leak, especially over the areas of the original building. 

The architectural finishes in this facility appear to be kept in good repair by the 

maintenance and custodial staffs.  There is a concealed spline acoustical tile 

ceiling throughout the Lobby and Corridors around the Auditorium where the 

tile has tested positive for asbestos. 

The Auditorium and Stage are surrounded by a double loaded Corridor that 

also serves the Science Labs, Art, and Music rooms. The Auditorium seating is 

original to the building and there are no provisions provided for accessible 

seating. There are some non-conformance accessibility issues at doors and with 

related hardware.  Only one unisex toilet room has been provided in the vicinity 
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SECTION 2.3A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 

of the toilets serving the Auditorium Lobby and two, single water closet and 

lavatory toilet rooms have been converted for student and staff use in the 

classroom addition. There are no accessible drinking fountains in this building.  

The stair components of the Stage and Lecture Hall do not meet current 

Accessibility Code requirements.     

Other than the roofing, accessibility deficiencies, and wear of original interior 

finishes, the facility appears in serviceable to good physical condition. 

STRUCTURAL 

The Brooks building appears to be in good structural condition.  There were 

several areas that showed signs of water leakage, both in the ceiling tiles and 

efflorescence on the masonry walls, in both the original 1963 construction as 

well as the 1970 addition.  The original exposed glue-laminated wood beams 

were in good condition on the interior of the building while the exterior 

appeared to be heavily weathered and in need of maintenance.  The stage 

rigging in the auditorium was hung directly from the bottom chords of the steel 

roof bar joists.  Several of the connections were made away from the bottom 

chord panel points.  There does not appear to be adequate roof drains on the 

lower roof levels.  The roof edge/fascia along the back of the building has been 

damaged and is need of repair.  Several sill cock boxes are missing caulking. 

PLUMBING 

Water, sanitary waste, and storm piping appears to be in good condition.  

Copper piping has been tested and unacceptable levels of lead have been 

recorded at drinking fountains.  As a result all drinking fountains have been 

rendered inoperable.  Because of the building age, concealed piping may 

contain asbestos insulation. 

The gas-fired heating boiler and storage tank is less than 5 years old and appears 

to be in good condition.  Piping connections to the mixing valve are corroded 

and likely to fail in the future. 

Plumbing fixtures are original and in serviceable condition.  There were some 

accessible fixtures but none are completely compliant.  Some of the toilet rooms 

have no accessible fixtures.  Unisex toilet areas have been installed to meet 

handicapped access. 

FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system. 
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SECTION 2.3A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 

MECHANICAL 

The Brooks building has a boiler room associated with it.  The boiler room 

provides hot water to the Brooks Building and the Reed Fieldhouse Gym 

building.  Two boilers, one 10 years old and one 35 years old, operate in a 

lead/lag arrangement.  Both boilers' burners are 10 years old and are in fair to 

good shape.  The 35 year old boiler had its tubes replaced approximately 2-3 

years ago.  The new boiler is in fair to good condition, the older boiler has 

reached its expected useful life. 

There are separate pumps for the Reed Fieldhouse Gym and Brooks Building.  

Pumps are 10 years old and appear to be in fair condition. 

There are a series of inline hot water booster pumps associated with the hot 

water distribution system.  These pumps are located in the crawlspace (in pits) 

below the floor of the school.  Pumps are also located in a different locations 

making them difficult to monitor and maintain. 

Controls for the building are a combination of DDC and pneumatic. 

Classrooms in Brooks are heated and ventilated with hot water unit ventilators.  

The Town of Lincoln has been replacing the older UV's on an ongoing basis.  

All unit ventilators appear in good condition.  Each classroom is provided with 

an exhaust.  Fans are roof mounted and are in fair shape. 

The Auditorium and Lecture Hall are served by single zone heating and 

ventilating units.  These units are controlled by failing mercury switches and 

appear to have exceeded their expected useful life.  The Auditorium, Lecture 

hall and Stage areas are each served by a dedicated H&V unit.  Unit dampers 

were found to be rusted and therefore inoperable. 

Toilets are exhausted with roof mounted exhaust fans.  Fans are in fair to poor 

shape.  Exhaust in toilet rooms appears insufficient. 

Dark room is exhausted by a roof mounted exhaust fan, operated by a wall 

switch.  The fan and damper appear in fair shape.  No means for make up of 

exhaust air was observed. 

Hot water heat is provided to the school, with terminal heating devices ranging 

from converters to radiation to cabinet unit heaters, providing heat to discrete 

spaces. 

The administration area is served by a DX fan coil unit providing air 

conditioning and ventilation to the area.  Heating is provided by perimeter hot 

water finned tube radiation.  These systems are approximately 10 years old and 

in fair to good shape. 
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SECTION 2.3A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 
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ELECTRICAL 

The electrical service is underground via a utility owned pad-mounted 

transformer. The line originates from an overhead line on the street, through a 

heavily wooded area to a pole on the property. Multiple services originate at this 

pole. 

Original electrical distribution equipment is manufactured by Federal Pacific. 

The fire alarm system is an EST system. The building has no sprinkler system, so 

building is protected only by this system.  

Lights have been retrofitted by a recent utility program with T8 lamps and more 

energy efficient ballasts. 

The cable infrastructure for the computer system consists mainly of Cat 5 cable. 

Site lighting appears to be insufficient, inspected during daylight hours. 



  

SECTION 2.3B BROOKS BUILDING  

 EVALUATION REPORT 

 GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name of School: Lincoln Public Schools 

Address: Ball Field Road 

 Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773 

Name of Owner: Town of Lincoln 

Grade Levels Served: 5-8 

Student Population: 253 Students for school year 2006-07 

Years in Service: 43 

Year Constructed: 1963 Designer:  

Additions: 1970, 1994 Designer: HMFH — 1994 addition 

Existing Drawings: Yes, only of 1994 addition 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 
 CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION DATA 

 Construction Type: (from State Building Code)  

Original 1963 Building: 3B Non-Combustible/ Combustible, Unprotected (Auditorium)  

4- Non-Combustible/ Combustible, Heavy Timber (classroom) 

1970 Addition 1: 2C Non Combustible, Unprotected 

1994 Addition 2: 2C Non Combustible, Unprotected 

Addition 3:  

Occupancy Group: E — Educational, A-1-Assembly; Theaters 

Area Sub – Basement: N/A 

Basement: N/A 

Ground Floor: 47,050 GSF 

Upper Floors – 2nd: N/A 

Upper Floors – 3rd : N/A 

Total: 47,050 GSF 

  

 Height # of Stories 

Height/Stories:   

Original 1963 Building: 12'-6" at Classrooms, 24' at Auditorium 1 

1970 Addition 1: 12'-6" at Classrooms 1 

1994 Addition 2: 13'-8" at Classrooms 1 

Addition 3:   
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

  SITE DATA  

 Description  

Land Used: 55%(10% buildings/10% paved/35% play areas)  

Lot Area: 54.39 ac. (total site)  

Topography: Generally flat near building  

Wetlands: Multiple wetlands throughout site  

      

 Size: Material: Source: Date Installed Conditions 

      (If septic system – verify if aggregate systems applies)  

Utilities –Sanitary: 6"  1994 plans  3 

Water: 8"  Water Dept  3 

Electricity: underground conduit visual  3 

Gas: 2"  Keyspan  3 

Oil Tank: N/A    N/A 

Storm Water 

Management: 

Catch basins 

without hoods 

   N/A 

Athletic Fields – Field 1: Baseball Grass Visual  2 

Field 2: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Field 3: N/A  N/A   N/A 

Track: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Tennis Courts: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Basketball Courts: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Playground/Total Lot: Yes  Visual  3 

     

 Type: Source Date Installed Conditions 

Site Lighting: Varies Visual U U 

Fire Hydrant: 3 Visual U 3 

     

 # Spaces Material Date Installed Conditions 

Parking – Lot 1/2/3: 26 Bit.  conc. U 2 

Bus Drop/Pick – Up Area: Yes (See note 1) Bit.  conc. U 2 

Parent Drop/Pick – Up 

Area: 

Yes Bit. conc. U 2 

Loading & Service 1 Bit.  conc. U 1 

Signage: Minimal   2 

Trash Management Area: 1 Bit. conc. U 2 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSIBILITY 

Exterior – Accessible 
Route: 

Width Material  

Curb Cuts: Yes Do not all meet MAAB 

Walkways: Yes  Bit.  Conc. 

Ramps: N/A N/A 

Parking: 2 HC Bit. Conc. 

SITE NOTES 

1. Ballfield Road Loop is designated as the bus drop-off/pick-up area.  No 

separate area is provided.  Other traffic is diverted away from this portion of 

Ballfield Road during bus drop-off and pick-up times. 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

BUILDING SYSTEMS & ASSEMBLIES OF ORIGINAL BUILDINGS: 

Structure Material – Original 1963 
Building  

Condition Material – 1970 & 1994 
Additions 

Condition 

Foundation System: 8"-12" thick concrete frost 

walls at classroom walls.  12" 

thick concrete foundation 

walls with continuous wall 

footings at auditorium.  

Shallow spread footings at 

columns. 

3 1970 addition:  
Unknown/Not verified. 

1994 addition:  14" concrete 

foundation walls with 

continuous wall footings.  

Shallow spread footings at 

columns. 

N/A,3 

See note 1 

Vertical Support System: Steel tube and pipe 

columns; load bearing 

masonry walls. 

3 1970 addition:  Steel tube 

columns; load bearing 

masonry. 

1994 addition:  Steel tube 

columns. 

3 

Floor Framing System:     

Ground: 4" thick concrete slab on 

grade with 4"-6" one-way 

concrete slab over utility 

trenches. 

 

3 1970 addition:  
Unknown/Not verified. 

1994 addition:  4" concrete 

slab on grade. 

N/A,3 

See note 1 

Upper Floors:     

Roof Framing System: Glue-laminated wood beams 

with wood plank decking, 

typical; 2x wood joists and 

steel wide flange beams at 

corridors around 

auditorium; long span steel 

joists with wood plank 

decking at auditorium. 

3 1970 addition: Steel bar 

joists with steel wide flange 

beams and metal roof deck. 

1994 addition:  Metal roof 

deck on open web bar joists 

and wide flange steel 

beams. 

3 

 

Lateral Force Resisting 

System: 

Exterior and interior 

masonry walls.   

3 1970 addition:  
Unknown/Not Verified. 

1994 addition:  Steel braced 

frames. 

N/A ,3 

See note 1 

STRUCTURE NOTES 

1. Structural drawings for the 1970 addition were not available for review.  No 

destructive testing was performed to verify existing conditions obstructed 

from view. 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

Exterior Envelope Material – Original 1963 
Building & 1970 Addition 

Condition Material –1994 Additions Condition 

Exterior Wall Assembly: Brick veneer, CMU 

Backup 

2 Brick veneer, LT GA MTL 

Framing 

4 

Roof Assembly: Single Ply, EPDM 

Membrane 

1,  

notes 2, 3, 4 

Single Ply, EPDM Membrane 2,  

notes 2, 3, 4 

Skylights: Alum, Single Glazed 1 Alum, Double Glazed 3 

Exterior Trim/Fascia WD 0-1, note 1 MTL 3 

Windows: MTL, Single Glazed 2, note 8 Alum, Double Glazed 4, note 8 

Glazed C – Wall: Wood Single Glazed with 

Storm Windows 

1, notes 1, 8 N/A  

Doors – Exterior: Alum 3, note 5 Alum 3, note 5 

Interior: HM, WD 2, 2 HM, WD 3, 3 

Cross – Corridor: HM 1-2 HM 3 

Hardware: Mixture of Knob and 

Lever Type 

1, 3  

notes 6, 7 

Mostly Lever Type 3, note 6 

EXTERIOR ENVELOPE NOTES 

1. Much of the fascia, trim, and glazed window wall is wood with Transite* 

panels and is in poor condition with various degrees of rot.  The rear link 

between classroom wings has a broken glazed panel and the door frame to 

courtyard has deteriorated to where the door is not operational. 

2. There are large areas on the roof where water is ponding due to the lack of 

positive pitch/slope to the roof drains. 

3. Many of the roof drain baskets are clogged with leaves and other debris that 

prevent proper drainage.  There are trees that overhang the roof which 

contribute to this issue, as well as brush/rub the surface of the membrane. 

4. There are seams in the membrane roofing that have deteriorated and will 

fail or have failed. 

5. Exterior doors at classrooms are equipped with a paddle handle type of 

device that does not conform to egress requirements and it was reported 

that in some locations where these devices failed, they were replaced with 

the appropriate panic bar type exit device. 

6. It was noted that very few of the custodial or mechanical spaces were 

equipped with “knurled” type hardware to inform the vision impaired of 

non-public, mechanical spaces. 

7. Much of the hardware is original and was not updated during previous 

renovation/addition projects. 

8. Many of the shades did not function smoothly or allow for minor 

adjustment without repeated tugging to make an adjustment. The interior 

shades are a spring roller type shade that is not appropriate for school 

facilities use as this type of shade is a residential grade product that does not 

perform well in a high use environment. There is a commercial grade 

product available from MechoShade Systems, Inc., Draper, Inc., or Hunter 

Douglas that is appropriate for use in school facilities. It is a chain driven 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

roller shade that is available in either room darkening or blackening fabrics 

as well as either manual or remote electric operation. 

* Suspected asbestos containing material, source:  Three-year reinspections 

(AHERA) report dated September 1, 2006, by Hillmann Environmental Group, 

LLC. 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

Interior Finishes Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling 
Original 1963 Building & 1970 Addition 

Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling  
1994 Addition 

 Walls Floor Ceiling Condition Walls Floor Ceiling Condition 
Music Room: CMU VCT*, 

WD 

WD, 

CSAT* 

3/3, 2/3, 

2, notes 

1, 2, 3, 6 

    

Practice Rooms: CMU, 

PAWP 

VCT*, 

WD 

CSAT* 3, 2/2, 

3/1, 

notes 6, 7 

    

Music Office: CMU VCT* CSAT* 3/2/2, 

notes 1, 6 

    

Art Room: CMU VCT*, 

CT 

WD, 

CSAT* 

3/2/2, 1, 

notes 1, 

2, 3, 6 

    

Dark Room: CMU VCT* CSAT* 3/2/1     

Art Office/Storage: CMU VCT* ACT 3/2/2, 

notes 1, 3 

    

Science Classrooms: CMU VCT* WD, 

CSAT* 

3/2/2, 1, 

notes 1, 

2, 6, 13 

    

1963 & 1994 General 
Classrooms: 

CMU CPT WD, 

CSAT* 

3/1/3, 2, 

notes 1, 

2, 6 

GWB VCT ACT 3, 3, 2, 

notes 1, 3 

1970 General 
Classrooms: 

CMU VCT* ACT 3/3/2, 

notes 1, 

2, 3, 5 

    

Auditorium: CMU WD, 

CPT, 

Conc 

EMD, 

SSRP 

3/2, 2, 3/

3, 3,  

notes 10, 

11, 12 

    

Lecture Hall: CMU CPT, 

Conc 

EMD, 

SSRP 

3/2, 3/3, 

3,  notes 

10, 12 

    

Stage: CMU WD EMD 3/1/3, 

notes 8, 9 

    

SPED Therapy Room: CMU 

GWB 

CPT WD, 

CSAT* 

3/3/3, 2, 

notes 3, 

4, 6 

    

Administrative Office Area: GWB,C

MU 

CPT, 

VCT 

WD, 

CSAT* 

3, 3/3, 3/ 

3, 2, 

notes 1, 4 

    

METCO Office Area: GWB CPT ACT 3/3/3, 

note 4 

    

Child Counseling Office: CMU CPT Plas 3/3/2     

Team Chair Office: CMU VCT ACT 3/3/2     

Teachers Workroom/ 
Lounge Area: 

CMU VCT ACT 3/3/2, 

notes 1, 3 

    

Auditorium Lobby Area: CMU VCT* CSAT* 3/1/1     

Vestibules: WD, 

BRK 

VCT WD, 

ACT 

1, 3/2/3, 

2, note 2 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

Interior Finishes –  
Continued 

Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling 
Original 1963 Building & 1970 Addition 

Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling  
1994 Addition 

 Walls Floor Ceiling Condition Walls Floor Ceiling Condition 
Corridors: CMU VCT* ACT 3/1/1, 

notes 2, 

3, 6 

GWB VCT ACT 2/3/2, 

notes 3, 4 

Student Toilets: SCFT CT CSAT* 3/2/2, 

note 6 

    

Staff Toilets: SCFT CT CSAT* 3/2/2, 

note 3 

    

Storage Rooms: CMU Conc Plas 3/3/2, 

note 3 

    

Custodial Office Area: CMU Conc Plas 3/3/2, 

note 3 

    

Service/Mechanical: CMU Conc Plas 3/3/0, 

notes 3, 

14 

    

INTERIOR FINISHES NOTES 

1. Original casework is in fair to poor condition.  Newer casework is in good to 

fair condition.  It was noted that the keys were missing for the home 

Econ/Life Skills classroom and cabinets are locked.  Would recommend 

contacting either wood or metal industries or Collegedale Casework to find 

out if they produced casework for the 1994 addition; to obtain replacement 

keys.  Another option is to contact a locksmith.  Science labs have Transite* 

lab tables and sinks. 

2. It was noted that the VCT was cracking at locations where floor tile extends 

to exterior door threshold or sill. 

3. There are many locations where ceiling material has water damage/stains 

from previous or current leaks. 

4. Gypsum wallboard walls are in need of some minor repair and paint below 

36” above finished floor. 

5. Mats at exterior doors from classroom are a loose-laid Pedi-grid type mat 

with an exposed edge condition and no frame. 

6. There are missing or failing ceiling tile from ceiling system. 

7. High nose level from mechanical equipment. 

8. Areas of wood floor are no longer adhered or secured to substrate. 

9. The curtains and theatrical lighting are secured to the structure by chains 

that do not allow for adjustment or easy replacement. 

10. Auditorium seating is original and is in fair to poor condition.  It had been 

reported that replacement parts are not available for this particular seating.  
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

Possibly why there is some of the same type of seating missing from the 

lecture hall. 

11. The wood return air grilles at the front of the stage are in poor condition 

and wood no longer secured in place. 

12. The double accordion type partition separating the auditorium and lecture 

hall is in fair condition and is not often used by the school. 

13. Ventilation/Exhaust is poor/inadequate in the science rooms.   

14. There is a large area of the plaster ceiling that has come loose and appears 

to be supported from falling completely by the suspended piping and pipe 

hangers. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

BRK - Brick Masonry  EGCT - Eggcrate Panels 

SCFT - Clay Facing Tile  EMD - Exposed Metal Deck/Structure 

CMU - Concrete Masonry Unit, or Concrete 

Block 

 GWB - Gypsum Wallboard 

AL - Aluminum  VCT - Vinyl Composition Tile 

HM - Hollow Metal  VAT - Vinyl Composition Tile 

WD - Wood  CPT - Carpet 

CONC - Concrete  VB - Vinyl Base 

CLG - Ceiling  RBR - Rubber Treads & Risers/Tile 

ACT - Suspended Acoustic Tile Ceiling  USF - Urethane Sports Flooring 

CSAT - Suspended Concealed Spline Acoustic 

Tile 

 CT - Ceramic Tile 

AACT - Adhered Acoustic Ceiling Tile  QT - Quarry Tile 

PLAS - Plaster  PT - Porcelain Tile 

PAWP - Perforated Acoustic Wood Panels  SSRP - Suspended Sound Reflecting 

Panels 

 

* Suspected Asbestos Containing Material, source:  Three-year reinspections 

(AHERA) report dated September 1, 2006, by Hillmann Environmental Group, 

LLC. 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

PLUMBING SYSTEM 

Service Pipe 
Size 

Meter Size Pressure 
Regulator 

Operating  
Pressure 

Pipe 
Material 

Source Age Miscellaneous 

Water: 4" 2"  N/A  —  Copper Town 43 years  

Gas: 2" 13,400CFH 

 

Yes Less than 

14" WC  

Steel Utility 

KeySpan 

43 years  

 
System Pipe Material / Condition Type Insulation / 

Condition 
Miscellaneous 

Domestic Cold Water: 
Copper /Average 

Fiberglass/ 

Average  
HVAC Make — up  — Backflow Preventer 

Domestic Hot Water: 
Copper /Average 

Fiberglass/ 

Average  
Recirculation  — Yes 

Sanitary Waste & Vent: B & S CI /Average N/A  

Storm Drainage: B & S CI /Average None Roof drains  

Gas: Steel /Average N/A 8” into building 

Non – Potable (Lab) CW: None   

Non – Potable (Lab) HW: None   

Acid (Lab) Waste & Vent: None   

Kitchen Waste: None   

Tempered Water: None   

 
Equipment Type/Fuel Age Condition Miscellaneous 

Domestic Water Heater: Storage/Boi

ler    

Boiler  — 

Fairly new 

Storage tank 

— Fairly new 

120 gallon with thermostatic mixer. 

Mixing valve piping is corroded  

Sanitary Ejector Pump: Submersible Unknown Unknown Simplex 

Storm Ejector Pump: None    

Domestic Water Booster Pump: None    

Interior Kitchen Grease Trap: N/A    

 

Plumbing Fixtures Type/ 
Installation 

Low 
Consumption/
Metering 

Accessible Condition Miscellaneous 

Water Closet: FV & Wall No Note 1 2 & 3  Boys’/Girls’ not accessible 

Urinal: FV / Wall No Note 1 2 & 3  Boys’/Girls’ not accessible 

Lavatory: VC / Wall No Note 1 2 & 3  Boys’/Girls’ not accessible 

Drinking Fountain/Water 

Cooler: 

SS / Wall N/A Some 2 & 3  See note 2 below 

Classroom Sink VC & SS / 

Counter 

No No 2 & 3  Faucet type  — lever 

Classroom Bubbler / Drinking 

Fountain 

Bubbler  N/A Some 2 & 3  Some handles missing 

Mop Sink: Sink / Floor N/A N/A 2 & 3    
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 
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Plumbing Fixtures Type/ 
Installation 

Low 
Consumption/
Metering 

Accessible Condition Miscellaneous 

Showers: None      

 
Miscellaneous Fixtures Miscellaneous   

Hose Bibb: Vacuum Breaker  — Yes, but some toilet rooms don't have a hose bib 

Wall Hydrant: Vacuum Breaker — Poor Condition  

Floor Drain: Trap Primer  — None visible 

Emergency Shower / 

Eyewash: 

N/A   

Emergency Eyewash: N/A   

Lab Faucets: N/A  

Lab Gas Cocks: N/A 

PLUMBING NOTES 

1. An accessible unisex toilet room has been provided to meet handicapped 

access. 

2. Drinking fountains have been shut off because of unacceptable levels of 

lead. 



BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 

 Size Material Location Flow/Pressure Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Water Service Entrance #1: See notes      

Water Service Entrance #2: N/A      

Backflow Prevention: N/A      

 

 Size/Pressure Manufacturer Energy Source  Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Fire Pump: N/A     

      

 Type Type of Head Zone Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Suppression System  None     

Typical Classrooms None     

Large Spaces None     

Kitchen: None     

Stairs: None     

Fire Department 

Connections: 

None     

Exterior: None     

Interior: None     

Shut – Off Valves: None     

Pre – Action Controls:  None     

FIRE PROTECTION NOTES 

1. There was no fire protection system.
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 HEATING & VENTILATING SYSTEMS 

Centralized Systems Energy Source Type Manufacturer Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Heating Equipment #1: Natural Gas 2 Hot water 

boilers 

1 — Pacific 

2 — HB Smith 

1 — 1971 

2 — 1995 

1 — 1, note 1 

2 — 3 

Cooling Equipment #1: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Exhaust Equipment #1: N/A Centrifugal 

fans on roof 

for class 

ventilation 

M M 2 

      
Distribution Systems Size Type Manufacturer Energy Source Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Heating Distribution 
Equipment: 

 Steel & 

Copper 

N/A  Original 2, note 1, 2 

Cooling Distribution 
Equipment: 

 N/A N/A  N/A N/A 

Air Distribution Equipment:  Heating & 

ventilating 

units, Unit 

ventilators 

Multiple  Some 

Original, 

Replacement 

ongoing 

each year 

Conditions 

vary for all 

classrooms, 

some 

Category 2 

through 

Category 4 

       

Terminal Equipment Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Unit ventilators 

& perimeter 

radiation 

Varies Pneumatic / 

DDC 

Varies for all 

classrooms 

See air 

distribution 

equipment 

for unit vents 

Science Classrooms: Unit ventilators 

& perimeter 

radiation 

Varies Pneumatic / 

DDC 

M See air 

distribution 

equipment 

for unit vents 

Art Classroom: Unit ventilators 

& perimeter 

radiation 

Varies Pneumatic / 

DDC 

M See air 

distribution 

equipment 

for unit vents 

Music Classroom: Unit ventilators 

& perimeter 

radiation 

Varies Pneumatic / 

DDC 

M See air 

distribution 

equipment 

for unit vents 

Offices: Radiators & 

split system DX 

M Radiators — 

Pneumatic AC 

units self — 

contained 

M 2 — Radiation 

3 — DX AC 

Unit 

Auditorium: H&V Unit M Pneumatic 

Mercury Switches 

M 2 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 
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Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

Terminal Equipment Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Corridors: Radiators / 

Convectors 

M Pneumatic Original Conditions 

vary by wing, 

some 

Category 1 

others 

Category 2 

Toilets: Radiators/ 

Exhaust 

M Pneumatic Original 2 

 

HVAC Controls Type Manufacturer 
Controls 

Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Energy Management – 
Controls: 

    

General: Pneumatic / DDC U Original See note 3 

Local:     

HVAC NOTES 

1. Pumps are 7.5 Hp each, 10 years old for newer HB Smith Boiler, original 

for Pacific Boiler. 

2. Hot Water distribution system has several booster pumps associated with 

main distribution pumps.  Booster pumps are in fair shape, maintenance is 

an issue due to pump locations being in pits, under floor. 

3. DDC System head end located in Smith Building, serves some systems in 

Brooks. 



BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 
 ELECTRICAL 

 Rating Source Metering Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Service: 2000A Underground Main Electrical Room 1963 3 

      
 Type  Location  Conditions 

Transformer: Pad Under/Over Side/Rear 1963 N/A 

      
 Rating Energy Source Manufacturer Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Emergency Generator: 180KW Diesel Kohler 2004 4, note 1 

      
 Type   Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Distribution System: FPE/Kelek/GE 120/208V 3 — Phase/4 — Wire 1963/1970/ 
1994 

2 / 4 

      
Devices Grounded/Non Grounded  Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Grounded — 8 

Duplex 

  1963 — On 3 

Offices: 2 — 4 Duplex   1963 — On 3 

Auditorium / Stage: Grounded   1963 — On 3 

Gym/Cafeteria: Grounded   1963 — On 3 

Lobby/Corridor: Grounded   1963 — On 3 

Toilets:      
      

Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: (12) 2 — Lamp, T8, 1'x4' Fixtures Pendant 1963/2004 3, note 2 

Offices: (2 — 4) T8, Fixtures Ceiling   

Library: N/A    

Auditorium/Stage: Incandescent — Strand CD80 Surface 1994 3, note 9 

Gym/Cafeteria: N/A    

Lobby/Corridor: T8 Recessed/Surface 2004 3, note 2 

Toilets: T8 and Compact Florescent Recessed/Surface 2004 3 

Lighting Controls: Minimal — Bathrooms Only Switch Type 1994 3 

Theatre Lighting System:     
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

Site Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Sports Fields:     
Parking: HID Large Flood Lights 30' Pole 1963 + 2, note 4 

Walkways: 175W MH 10' Pole 1994 3, note 4 

Building Entrances: HID Wall Pack Surface 1980 — 1990s 3, note 4 

Security System Type Manufacturer  Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

CCTV: N/A     

Door Access Controls: N/A     

Detection Devices: Monitor 

sensors 

N/A  1994 Note 3 

      
Communications System Type Manufacturer  Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Master Clock / Program: N/A Dukane   2, note 5 

Typical Classrooms: 1 Standard  1994 2 

Offices: 1 Standard  1994 2 

Public Areas:      
      

Tele/Data/Video System Type Manufacturer CCTV Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: Wall/(5) 

Cat5/TV/VCR

/DVD 

Multiple CATV 1994 — 

Present 

3, note 10 

Offices: Phone/Cat 5     

Library: N/A     

Computer: Rack — Head 

End 

HP Procurve 

Switch / 

Ortronics 

Apple Talk 

 1994 — 

Present 

3 

Auditorium/Stage:   CATV   

Gym/Cafeteria: N/A     

      
Local Sound Systems Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Gym: N/A     

Cafeteria: N/A     

Auditorium: Existing N/A  1994 N/A 

      
 Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Emergency Lighting: EBU Lithonia Remote battery units 1994 2, note 6 

Exit Lighting: Radioactive N/A Self luminous 1994 2, note 7 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 Type Manufacturer Notifications Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Fire Alarm System: Model RMDP EST  1994 2, note 8 

 

Fire Alarm Devices Detector Type Alarm Signal Type Pull Station Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe Yes 1994 3 

Offices: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe N/A 1994 3 

Library: N/A     

Auditorium/Stage: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe  1994 3 

Gym/Cafeteria: N/A     

Lobby/Corridor: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe  1994 3 

Kitchen: N/A     

Storage/Service: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe  1994 3 

Toilets: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe  1994 3 

HS — Horn/Strobe, SD — Smoke Detector, HD — Heat Detector 

ELECTRICAL NOTES 

1. The generator is in good condition, but will be moved due to its location 

next to a mechanical fresh — air intake. Currently the generator supports 

some Gym loads for shelter support. According to the maintenance person, 

does not support all mechanical equipment. 

2. The light fixtures were updated in a 2004 utility program. New T8 or 

fluorescent lamps and ballasts were installed. In general, light fixtures are in 

good shape. 

3. There are keypads and motion detectors. The maintenance person stated 

that under the 1994 renovation the devices were installed, but no system or 

control panel was installed at that time. 

4. Site visited during daylight hours. There does not appear to be enough 

fixtures for safety or security. Parking lot lights are old, large flood lights on 

wooden poles, which most likely results in poor visibility of areas and glare, 

not meeting dark sky recommendations. Some exit doors utilize standard 

type flood lights, not meeting dark sky recommendations. Some entries 

utilize wall — packs also resulting in glare which does not meet dark sky 

recommendations. 

5. Maintenance stated that although the control system works fine, clocks fail 

often. 

6. Maintenance stated that a recent test of the EBU’s had been done and most 

batteries needed to be replaced. 

7. The self-luminous exit fixtures have exceeded their 10-year life expectancy. 

The fixtures are approximately 12 years old and should be tested to 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

determine if they are able to provide the required level of illumination for 

exit signage. If not, they should be replaced. 

8. Maintenance stated that there are many trouble and false alarm conditions 

with the system. Most likely due to the age of the smoke detectors, or dirty 

smoke detectors. The building has no sprinkler system; building is 

protected by smoke and heat detectors. 

9. Maintenance stated that the circuits utilized are fairly loaded, prohibiting 

the addition of more fixtures or higher wattage lamps. 

10. Typical classrooms have one teacher’s computer with a printer and two to 

four student computers. 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSIBILITY 

Exterior Accessible Route    
Accessible Route: See Site Data for information. 

  

 Width Material Hardware Conditions 
Primary Entrance: 2 — 3'-0" Alum Push Bar 3 

Exterior/Egress Doors: 3'-0". 2 — 6'-0" @ CR Alum Push Bar, 

Paddle Handle 

3 

Signage: Insufficient HC signage    

  

Interior Accessible Route Width Material Hardware Conditions 
Accessible Route:     

Entrance Vestibules: none    

Interior Doorways – 
Classrooms: 

3'-0" Wood Knobs, Levers 2/2, 3 

 

Offices: 3'-0" Wood Knobs, Levers 2/2, 3 

Auditorium: 5'-0" Wood Pull 2/1 

Stage: 6'-0" Wood Pull 2/1 

Lecture Hall: 5'-0" Wood Pull 2/1 

Cross – Corridor: 6'-0" Wood, HM Pulls 3/3 

Stairs: 3'-6" @ Auditorium Stage Wood   2 

Toilets: 3'-0" @ Unisex Toilets 

2'-8" @ Inaccessible Toilets 

Wood 

Wood 

Levers and Pull 3/3 

1/1 

  

 Size   Conditions 
Vertical Access: 
(Elevators/Lifts) 

N/A    

  

 Width Floor Surface Handrail/Guard 
Heights 

Conditions 
 

Stairways: 3’-6” @ Auditorium Stage Wood None 2 

Ramps: N/A    

  

 Clear Floor Space/Turning Radius Toilet Partitions Conditions 
 

Toilet Rooms: 2 unisex toilet rooms have been provided, other 

toilets are not accessible 

Not accessible 3, 2 

Tables & Seating – 
Auditorium: 

Not accessible   1 

Drinking Fountains: Not accessible  1, note 1 

Public Tele: Not accessible  2 

Controls: Not accessible  2, note 2 

Signage: Yes  2, note 2 

Emergency Alarms: Yes  2 
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BROOKS BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 
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Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

ACCESSIBILITY NOTES 

1. Water to drinking fountains has been turned off due to concerns regarding 

lead content.  Water dispensers have been allocated throughout the 

building. 

2. Most of the controls for the existing classrooms are not accessible. 

3. There appears to be sufficient signage to identify most rooms at the 

doorway, there are some signs that have not been updated for the space it 

serves. 

 

 



  

SECTION 2.3C RECOMMENDATIONS 
 BROOKS BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

The vehicular and pedestrian circulation appears to be adequate for the current 

size of the building, but more defined and better organized drop-off/pick up 

areas for buses and parents should be provided with additional signage.  The 

number of parking spaces in the proximity of the school building and the field 

house also appears to be adequate for the current size and population of the 

building.  It would be difficult to reconfigure the circulation and drop-off to 

improve circulation without extensive site work.  The existing driveway off 

Ballfield Road, parking lot and walkway surfaces are in fair to poor condition. 

The poorest locations require sub grade reconstruction and full-depth 

pavement replacement; the remainder should be repaired with seal coating and 

crack filling in the next couple years. The repairs have a limited life expectancy 

of approximately five years, thus a pavement overlay should be conducted within 

this time frame.   

In general, handicap access to the buildings does not comply with the current 

MAAB code and an accessible route should be provided to meet current MAAB 

code from all parking/drop off areas and to all entrances/exits.  Expansion to 

the building is possible due to the large size of the site however there are some 

limitations due to wetlands located to the north of the buildings.  The storm 

drainage system to the south of the building and along Ballfield Road has a few 

catch basins.  Not all driveway/parking edges have curbing installed and 

therefore there was some ponding observed in the grass areas adjacent to paved 

areas, some extending onto the pavement.  The parking lot to the east of the 

gymnasium building has some flooding problems.  Due to the proximity of 

wetlands on the site, upgrades to the storm drainage system would likely be 

required if significant site work was proposed in conformance with the MA 

Storm water Management Policy.  The roof drainage system should be upgraded 

to eliminate surface discharge or, at a minimum, direct the discharge as far away 

from the building as possible.   Utility services will need to be further assessed to 

determine adequacy for future expansion.  An evaluation of the septic system 

was conducted in 2000 By GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.   This report indicated 

that the septic system was sufficient for current use and population of the 

building; however, a significant upgrade to the system may be required in the 
future if population increases or if a full cafeteria were proposed.  The 

playground/tot lot is in good condition and functioning with routine 

maintenance.  The baseball fields are in fair condition and require 

maintenance. 
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SECTION 2.3C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 

ARCHITECTURE / INTERIORS 

Exterior Envelope 

The windows in the original building are single glazed metal casement windows 

in a single glazed wood window wall with Transite panels at the base. The wood 

window wall has varying degrees of rot and decay that limit the effectiveness of 

paint adhesion for protection of the wood surfaces.  Occupants report that mice 

have been known to enter the building at the base of the window walls or under 

the exterior classroom doors. Any building renovation would include a 

recommendation for repair of all exterior joints and replacement of window 

wall with an energy efficient curtain wall and window system. 

Roofing 

The roofs on this building have been known to leak frequently and are 

considerably past their design lifetime.  The roofs should be replaced with a new 

single ply roof membrane and rigid insulation and tapered insulation to 

improve energy conservation and provide positive drainage to roof drains.  It 

should also be noted that replacement of roof will protect against further 

damage to the existing exposed wood deck ceilings. 

Interior Finishes 

The AHERA reports have identified a variety of asbestos containing finish 

materials found in the facility.  Of particular concern is the existing asbestos 

containing tile in the concealed spline ceilings which has also limited the 

maintenance staff’s ability to replace lighting, gain access to services concealed 

above, and has been damaged in some areas due to roof leaks.  It has been the 

objective of the school department to remove asbestos containing materials as 

part of any renovation or finish replacement project.  All of the concealed 

spline ceilings, worn carpeting and VCT flooring should be replaced. 

Accessibility 

The building is generally not accessible to disabled persons. All of the non-

conforming sized doors and door hardware needs to be replaced.  Refinishing 

or replacement of the conforming sized doors should also be considered if non-

conforming hardware replacement were done.  The stairway risers at the Stage 

need modification to eliminate nosing projection.  All of the toilet rooms 

should be made compliant with MAAB (Massachusetts Architecture Access 

Board) regulations.  Appropriate accessibility signage should be installed 

throughout the building and site.  Any substantial renovation will require 

complete accessibility within the school consistent with new construction.   
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SECTION 2.3C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 

STRUCTURAL 

The structural system of a building tends to ‘outlive’ the other building systems, 

provided that they are maintained properly.  Therefore, prolonging the life of 

the structure of the school is primarily dependent on the architectural envelope 

and routine maintenance.  Damage to the structure can best be prevented by 

repair of all leaks in the roof (or replacing the roof), repair of cracks in the 

exterior concrete and masonry walls, and replacement of worn or damaged 

sealants around windows, doors, etc.  Updates and maintenance to these 

architectural components, along with a few structural inspections will prolong 

the life of the structural system.  The method of attachment of the stage rigging 

should be investigated further.  Steel bar joists are typically not designed to take 

concentrated loads away from the panel points (intersection of top or bottom 

chords with diagonal web members).  Concentrated loads are also typically 

spread out to several joists by means of secondary framing members.  The 

support of the rigging did not appear to follow this detailing. 

PLUMBING 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water Systems 

The domestic hot and cold water piping system is in good condition and is 

expected to last another thirty years.  However, after testing, levels of lead in the 

piping system were found to be unacceptable. It was also noted that prior to 

lead testing the domestic water piping system was not properly flushed per the 

testing laboratory’s instruction. The piping should be flushed and re-tested. If 

the source of lead is in the piping or water supply, then lead reduction filters 

could be installed on the supply piping side of each drinking fountain and water 

bubbler. The filters should be trial tested at a few locations and be re-tested for 

lead content before installing at all drinking outlet locations. If after testing of 

the trial locations, lead levels are still unacceptable then dedicated cold water 

lines should be installed to each drinking fountain and water bubbler.   

 There is a small amount of piping at the master mixing valve that is corroded 

and should be replaced. The main water service at the meter is in good 

condition and is expected to last another thirty years. 

Water Heater 

Domestic hot water is generated by a separate heating boiler that is less than 5 

years old and is in good condition.  The existing hot water storage tank is also 

less than 5 years old and is in good condition.  The master mixing valve piping 

assembly is corroded and should be replaced. 
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SECTION 2.3C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 

Plumbing Fixtures 

Many classrooms and toilet rooms did not have accessible fixtures.  

Reconfiguration of the toilet rooms is required to add them.  In rooms where 

significant reconfiguration work is necessary to meet accessibility requirements, 

all the older fixtures in those rooms should be replaced with new low water 

consumption type.  Older fixtures in good condition may remain where not 

impacted by accessibility work, however, they will continue to waste water.  All 

older style drinking fountains should be replaced and re-piped with lead free 

solder. 

Sanitary Waste and Vent System 

Much of the sanitary waste and vent piping is concealed and expected to last 

another fifty years.  Where significant work is necessary to provide accessible 

plumbing fixtures, piping will need to be replaced. 

Storm Drainage System 

It could be expected to get another fifty years out of the roof drains and interior 

storm drainage piping system but it is recommended to thoroughly rod out the 

piping.  Where visible, the insulation is in good condition.   

Natural Gas System 

It could be expected to get another fifty years out of the natural gas system, but 

it is recommended to thoroughly check it for leaks. 

Miscellaneous 

Vacuum breakers are recommended to be added where missing.  A simplex 

ejector pump in the newer boiler room should be made into a duplex system.   

FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system in the building.  It is strongly 

recommended that one be provided. The current building code may require 

the installation of an automatic wet sprinkler system throughout at the time of 

extensive renovations or additions. 
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SECTION 2.3C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 

MECHANICAL 

x Replace 35 year old hot water boiler 

x Relocate hot water booster pumps to an accessible location 

x Replace Auditorium, Stage and Lecture Hall H&V units with new units.  

Provide air conditioning to these spaces. 

x Check/verify outdoor air damper for class room UV's.  Verify positive close 

off during unoccupied periods, and proper minimum position, for 

acceptable indoor air quality for student in class room. 

x Replace toilet exhaust fans to improve ventilation  

x Replace classroom and dark room exhaust fans. 

x Review Admin FCU drain pan; verify no standing water/positive drainage. 

x Replace pneumatic controls with DDC. 

x Check unit ventilator outdoor air damper operation; for minimum specified 

outdoor air flow during occupied periods and positive (100%) closure 

during unoccupied. 

ELECTRICAL 

Panels/Feeders/Circuits 

x Replace panels, feeders, and branch circuits that are older than 30 years. 

x Provide additional panels and branch circuits to accommodate additional 

computers in classrooms.   

Lighting 

x Replace all light fixtures that have not been retrofitted and older than the 

15 years, including self illuminating type exit light fixtures. 

x Provide a complete lighting control system for entire school, as required by 

the current energy code. 

x Provide a complete site lighting system which is recommended for safety, 

efficiency, and dark sky standards (fixtures that provide full cut-off to 

reduce glare). 

Fire Alarm System 

x Supplement the existing fire alarm system and replace existing non-

compliant devices to satisfy all requirements of the latest code, at a 

minimum.  

x If the building was protected by a sprinkler system, most smoke and heat 

detectors could be removed, minimizing troubles and false alarms. 
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SECTION 2.3C RECOMMENDATIONS 

 BROOKS BUILDING 
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Telephone/Data/Communications/Security 

x Provide a new security system with CCTV capabilities to provide visual 

coverage of all corridors and entrances to the building as may be required. 

x Replace the master clock.  A state of the art integrated 

telephone/clock/bell/PA system is recommended. 

x Expand or replace the existing data system, to accommodate additional 

computers in classrooms.  A new system could be integrated as a part of an 

integrated telephone/clock/bell/PA system. 

General Notes 

x Where fire alarm and/or telephone/data/communications/security 

systems are noted for replacement, SMMA recommends that the school 

department consider standardizing systems between schools for the entire 

school system.  This standardization will help staff maintain equipment, and 

more importantly allows the school to deal with one vendor for all facilities. 



  

SECTION 2.4A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 REED FIELD HOUSE BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

Site/civil evaluation included under Brooks School section.  

ARCHITECTURE 

The Reed Field House is a one story building with a double height gymnasium.  
The mechanical equipment plant is located in the Brooks building.  There has 
been one small addition to the building for cafeteria storage at the rear.  The 
original building was constructed with vertical precast concrete plank and 

concrete masonry load bearing walls with steel truss roof structure for the 
gymnasium area and concrete masonry load bearing walls with steel bar joist 
roof structure over the locker room area. The storage room addition was 
constructed of concrete masonry load bearing walls and light gauge steel roof 
rafters.  

There is a motorized operable partition to sub-divide the gymnasium that is not 

designed to withstand the forces of the physical education activities and has 
required expensive repairs resulting from its use. The gymnasium is also used as 
the cafeteria as there is a small warming kitchen adjacent to the gymnasium. 
Most of the architectural components of the building are in poor to good 
condition with the newest addition in good condition.  It has been reported that 
the roofs leak frequently. Most of the architectural finishes in this facility appear 

to be kept in good repair by the maintenance and custodial staffs.   

There are many non-conformance accessibility issues at doors and with related 
hardware.  Only one unisex toilet fixture and lavatory with shower has been 
provided for accessibility, but no drinking fountain.  The entrance doors to the 
Reed Field House do not meet current the Access Code requirements. 

Other than the roofing, accessibility deficiencies, and wear of original interior 
finishes, the facility appears in serviceable to good physical condition. 

STRUCTURAL 

The Gym/Field House building appears to be in good structural condition.  

There were several areas that showed signs of water leakage with efflorescence 

on the pre-cast and masonry walls.  Rock climbing apparatus had been added on 

to the pre-cast wall panels on the back of the building.   
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SECTION 2.4A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 REED FIELD HOUSE BUILDING 
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PLUMBING 

The domestic hot and cold water system for the locker rooms is supplied from 

the Brooks mechanical room and appears to be in good condition.  However, 

because the domestic water is supplied from Brook, levels of lead were found to 

be unacceptable. Sanitary, waste, and storm piping also appear to be in good 

condition. 

The kitchen domestic cold water is supplied from Brooks and the domestic hot 

water is supplied from its own gas fired water heater. The system, along with the 

kitchen equipment appears to be in good condition; however the lead issue is 

still present. 

Plumbing fixtures are original but in serviceable condition.  There were some 

accessible fixtures but none are completely compliant.  The locker rooms, 

including staff areas have no accessible fixtures.  

FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system. 

MECHANICAL 

The kitchen area of the building was renovated 5 years ago, and appears to be in 

good condition.  The Gym is served by horizontal Unit Ventilators, which are 

original to the building (approximately 26 years old).  Due to their location, 

maintenance appears to have been minimal.  One unit, was found to be off, one 

unit was operating.  Both units should operate on the same occupancy schedule.  

The locker room HVAC equipment consists of a small heating and ventilating 

unit, and radiation.  Both the unit and radiation are in poor condition.  The 

toilet/locker room exhaust fans were not able to be accessed.  It is assumed that 

they are original to the building. 

There is not heat generating equipment in the Gym.  Hot water is piped to the 

gym, from the hot water boilers in the adjacent Brooks building. 

ELECTRICAL 

The electrical service is provided through the service of the Brooks building. 

Electrical distribution equipment is manufactured by Kelek. 

The fire alarm system is an EST system. The building has no sprinkler system, so 

building is protected only by this system.  

Lights have been retrofitted by a recent utility program with compact 

fluorescent and T5HO lamps. 

Site lighting appears to be insufficient, in general, inspected during daylight 

hours. The teacher’s lot appears to be lit insufficiently. 



  

SECTION 2.4B REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

 EVALUATION REPORT 

 GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name of School: Lincoln Public Schools 

Address: Ball Field Road 

 Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773 

Name of Owner: Town of Lincoln 

Grade Levels Served: 5-8 

Student Population: 253 Students for school year 2006-07 

Years in Service: 36 

Year Constructed: 1970 Designer:  

Additions: 2004 - Storage Room Designer:  

Existing Drawings: Yes, only of 1994 additions and renovations 
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

  

 CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION DATA 

 Construction Type: (from State Building Code) 

Original Building: 2C Non-Combustible/ Unprotected 

Addition 1:  

Addition 2:  

Addition 3:  

Occupancy Group: E — Educational, A-3 Assembly 

Area Sub – Basement:  

Basement:  

Ground Floor: 14,268 GSF 

Upper Floors – 2nd:  

Upper Floors – 3rd :  

Total: 14,268 GSF 

  

 Height # of Stories 

Height/Stories:   

Original Building: 28' (Gym), 13'-4"(Locker Room)  1  

Addition 1: 12' (Storage Shed) 1 

Addition 2:   

Addition 3:   
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

  SITE DATA  

 Description  

Land Used: 55%(10% buildings/10% paved/35% play areas)  

Lot Area: 54.36 ac. (Entire site)  

Topography: Generally flat around building.    

Wetlands: Multiple wetlands throughout site.  

      

 Size: Material: Source: Date Installed Conditions 

      (If septic system – verify if aggregate systems applies)  

Utilities –Sanitary: 4" from building/ 

6" to manhole 

PVC 1994 Plans U 3 

Water: 8" U Water Dept. U 3 

Electricity: underground conduit Site Visit U 3 

Gas: 1 ½"  Keyspan U 3 

Oil Tank: N/A    N/A 

Storm Water 

Management: 

N/A  Site Visit U N/A 

Athletic Fields – Field 1: Baseball Grass Visual U 3 

Field 2: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Field 3: N/A  N/A   N/A 

Track: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Tennis Courts: N/A  N/A   N/A 

Basketball Courts: N/A  N/A  N/A 

Playground/Total Lot: N/A  N/A  N/A 

     

 Type: Source Date Installed Conditions 

Site Lighting: Varies Visual U N/A 

Fire Hydrant: 2 (shared with Brooks) Visual U 3 

     

 # Spaces Material Date Installed Conditions 

Parking – Lot 1/2/3: 37 + (see note 1) Bit.  conc. U 1 

Bus Drop/Pick – Up Area: N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Parent Drop/Pick – Up 

Area: 

Combined with Brooks Bit. conc. U N/A 

Loading & Service 1 Bit.  conc. U 2 

Signage: Minimal N/A U 2 

Trash Management Area: 1 Bit. conc. U 2 
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSIBILITY 

Exterior – Accessible 
Route: 

Width Material  

Curb Cuts: 1 Does not meet MAAB 

Walkways: varies Bit.  Conc. 

Ramps: N/A  

Parking: 3 HC  

SITE NOTES 

1. Only 37 parking spaces were noted.  The remainder of the parking lot was 

under water.
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

BUILDING SYSTEMS & ASSEMBLIES OF ORIGINAL BUILDINGS 

Structure Material – Original 1970 Building  Condition 
Foundation System: Unknown/Not verified N/A, note 1 

Vertical Support System: Steel wide flange columns; load bearing masonry walls. 3 

Floor Framing System:   

Ground: Unknown/Not verified N/A, note 1 

Upper Floors:   

Roof Framing System: Open web steel joists in locker rooms; tectum roof deck on steel 

bulb tees with steel trusses at gymnasium. 

3 

Lateral Force Resisting System: Steel braced frame and exterior masonry walls. 3 

STRUCTURE NOTES 

1. Structural drawings were not available for review.  No destructive testing was 

performed to verify existing conditions obstructed from view. 

Exterior Envelope Material – Original 1970 Building  Condition 
Exterior Wall Assembly: CMU, Precast Concrete Plank 2, 1-2 

Exterior Trim/Fascia: Wood 0-1, note 1 

Roof Assembly: Built up roof over 2-1/2 inch layer of perlite insulation 0-1, notes 2, 3 

Windows: N/A  

Glazed C – Wall: MTL 2 

Doors – Exterior: Alum, HM 3, 2 

Interior: WD, HM 2, 2 

Cross – Corridor: N/A  

Hardware: Mixture of knobs and levers 2 

EXTERIOR ENVELOPE NOTES 

1. Much of the fascia and trim is wood and is in poor condition with various 

degrees of rot. 

2. Roof drain baskets are clogged with leaves and other debris that prevents 

proper drainage. 

3. Built-up roof material has blistered and become brittle from age.  It has 

been noted that the roofs appear to have asbestos flashing materials that 

should be analyzed by a licensed environmental consultant prior to repair 

or replacement. 

4. It was noted that the custodial or mechanical spaces were not equipped with 

“knurled” type hardware to inform the vision impaired of non-public, 

mechanical spaces. 

5. Much of the hardware is original and was not updated during previous 

renovation/addition projects. 

Source: School Roofs Condition Report dated October 20, 2004 by Tremco 

Incorporated.
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

Interior Finishes Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling 
Original 1970 Building  

Materials – Walls, Floor & Ceiling 2004 
Addition 

 Walls Floor Ceiling Condition Walls Floor Ceiling Condition 
Gymnasium/Multi – 

Purpose: 
CMU, 

PCP 

USF EMD 3, 2/3, 3, 

notes 1, 2 

    

Kitchen: CMU PCFT ACT 3/3/2     

 Cafeteria Storage:     CMU Conc EMD 3/3/2, 

note 4 

PE Office Area: CMU VCT* ACT 3/1/2     

PE Staff Toilets: CMU VCT* ACT 3/1/2, 

note 3 

    

Boys Locker Room Area: CMU VCT ACT 3/2/1, 

notes 6, 7 

    

Boys Toilet Room Area: CMU CT ACT 3/3/2, 

note 5 

    

Boys Shower Room Area: CMU CT Plas 3/2/5     

Girls Locker Room Area: CMU VCT ACT 3/4/1, 

notes 6, 7 

    

Girls Toilet Room Area: CMU CT ACT 3/3/2, 

note 5 

    

Girls Shower Room Area: CMU CT Plas 3/3, 2/3, 

note 8 

    

Lobby: CMU QT ACT 3/3/1     

Corridors: CMU VCT* ACT 3/1/1     

HC Toilet/Shower Room: CMU, 

CT 

PCFT GWB 3, 3/3/3     

Storage Rooms: CMU Conc EMD 3/3/3     

Custodial Closet: CMU QT ACT 3/3/2     

INTERIOR FINISHES NOTES 

1. There is an accumulation of efflorescence or mildew at the lower 3-4 feet of 

the pre-cast planks above the CMU, possibly due to water entering the wall 

via failed roof-edge flashing or thru wall penetration as the precast concrete 

is not an insulated material. 

2. It was reported that the gymnasium partition does not withstand the gym 

activities when in the closed position and thus results in expensive repairs as 

the floor track is made of plastic. 

3. The metal partitions and lockers in coaches’ toilet room are in good 

condition. 

4. There is evidence of a water leak due to flashing above the door leading 

from gym to café storage. 

5. The metal toilet partitions are in fair to poor condition. 

6. The metal lockers and benches are in fair to poor condition and several 

lockers are missing baskets. 

7. The fin tube radiation covers are in poor condition. 

8. The metal shower compartments are in good condition, but some of the 

benches are either broken or in poor condition. 
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 

ABBREVIATIONS 

BRK - Brick Masonry  EGCT - Eggcrate Panels 

PCP - Precast concrete plank  EMD - Exposed Metal Deck/Structure 

SCFT - Structural Clay Facing Tile  GWB - Gypsum Wallboard  

CMU - Concrete Masonry Unit, or Concrete 

Block 

 VCT - Vinyl Composition Tile 

AL - Aluminum  VAT - Vinyl Asbestos Tile 

HM - Hollow Metal  CPT - Carpet 

WD - Wood  VB - Vinyl Base 

CONC - Concrete  RBR - Rubber Treads & Risers/Tile 

CLG - Ceiling  USF - Urethane Sports Flooring 

ACT - Suspended Acoustic Tile Ceiling  CT - Ceramic Tile 

CSAT - Suspended Concealed Spline 

Acoustic Tile 

 QT - Quarry Tile 

AACT - Adhered Acoustic Ceiling Tile  PT - Porcelain Tile 

PLAS - Plaster  PCFT - Porcelain Ceramic Floor Tile 

 

* Suspected Asbestos Containing Material, source:  Three-year reinspections 

(AHERA) report dated September 1, 2006, by Hillmann Environmental Group, 

LLC. 
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

PLUMBING SYSTEM 

Service Pipe Size Meter 
Size 

Pressure 
Regulator 

Operating  
Pressure 

Pipe 
Material 

Source Age Miscellaneous 

Water: 2—1/2" from 

Brooks 

None None  —  Copper Town 36 years  

Gas: 1—1/2"  365 CFH Yes Less than 

14" WC  

Steel Utility 

KeySpan 

36 years    

 
System Pipe Material / Condition Type Insulation / 

Condition 
Miscellaneous 

Domestic Cold Water: 
Copper / Average 

Fiberglass / 

Average   
 

Domestic Hot Water: 
Copper / Average 

Fiberglass / 

Average 
From Brooks 

Sanitary Waste & Vent: B & S CI / Average N/A  

Storm Drainage: B & S CI / Poor to 

Average 
None Roof drains  

Gas: Steel / Average N/A Kitchen Equipment 

Non – Potable (Lab) CW: None   

Non – Potable (Lab) HW: None   

Acid (Lab) Waste & Vent: None   

Kitchen Waste: B & S CI / Average   

Tempered Water: None   

 
Equipment Type/Fuel Age Condition Miscellaneous 

Domestic Water Heater: Separate Water 

Heater for 

Kitchen 

Equipment 

Tank is 

Original  

(36 years) 

Good 120 gallon  — Electric, 140 degrees with  

re-circulation 

Sanitary Ejector Pump: None    

Storm Ejector Pump: None    

Domestic Water Booster 
Pump: 

None    

Interior Kitchen Grease Trap: Yes 36 Years Fair — 

Rusting 

Floor mounted 

 

Plumbing Fixtures Type/ 
Installation 

Low 
Consumption/
Metering 

Accessible Condition Miscellaneous 

Water Closet: FV / Wall No No 2 & 3  Boys’/Girls’ Locker Rooms not 

accessible. Note 2  

Urinal: FV/ Wall No No 2 & 3  Boys’/Girls’ Locker Rooms not 

accessible. Note 2 

Lavatory: VC / Wall No No 2 & 3  Boys’/Girls’ Locker Rooms not 

accessible. Note 2 

Drinking Fountain/Water 
Cooler: 

VC / Wall N/A Yes Note 1 Note 1 

Classroom Sink None     

Classroom Bubbler / Drinking Bubbler  N/A N/A N/A  
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 
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Plumbing Fixtures Type/ 
Installation 

Low 
Consumption/
Metering 

Accessible Condition Miscellaneous 

Fountain 

Mop Sink: Sink / floor N/A N/A 2  

Showers: Stall (Girls’) 

Gang(Boys’) 

(2) H.C.   

No No 2 & 3  Not pressure balanced 

Some handles missing on gang 

showers 

 
Miscellaneous Fixtures Miscellaneous 

Hose Bibb: Vacuum Breaker 

Wall Hydrant: Vacuum Breaker 

Floor Drain: Trap Primer — None visible 

Emergency Shower / 

Eyewash: 

N/A   

Emergency Eyewash: N/A   

Lab Faucets: N/A  

Lab Gas Cocks: N/A 

PLUMBING NOTES 

1. Drinking Fountains have been shut off because of unacceptable levels of 

lead 

2. Staff Toilet areas and showers have handicapped fixtures but not accessible. 



REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 

 Size Material Location Flow/Pressure Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Water Service Entrance #1: See 

notes 

     

Water Service Entrance #2: N/A      

Backflow Prevention: N/A      

 

 Size/Press
ure 

Manufacturer Energy Source  Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Fire Pump: N/A     

      

 Type Type of Head Zone Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Suppression System  None     

Typical Classrooms None     

Large Spaces None     

Kitchen: None     

Stairs: None     

Fire Department Connections: None     

Exterior: None     

Interior: None     

Shut – Off Valves: None     

Pre – Action Controls:  None     

FIRE PROTECTION NOTES 

1. There is no fire protection system.
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 
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Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 HEATING & VENTILATING SYSTEMS 

Centralized Systems Energy Source Type Manufacturer Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Heating Equipment #1: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Cooling Equipment #1: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Exhaust Equipment #1: N/A Centrifugal 

fans on roof 

U U 1 / 3 

      
Distribution Systems Size Type Manufacturer Energy Source Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Heating Distribution 

Equipment: 

 Steel & 

Copper 

Pipe 

N/A  1970s 2 

Cooling Distribution 

Equipment: 

 N/A N/A  N/A N/A 

Air Distribution Equipment:  Heating & 

Ventilating 

Units, Unit 

Ventilators 

M  1970  

       

Terminal Equipment Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Offices: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Locker Rooms: AHU/FTR Trane Pneumatic M 3 

Gym/Multi-Purpose: Unit 

Ventilators 

U Pneumatic 1970s 1, note 1 

Kitchen: U U U 1995 3 

Corridors: Radiators M Pneumatic 1970 2 

Toilets: Radiation M Pneumatic 1970 2 

 

HVAC Controls Type Manufacturer 
Controls 

Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Energy Management – 

Controls: 

    

General: Pneumatic M 1970s  

Local:     

HVAC NOTES 

1. Due to the installed location, preventative maintenance has not occurred. 

2. Kitchen was installed in 1995; all equipment was new at the time.



REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 ELECTRICAL 

 Rating Source Metering Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Service: (2) 225A Brooks 

Building 

Brooks Building 1970 4 

      
 Type  Location  Conditions 

Transformer: N/A     

      
 Rating Energy Source Manufacturer Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Emergency Generator: 150KW Diesel Kohler 2004 4 

      
 Type   Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Distribution System: Kelek 120/208V 3 — Phase / 4 — Wire 1970 3 

      
Devices Grounded/Non Grounded  Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms:      

Offices: 2 — 4 Duplex   1970 3 

Auditorium / Stage:      

Gym/Cafeteria: Grounded   1970 3 

Lobby/Corridor:      

Toilets:      

      
Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Typical Classrooms: 3 — Lamp, T5HO, 2’x4’ Fixtures Pendant 2004 3, note 2 

Offices:     

Library:     

Auditorium/Stage:     

Gym/Cafeteria:     

Lobby/Corridor: Incandescent/Compact 

Florescent 

Recessed Down lights 1970/2004 2 

Toilets:     

Lighting Controls:     

Theatre Lighting System:     

 

Site Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Sports Fields:     
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 
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Site Lighting Lamp Type Mounting Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Parking: HID Large Floor Lights 30’ Wood Pole 1963 + 2, note 4 

Walkways:     

Building Entrances: HID Wall Pack/Incandescent Surface/Recessed 1970 3, note 4 

Security System Type Manufacturer  Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

CCTV: N/A     

Door Access Controls: N/A     

Detection Devices: N/A     

      
Communications System Type Manufacturer  Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Master Clock / Program: N/A     

Typical Classrooms: 1     

Offices: 1     

Public Areas: N/A     

      
Tele/Data/Video System Type Manufacturer CCTV Date of 

Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms:      
Offices:      
Library:      

Computer:      
Auditorium/Stage:      

Gym/Cafeteria: N/A     
      

Local Sound Systems Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Gym: N/A     
Cafeteria: N/A     

Auditorium: N/A     
      

 Type Manufacturer Controls Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Emergency Lighting: EBU Lithonia Remote Battery Units 1970 — 1994 2, note 6 

Exit Lighting: Radioactive N/A Self — luminous 1994 2, note 1 

      
 Type Manufacturer Notifications Date of 

Installation 
Conditions 

Fire Alarm System: Model RMDP EST  1994 2, note 3 



REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 

  

Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

Fire Alarm Devices Detector Type Alarm Signal Type Pull Station Date of 
Installation 

Conditions 

Typical Classrooms:      
Offices:      
Library:      

Auditorium/Stage:      
Gym/Cafeteria: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe Yes 1994 3 

Lobby/Corridor: SD/HD Speaker/Strobe Yes 1994 3 

Kitchen: HD Speaker/Strobe  1994 3 

Storage/Service: SD/HD N/A  1994 3 

Toilets: SD/HD Strobe  1994 3 

HS — Horn/Strobe, SD — Smoke Detector, HD — Heat Detector 

ELECTRICAL NOTES 

1. The self-luminous exit fixtures have exceeded their 10-year life expectancy. 

The fixtures are approximately 12 years old and should be tested to 

determine if they are able to provide the required level of illumination for 

exit signage. If not, they should be replaced. 

2. The light fixtures were updated in a 2004 utility program. New T8 or 

fluorescent lamps and ballasts were installed. In general, light fixtures are in 

good shape. 

3. Maintenance stated that there are many trouble and false alarm conditions 

with the system. Most likely due to the age of the smoke detectors, or dirty 

smoke detectors. The building has no sprinkler system; building is 

protected by smoke and heat detectors. 

4. Site visited during daylight hours. There does not appear to be enough 

fixtures for safety or security. Some entries utilize wall — packs resulting in 

glare which does not meet dark sky recommendations. Newer parking lot 

lighting appears to be adequate. 

5. Maintenance stated that although the control system works fine, clocks fail 

often. 

6. Maintenance stated that a recent test of the EBU’s had been done and most 

batteries needed to be replaced. 
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REED FIELDHOUSE BUILDING 

EVALUATION REPORT 
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Condition Key Criteria: 
0 – Poor – Not serviceable or failed 
1 – Poor/Fair – Failure Expected 
2 – Fair – Serviceable, maintenance required 
3 – Fair/Good – Functioning, maintained 
4 – Good – Fully functional, new 
N/A – Not applicable/Not available 
M – Missing 
U – Unknown/Information not available 

 

 PROVISIONS FOR ACCESSIBILITY 

Exterior Accessible Route    
Accessible Route: See Site Data for info. 

  

 Width Material Hardware Conditions 
Primary Entrance: 5'-0" Alum  Push Bar 3, note 1 

Exterior/Egress Doors: 5'-0"  HM Push Bar 2 

Signage: Insufficient HC signage    

  

Interior Accessible Route Width Material Hardware Conditions 
Accessible Route:     

Entrance Vestibules: none    

Interior Doorways – 
Classrooms: 

3'-0" or 5'-0" HM Pull 2, 2 

 

Locker Rooms: 3'-0" HM Pull 2, 2 

Locker Toilet Rooms: 5'-0" HM Pull 2, 2 

Gym: 3'-0" HM Knobs 2, 2, note 1 

Kitchen: 3'-0" HM Lever 3 

Cross – Corridor: 5'-0" HM Pulls 2, 2 

Storage: 3'-0" HM Knobs 2, 2 

HC Toilet/Shower: 3'-0" HM Lever 3 

  

 Size   Conditions 
Vertical Access: 
(Elevators/Lifts) 

N/A    

  

 Width Floor Surface Handrail/G
uard Heights 

Conditions 
 

Stairways: N/A    

Ramps: N/A    

  

 Clear Floor Space/Turning Radius Toilet 
Partitions 

Conditions 
 

Toilet Rooms: 1 unisex toilet room with shower has been provided, 

other toilets are not accessible 

Not 

accessible 

3, 2 

Tables & Seating – 
Cafeteria: 

Not accessible  2-1 

Drinking Fountains: None   

Public Tele: None   

Controls: None   

Signage: Very little signage   

Emergency Alarms: Yes  3 

ACCESSIBILITY NOTES 

1. Both of the pairs of entrance doors to the Gym have been equipped with 

HC accessible power operated hardware, but the entrance doors to the 

Field House building do not have the same power operated hardware. 



  

SECTION 2.4C RECOMMENDATIONS 
 GYMNASIUM/FIELD HOUSE BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

Site/civil recommendations included under Brooks School section. 

ARCHITECTURE / INTERIORS 

Exterior Envelope 

The exterior wall assembly made up of precast concrete plank and concrete 

masonry walls have visible signs of water infiltration and penetration to the 

interior as evident by the presence of efflorescence on the interior surfaces of 

these wall materials. Any building renovation project should include a thorough 

investigation to determine cause and recommendation for repair of all exterior 

walls and joints. 

Roofing 

The roofs on this building have been known to leak frequently and are 

considerably past their design lifetime.  The roofs should be replaced with a new 

single ply roof membrane and rigid insulation and tapered insulation to 

improve energy conservation and provide positive drainage to roof drains.  It 

should also be noted that replacement of roof will protect against further 

damage to the existing interior finishes. 

Interior Finishes 

Consideration should be given for replacing the existing motorized operable 

partition used to sub-divide the gymnasium that is not designed to withstand the 

forces of the physical education activities that has required expensive repairs 

resulting from its use with a roll-down curtain. The AHERA reports have 

identified a variety of asbestos containing finish materials found in the facility.  

It has been the objective of the school department to remove asbestos 

containing materials as part of any renovation or finish replacement project.  All 

of the worn and loose VCT flooring should be replaced. 

Accessibility 

The building is generally not accessible to disabled persons.  There is need for 

replacement of the entrance doors and alteration of other doorways within the 

building to provide full access to all spaces.  Most of the door hardware needs to 

be replaced.  Refinishing or replacement of the doors should also be considered 
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if hardware replacement were done. All of the toilet rooms should be made 

compliant with MAAB (Massachusetts Architecture Access Board) regulations.  

Appropriate accessibility signage should be installed throughout the building 

and site.  Any substantial renovation will require complete accessibility within 

the school consistent with new construction.   

STRUCTURAL 

The structural system of a building tends to ‘outlive’ the other building systems, 

provided that they are maintained properly.  Therefore, prolonging the life of 

the structure of the school is primarily dependent on the architectural envelope 

and routine maintenance.  Damage to the structure can best be prevented by 

repair of all leaks in the roof (or replacing the roof), repair of cracks in the 

exterior concrete and masonry walls, and replacement of worn or damaged 

sealants around windows, doors, etc.  Updates and maintenance to these 

architectural components, along with a few structural inspections will prolong 

the life of the structural system.  The existing pre-cast wall panels should be 

investigated for the additional loads applied from the rock climbing apparatus. 

PLUMBING 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water Systems 

The domestic hot and cold water piping is in good condition and is expected to 

last another forty years. However, after testing, levels of lead in the piping 

systems (see Brooks report) were found to be unacceptable. It was also noted 

that prior to lead testing the domestic water piping was not properly flushed per 

the testing laboratory’s instructions. The piping system should be flushed and 

re-tested. If the source of lead is in the piping or water supply, then lead 

reduction filters could be installed on the supply piping side of each drinking 

fountain and water bubbler. The filters should be trial tested at a few locations 

and be re-tested for lead content before installing at all drinking outlet 

locations. If after testing of the trial locations, lead levels are still unacceptable 

then dedicated cold water lines should be installed to each drinking fountain 

and water bubbler. 

Pipe insulation that is present in concealed spaces may be asbestos and should 

be abated. 

Domestic Water Heater 

Domestic hot water for kitchen use is in good condition, however proper 

maintenance will be essential to extend its life span. 
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Plumbing Fixtures 

The locker rooms, including showers, water closets and lavatories do not have 

accessible fixtures.  Reconfiguration of the locker rooms is required to add 

them.  Some fixtures that appear to be accessible are not fully compliant.  In 

rooms where significant reconfiguration work is necessary to meet accessibility 

requirements, all the older fixtures in those rooms should be replaced with new 

low water consumption type.  Older fixtures in good condition may remain 

where not impacted by accessibility work, however, they will continue to waste 

water.   

Sanitary Waste and Vent System 

Much of the sanitary waste and vent piping is concealed and is expected to last 

another sixty years.  Where significant work is necessary to provide accessible 

plumbing fixtures, piping will need to be replaced. 

Storm Drainage System 

It could be expected to get another sixty years out of the roof drains and 

interior storm drainage piping system but it is recommended to thoroughly rod 

out the piping.  Insulation is likely asbestos and it may remain unless disturbed 

or observed to be in poor condition.   

Natural Gas System 

It could be expected to get another sixty years out of the natural gas system, but 

it is recommended to thoroughly check it for leaks. 

Miscellaneous 

Boy’s and girl’s showers should be replaced with pressure balanced mixing 

(control) valves.   

FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system in the building.  It is strongly 

recommended that one be provided. The current building code may require 

the installation of an automatic wet sprinkler system throughout at the time of 

extensive renovations or additions. 

MECHANICAL 

The Gym H&V units have exceeded their useful life expectancy, and should be 

replaced.  The units can be replaced, in like kind, reconnecting to existing 

piping and ductwork.  New controls should be installed for these units.  Hot 

water piping insulation should be replaced/repaired where damaged.  A 
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protective PVC jacket should be installed over the insulation, to maintain its 

integrity, where exposed to physical abuse in the gym.  Locker room H&V units 

and exhaust fans should be replaced.  The radiation should be replaced, with a 

cast iron or steel type.  All controls should be replaced/upgraded. 

ELECTRICAL 

Panels/Feeders/Circuits 

x The panels appear to be in good condition, but replacement parts for these 

panels are difficult to find. The panels can remain, as long as not much 

additional load is added in the future. 

Lighting 

x Replace all light fixtures that have not been retrofitted and older than the 

15 years, including self illuminating type exit light fixtures. 

x Provide a complete lighting control system for Gymnasium building, as 

required by the current energy code. 

x Provide a complete site lighting system which is recommended for safety, 

efficiency, and dark sky standards (fixtures that provide full cut-off to 

reduce glare). Remove old, inoperative flood lights and wooden pole at 

teacher’s lot. 

Fire Alarm System 

x Supplement the existing fire alarm system and replace existing non-

compliant devices to satisfy all requirements of the latest code, at a 

minimum.  

x If the building was protected by a sprinkler system, most smoke and heat 

detectors could be removed, minimizing troubles and false alarms. 

Telephone/Data/Communications/Security 

x Provide a new security system with CCTV capabilities to provide visual 

coverage of all corridors and entrances to the building as may be required. 

x Replace the master clock.  A state of the art integrated 

telephone/clock/bell/PA system is recommended. 

General Notes 

x Where fire alarm and/or security systems are noted for replacement, SMMA 

recommends that the school department consider standardizing systems 

between schools for the entire school system.  This standardization will help 

staff maintain equipment, and more importantly allows the school to deal 

with one vendor for all facilities. 



  

SECTION 2.5A SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 HARTWELL BUILDING 

SITE / CIVIL 

The storm drainage system appears to be functioning as designed utilizing catch 

basins with hoods and grassed swales.  The sanitary, water and gas systems 

appear to be in fair to good condition, functioning, and regularly maintained.  

Utility services will need to be further assessed to determine adequacy for future 

improvements.  It is likely that a significant upgrade to the septic system would 

be required if major renovations were proposed.  The driveways, curbing and 

parking lot surfaces are in fair condition with maintenance required.  Ballfield 

Road is in good condition.  In general, the walkways are in poor condition and 

some are steep.  In general, handicap accessibility is limited and not all areas 

meet current MAAB code.  The playgrounds/tot lots are in fair to good 

condition, functioning and regularly maintained.  Individual equipment should 

be evaluated on an ongoing basis for safety concerns.   

ARCHITECTURE 

The Hartwell building is a one story building with a full height basement for 
approximately one-third of the building length with the remaining two-thirds 

open crawl space. Approximately 25% of the basement level is above the sloping 
adjacent grade at the west end of the building where multi-purpose room is 
located. The mechanical equipment plant is located in the basement. The 
original building was constructed with a cast-in-place concrete basement and 
concrete column crawlspace structure and first floor slab, with load bearing 
masonry partitions and a wood framed roof structure. Most of the architectural 

components of the building are in fair to good condition.  The exterior wall is 
made up of brick masonry veneer and single glazed wood window wall openings. 
Most of the exterior wood surfaces have experienced some degree of 
deterioration from weather over the years. The architectural finishes in this 
facility appear to be kept in good repair by the maintenance and custodial staffs.  
There is vinyl floor tile throughout the classroom areas and some of the 

corridor spaces of this facility that has tested positive for asbestos. 

The main entrance and multi-purpose room is located on the ground floor; 
however there is no elevator access from this floor to the upper level. There is a 
chair lift that is attached to the stair in the lobby, but it prevents use of the stair 
when in use. There are many non-conformance accessibility issues at doors and 
with related hardware.  Only one toilet fixture and lavatory has been converted 

to provide a unisex toilet room for accessibility. There are no accessible 
drinking fountains.  The stair components do not meet current Code 
requirements.     
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Other than the accessibility deficiencies, and some wear of interior finishes, the 
facility appears in serviceable to good physical condition. 

STRUCTURAL 

The Hartwell building appears to be in good structural condition.  There were 

several areas that showed signs of water leakage, particularly near the skylights, 

which can be a major contributing factor to structural damage.  The 

unexcavated crawl space appeared to be dry.  The exposed wood framing 

appeared to be in good condition on the interior of the building however the 

exterior exposed portions of the framing showed signs of deterioration.  In 

several areas there was evidence of previous repairs done to the tails of the roof 

beams at the exterior overhangs.  Cracking was noted at some of the interior 

and exterior CMU walls.  Routine maintenance should continue to sustain the 

longevity of the structure. 

The lateral system of the building consists of a combination of exterior and 

interior CMU shear walls as well as interior braced partition walls.  It appears as 

though the current layout of the interior partition walls does not agree with the 

locations of the interior braced partition walls as shown on the original design 

drawings.  The wood deck off the back of the building appears to have been 

modified from the original design drawings. The deck support materials and 

railings appear to be original and are approaching the end of their useful life. 

Also, the deck is not positively tied to the building with a ledger board, there is 

no lateral bracing for the deck, a section of the deck rail is missing, the steel rail 

and post components are heavily rusted, and the joist hangers are not properly 

installed. 

PLUMBING 

Water, sanitary waste, and storm piping is in fair condition. Copper piping for 

the domestic water system is in fair condition, but many of the shut off valves are 

in poor condition and in need of replacement to allow for proper maintenance. 

Based on the age of the building, it is assumed that all concealed insulation is 

likely to be asbestos. 

The gas-fired, summer-season water heater is fairly new and appears to be in 

good condition.  The electric water for the winter season is also fairly new and 

appears to be in good condition. 

Plumbing fixtures are original in most of the class rooms. First and second 

floors have unisex handicapped fixtures but are not all accessible. One 

kindergarten class room has new handicapped accessible fixtures. Kindergarten 

room H107 has a drinking fountain that tested positive for lead content. 
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FIRE PROTECTION 

There is no automatic fire suppression system. However, hose stations are 

present and are supplied from the domestic water system. 

MECHANICAL 

The boiler plant is newer and consists of two Buderus High Efficiency 

condensing type boilers.  The boilers also provide heat for the domestic hot 

water for the building.  The hot water distribution utilizes a primary — secondary 

pumping scheme, allowing the secondary pumps to flow only the amount of 

water necessary to meet the building demand.  The boilers are vented through 

the existing chimney.  The boilers have a stand alone boiler control system. 

Most of the old classroom space / office space is heated and ventilated by a 

combination of 25 year old unit ventilators and baseboard radiation.  The 

controls are pneumatic, and in many instances, do not work, causing 

overheating of the spaces.  Many of the administration offices have window air 

conditioners. 

The original building exhaust system is located in the basement.  It has been 

taken out of service and is abandoned in place. 

The Magic Garden Day Care Center spaces are heated by a combination of unit 

ventilators and radiation (both receiving hot water from the buildings boiler 

plant).  The controls are electronic, and in good condition.  The classroom 

spaces are served by split system air conditioning units, located above the 

student closet area.  Maintenance of these units appears to be difficult due to 

their location.  The condensing units are located on grade, at the end of the 

facility.  The Magic Garden administration area is heated by hot water radiation, 

and conditioned by a split system DX unit.  The unit is located in the space 

under the administration offices, and supplies air through floor mounted 

registers.   The controls for this system are all self-contained.  All Magic Garden 

equipment and distribution systems are approximately 5 years old and in good 

condition. 

ELECTRICAL 

The electrical service is underground, and is provided via an interior 

transformer. 

Electrical distribution equipment is manufactured by FPE and Siemens. 

The fire alarm system is an FCI system. The building has no sprinkler system, so 

building is protected only by this system.  

Some lights have been retrofitted with T8 lamps, and some are still older 

incandescent type. 

Site lighting appears to be insufficient, in general, inspected during daylight 

hours. The teacher’s lot appears to be lit insufficiently. 
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Preliminary Design Program

Section 4.3

Legal Title

Following are documents showing acquisition by the Town of Lincoln of the property at Ballfield 
Road, from, 1932, 1947, 1956, and 1962.
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Preliminary Design Program

Section 4.17

Historical Requirements and Development Restrictions

The site is not located in any of the Town’s Historic Districts, however, the Hartwell, Smith, and 
Brooks buildings are considered historically significant by the Lincoln Historical Commission.  
The collection of buildings, constructed in the late 40’s, 50’s, 60’s, and 1970, and enlarged 
in the 90’s, are unique, modern public buildings in Lincoln.  The historical integrity of many 
of the buildings of the Smith and Brooks Schools has been compromised by subsequent 
additions, but the Hartwell building and Pods remain historically intact.  Hartwell and the Pods 
are not part of the scope of this project.  The eastern façade of the original Smith school also 
remains historically intact.  Ongoing meetings and communications with the Lincoln Historic 
Commission are to be scheduled, to clearly understand the historical significance of each 
structure specifically, and the impacts of any future construction or renovation.  Please refer to 
the following documents for a complete description of the historical significance of the schools.
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AREA FORM Lincoln Public Schools Campus, Lincoln 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION __X_ See continuation sheet

Describe architectural, structural, and landscape features and evaluate in terms of other areas within the community. 

The only complex of its kind in Lincoln, the Lincoln Public Schools Campus on Ballfield Road is 
a collection of school buildings constructed from 1947-1948 to 1963-1964 and enlarged through 
the late 1990s.  In addition to providing classroom space for preschool through grade eight, the 
campus houses administrative offices for the school district and space for recreation department 
activities. 

Set back from the street in a wooded setting, the campus consists of Contemporary-style school 
buildings arranged along the east, north, and west sides of an expansive lawn.  Ballfield Road, a 
ring road, defines the lawn and provides access from Lincoln Road to the south.  Beyond the 
school buildings to the north and west are playing fields.  As a group, the school buildings are 
one- or two-story, steel frame buildings with red brick veneer walls and oversized windows.
Buildings are distinguished by their pitched or flat roofs and flat-roofed entry porches.  As 
completed in 1964, the school buildings were organized originally as three distinct clusters with 
Hartwell School (lower school) on the east, Smith School (middle school) on the west, and 
Brooks School (upper school) on the north.  Since that time, Smith School and Brooks School 
were significantly remodeled in 1995-1996, united with new construction that has created a single 
building of interconnected wings housing all students from kindergarten through grade eight.     

Of the buildings on the campus, the cluster of four detached school buildings originally known as 
William Hartwell School retains the greatest historic integrity.  The two-story main building 
(1957-1958, MHC #LIN.263; Anderson, Beckwith & Haible, archt.) is built into the grade on a 
rectangular footprint and faces north.  Its broad side-gable roof has overhanging eaves and 
exposed beams that shield bands of steel windows on the north and south elevations.  Each 
window in the multi-bay building consists of an oversized fixed pane with an adjacent narrow 
sliding pane and a fixed transom above.  While the building has some secondary entries, the 
principal entry on the north elevation, facing the parking lot, is distinguished by a flat-roofed 
concrete canopy on round posts.  The building’s second story slightly overhangs the first.   

North of Hartwell Main are three detached, one-story classroom buildings on rectangular 
footprints.  These buildings, known as units or pods, were designed by Hoover and Hill 
Associates as additions to Hartwell School.  They are arranged in a cartwheel layout with Unit A
(1959, MHC #LIN.264) set perpendicular to the principal entrance at Hartwell Main, Unit B
(1959, MHC #LIN.265) placed parallel to and facing Hartwell Main, and Unit C (1963-1964, 
MHC #.266) parallel to and slightly north of Unit A.  The three buildings frame a lawn east of 
Unit A.  All three buildings are of similar design, with decentralized plans that provided each 
classroom with a second door directly outside.  Character-defining features include their flat 
roofs, bands of transom windows at the eaves on the parking lot elevations, and oversized 
windows on elevations facing away from the parking lot.  In addition, entries on the parking lot 
elevations are shielded by projecting porches with flat-roofed canopies. 

The oldest building on the campus is Charles Sumner Smith School (1947-1948, MHC 
#LIN.262).  The one-story, multi-bay north block has a rectangular footprint and faces east.  
Historic additions were made to the southeast (1951-1952) and the west (1954-1955) at the rear 
of the building.  As a group, these Contemporary-style historic components feature asymmetrical 
gable roofs, decentralized plans with each classroom having a second door directly to the outside, 
and paired windows with oversized transoms above and brick veneer aprons below.  Recent 
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construction has extended the rear (west side) of the building as well as the north elevation, which 
connects to Brooks School.  Both school buildings now have detached, gabled, brick gateways at 
their respective principal entries. 

Joseph Brooks School (1963-1964, MHC #LIN.267) is the most altered of the three historic 
schools but retains some character-defining features of the Contemporary style.  The one-story 
building has a slightly pitched roof with overhanging eaves and contemporary exposed beams.  
Fixed transoms survive between the beams.  The school was modified in 1969-1970 with 
construction of the adjacent Field House, at which time the roof on the school entrance facing the 
Field House may have been altered to its present appearance with an oversized parapet wall on 
the roof. 

Substantial new construction on the campus in 1995-1996 has united the former Smith School 
and the former Brooks School as the Lincoln School, producing a complex of interconnected 
buildings and additions.  HMHF Architects, Inc. designed the one-story, brick veneer additions, 
which features multi-gable roofs and multi-pane window sash.   The integrity of the historic 
school complex is best preserved at the eastern end, where the four buildings of the former 
Hartwell School have not been significantly altered, although the original east facade of the Smith 
School also remains substantially intact. 

HISTORICAL NARRATIVE ___ See continuation sheet

Explain historical development of area.  Discuss how this area relates to the historical development of the community.   

The Lincoln Public Schools campus reflects the growth of the town’s population and the 
substantial expansion of the town’s public school facilities after World War II.  Almost 
continuously from 1945 through the early 1960s, the town of Lincoln had an appointed 
committee, separate from the School Committee, to study school building needs in response to 
population increases.   During this period, the town’s school facilities evolved from small schools 
serving different school-age populations in separate parts of town to a centralized campus of three 
schools housing students from kindergarten through grade eight.  For Lincoln’s high school-age 
students, who had long traveled to neighboring communities for classes, a regional school district 
for Lincoln and Sudbury was approved in March 1954, with classes starting on the new high 
school campus in Sudbury in 1956.  For the children of Air Force personnel residing at Hanscom 
Air Force Base, a separate public school opened in 1959, under the jurisdiction of the Lincoln 
School Committee, but constructed and operated under separate budgets from the Federal 
government. 

In 1945, the town of Lincoln withdrew from the Concord-Lincoln Superintendency Union and 
appointed, for the first time, its own full-time superintendent of schools.  Frederick H. McKelvey, 
who served as superintendent until 1948, supervised the initial development of the public school 
campus, which was envisioned originally as a single elementary building, designed in such a way 
as to permit ready expansion.  At the time, students attended two schools on Lincoln Road:  
Center School (1908; Parker, Thomas & Rice, archt.), and South School (1889-1890; Hartwell 
and Richardson, archt.).  The new school (Smith School) was intended to house, in six 
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classrooms, the town’s kindergarten and grades four through eight.  Center School was to be 
retained for grades one through three, and the South School was to be closed. 

The town considered two building sites for the new school:  Pierce Park, and two parcels known 
as the Ball Field property.  The 1945 Town Report records a letter from “the architects of 
Lincoln” advising that Pierce Park would be too small to meet the standards for a new elementary 
school building.  Signing the letter were Lincoln residents and prominent Boston-area architects 
John Quincy Adams, Lawrence B. Anderson, Walter F. Bogner, Kenneth M. Cook, Robert H. 
Dietz, Walter Gropius, Henry B. Hoover, Cyrus Winthrop Murphy, Hayward Pierce, and 
Constantin A. Pertzoff.  The Ball Field property, comprised of parcels owned by Sumner Smith 
and the estate of Mrs. James J. Storrow, was selected for school construction, and a School 
Building Committee was appointed on December 2, 1946. 

In April 1947, the town hired the Boston-based architectural firm of Anderson and Beckwith to 
design the new school.  The Boston firm of Kilham, Hopkins, Greeley & Brodie was also retained 
to help complete plans and supervise construction.  Thomas Worcester Inc. was the contractor.  
Unlike the Center School, a two-story building with classrooms flanking central corridors, the 
new school consisted of a one-story layout of six classrooms designed to allow an abundance of 
natural light for each classroom, and immediate access to outdoor play areas.  A gymnasium 
doubled as the auditorium.  Future expansion plans included construction of five more 
classrooms, for a total school capacity of 300 to 325 students, as well as an auditorium with a 
sloping floor and a cafeteria seating 200 students.  

From the start, the growth of Lincoln’s school-age population in the postwar years outpaced the 
town’s ability to plan and finance new school construction.  The town’s elementary school 
(kindergarten through grade eight) population had increased from 258 in 1946 to 347 by the time 
the new school opened in early November 1949.  The annual report of the School Superintendent 
in 1948 noted that over fifty new homes were under construction or recently completed in the 
town.  Projections of school enrollment proved difficult.  By 1951, there were 384 students, or 
three more classes than were expected when a five-year projection was made in 1946.  With the 
beginning of the 1952-1953 school year, South School had to be re-opened and a former shop 
room at Center School was equipped for additional classroom use. 

The new school was named the Charles Sumner Smith School in 1954, in recognition of funds 
from the Smith trust having been applied toward construction of a second addition to the school 
building.  Special Town Meeting authorized construction of the first addition (east wing), in June 
1951, and under the continued supervision of Anderson and Beckwith, work was completed by 
contractor J. F. Rand and Son in 1952.  With school enrollment reaching a new high of 453 in 
1952, a second addition (west wing) was soon underway, and placed in service at the start of the 
1955-1956 school year. The west wing, consisting of four new classrooms or homerooms 
designed especially for music, art, science, and home economics classes, allowed the district to 
provide greater separation of the kindergarten classes (at the north end of the complex) from the 
activities of the fourth through sixth graders. Meanwhile, first through third graders remained at 
the Center School.  
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In 1956, the town of Lincoln embarked on the planning that would evolve over the next seven 
years into a campus of three schools.  In consultation with Anderson, Beckwith and Haible, 
architects, the elementary school building committee recommended that the town’s school needs 
would be best served by developing a plan for housing the school population on a centralized 
campus.  This plan would involve the acquisition of additional parcels of land and construction of 
a new twenty-classroom school building.  The town acquired 10.7 acres from Jennie V. 
McClellan and 2.5 acres from Dr. and Mrs. Perry J. Culver to facilitate this expansion.  Anderson, 
Beckwith and Haible again served as architects, and NDC Construction Inc. was the contractor 
for an eleven-classroom school to house the town’s first through third graders.  The building, 
named the William Hartwell School and later known as Hartwell Main, opened in September 
1958 with 301 students.  The school included a multi-purpose room and administrative and 
support spaces, and was intended to be expanded in the future with the construction of nine more 
classrooms.   

Pursuant to a recommendation from the School Building Needs Committee in 1958, the town 
established a Long-Range Planning Committee for Schools.  As the Lincoln school population 
continued to grow at the rate of approximately two classes each year, projections indicated the 
town would be short at least four classrooms by the fall of 1960.  Consequently, two detached 
additions to the Hartwell School were undertaken in 1959, designed by Hoover and Hill, 
architects, and built by John Tocci & Sons.  These detached buildings were later known as “units” 
and still later as Pod A and Pod B.  Prior to the completion of the new construction at Hartwell, 
the demand for teaching space necessitated the re-opening of the South School during the 1959-
1960 school year, in addition to the classroom space that continued to be occupied at Center 
School. 

The launching of Sputnik satellites by the Soviet Union in October and November 1957 
contributed to nationwide concern in the United States about the quality and content of public 
school education.  Due in part to the Sputnik event, improvements in public school education 
included the development of non-graded elementary schools, in which students advanced through 
the curriculum at their own pace rather than being assigned to grade levels based strictly on 
student age.  The Lincoln School Committee, which cited the Sputnik event in its annual reports 
in the late 1950s and the 1960s, introduced a non-graded program at the primary level in the late 
1950s, and by 1961 the primary school at Hartwell was completely non-graded.  The desire for 
flexible classroom spaces that could be adapted to changes in education techniques informed the 
design of the 1959 additions to Hartwell School.  With 570 students enrolled in September 1961, 
the three-building Hartwell School complex brought together, for the first time in years, all school 
children in Lincoln aged five through nine, with the exception of the Air Force dependents who 
attended the on-base school at Hanscom (opened in 1959). 

In the early 1960s, the town of Lincoln realized the goal of providing separate lower, middle, and 
upper-school clusters and housing all its non-base students at the Ballfield Road campus.  
Acquisition of 16.6 additional acres in 1962 brought the school property to its present size in 
preparation for additional school construction.  At this time, the town’s non-base school 
population encompassed 577 children at Hartwell (including all but one section of the youngest 
children, who were housed at Smith School); approximately 297 sixth, seventh, and eight-graders 
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at Smith School; and 115 fifth-graders “off-campus” at the Center School.  With increasing 
concern for the fifth-grade program as a transition between the non-graded primary program and 
the departmentalized junior high curriculum, as well as emphasis on the unique needs of junior 
high school students, the town established separate middle (grades five and six) and upper (grades 
seven and eight) schools.  In the fall of 1964, the town opened the Joseph Brooks School as the 
new upper school, as well as a new unit (Unit C or Pod C) at Hartwell School to relieve 
overcrowding at that lower-school cluster.  Architects of this construction were Hoover and Hill 
of Cambridge.  Brooks School was named for an 18th-century donor of the town’s Grammar 
School Fund.  After the opening of Brooks School, Smith School became the designated middle 
school, housing sixth grade and “Team N,” the non-graded level roughly equivalent to fifth grade 
and previously housed off-campus at the Center School.  

School enrollment figures in 1965 showed 1,041 students in the three schools at the Ballfield 
Road campus and 843 students attending the base school at Hanscom.  Continued expansion of 
school facilities up to 1970 produced a Field House and two additions at Brooks School.  Trends 
in public school education toward heterogeneous (mixed ability) groupings in classroom led the 
Lincoln school system to abandon mixed-age classrooms and return to grade-level groupings in 
the 1970s.   

The Ballfield Road campus continues to function as the town of Lincoln’s central location for the 
public schools.  After substantial new construction in 1995-1996, designed by HMHF Architects, 
Inc. of Cambridge, a combined Smith and Brooks complex now houses students from 
kindergarten through grade eight and is known currently as the Lincoln School.  The four-
building cluster previously known as Hartwell School has been renovated for use as offices for 
district administration and the School Committee, with some spaces also used by the town’s 
Recreation Department. 

The Boston architectural firm of Anderson and Beckwith and its successor firm – Anderson,
Beckwith, and Haible – designed the original Smith School (1948) and both its early 1950s 
additions; the original Hartwell School (1957), also known as Hartwell Main; and served as 
consulting architect to the various school buildings needs committees established in Lincoln from 
1947 to at least 1957.  Lawrence B. Anderson, FAIA (1906-1994) was a Lincoln resident and, 
during the period of his association with the Lincoln public schools, was a professor of 
architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), where he chaired the 
Department of Architecture from 1947 to 1954.  A native of Geneva, Minnesota, he earned two 
bachelors degrees from the University of Minnesota in 1927 and 1928, and a master of 
architecture degree from MIT in 1930.  As a student at MIT, Anderson was awarded the Paris 
Prize for post-graduate study at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, where he spent two years.  He 
became an assistant professor of architecture at MIT in 1933, rising to full professor in 1944, 
head of the architecture department in 1947, and dean of the School of Architecture and Planning 
from 1965 to 1972, when he retired. 

In either 1937 or 1939 (sources differ on the date), Anderson formed a partnership with MIT 
colleague Herbert L. Beckwith. Beckwith (1903-1997) was born in Michigan and received both 
undergraduate and graduate architecture degrees at MIT.  He served on the architecture faculty at 
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MIT from 1926 until his retirement in 1968, becoming an associate professor in 1939 and a full 
professor in 1947.  Anderson and Beckwith were considered “the pioneers of modern 
architecture” at MIT.  Their design of the Alumni Swimming Pool complex (1938-1939) has been 
described as one of the first significant works of modern architecture in the United States, and 
introduced the International Style to the MIT campus.  The firm’s other local commissions 
included Rockwell Cage (1947), the Dorrance Food Laboratories (1950), McCormick Hall (1962-
1967), the Whitaker Life Science Building (1963), Pierce Boathouse (1965), and other buildings 
on the MIT campus; Wrentham Town Hall (1951); Snug Harbor Elementary School, Quincy 
(1953); the Blue Cross-Blue Shield Building, 133 Federal Street, Boston (1958); and Jewett Arts 
Center, Central Street, Wellesley College (1958).  In 1953 and 1954, Beckwith was associated 
with architect Eero Saarinen in the development of two MIT buildings, Kresge Auditorium and 
the chapel.  Anderson advised the Boston Government Center Commission from 1960 to 1962, 
preparing and managing the national competition for the design of the new Boston City Hall.  
William E. Haible, FAIA (d. 2005) also was a partner in the architecture firm, though little 
information about him has been located to date.  Haible received an architecture degree from the 
University of Colorado at Boulder in 1936.  

The Cambridge architectural firm of Hoover and Hill designed the three detached units at 
Hartwell School, Units A and B (1959) and Unit C (1963), as well as the Joseph Brooks School 
(1963).  Lincoln residents Henry B. Hoover (AIA 1959) and Walter L. Hill (AIA 1959) organized 
their firm in 1956.  Henry Hoover is one of the dominant figures in Lincoln Modern architecture, 
with over a dozen known residential buildings to his credit (see 37 and 62 Beaver Pond Rd.; 14, 
207, and 233 Old Concord Rd.; 44 Huckleberry Hill, and 38 Tabor Hill. Walter Hill, a Cambridge 
native, was educated at MIT, where he received a bachelor of architecture degree in 1950.  Prior 
to entering into a partnership with Hoover, he worked as a draftsman in the firm of Anderson, 
Beckwith, and Haible, and was an associate in the firm of Carl Koch & Associates.  Hill designed 
an addition to the Lincoln public library (1959) that was removed in 1987 when the library was 
remodeled.  His other commissions included public schools in Scituate (1959) and Newton 
(1961); an office and research building for Bolt, Beranek & Newman in Cambridge (1960); and 
dormitories for Goddard College in Plainfield, Vermont (1961).   
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The existing Lincoln Public Schools have many code deficiencies.  The original building was 
constructed in 1948, and multiple additions have been added subsequently.  Structurally, the 
building is in satisfactory condition, but the un-reinforced masonry bearing walls of the older 
construction do not meet today’s standards to resist lateral loads (wind and seismic).  The 
Electrical systems are not up to code in many areas.  Transformers in boiler rooms are less than 
10’ from the doors.  There are no GFCI outlets in the Field House kitchen storage and locker 
rooms, and the Field House lacks illuminated exit signs.  Lab areas do not have emergency shut 
offs,  and non-metalic sheathed cable is used in assembly space.  Plumbing systems do not 
meet code in several areas.  Many fixtures do not meet access or conservation requirements.  
Due to concerns for lead content, the water is not potable throughout the school, requiring 
bottled water to be brought in.  Science room emergency showers are not supplied with tepid 
water, and the building is not sprinklered. For more code compliance information please refer to 
consultant reports in this section.

Code Compliance

Lincoln Public Schools Code Review:
Massachusetts State Building Code 780 CMR Eighth Edition

Construction Type:• 
Smith School:
- Original 1948 Building:  3B - Non-Combustible/ Combustible Unprotected
- 1953 Addition:   3B - Non-Combustible/ Combustible Unprotected  
- 1955 Addition:   3B - Non-Combustible/ Combustible Unprotected   
- 1994 Addition:  2C - Non-Combustible, Unprotected
Library/ Link:
-  Original 1994:  2C - Non-Combustible, Unprotected
Brooks School:
- Original 1963 Building - Auditorium: 3B - Non-Combustible/ Combustible Unprotected

   - Classrooms: 4 - Non-Combustible/ combustible, heavy Timber
- 1970 Addition - 2C Non-Combustible, Unprotected
- 1994 Addition - 2C Non-Combustible, Unprotected
Reed Field House:
- Original 1970 Building - 2C Non-Combustible, Unprotected

Use Group:  Mixed Use (E: Educational, A1, A3: Assembly, B: Business)• 

Fire Protection:  The Town of Lincoln has adopted the provisions of • M.G.L. Chapter 148, 
Section 26G, effective on January 1, 2010.  The law requires the installation of automatic 
sprinkler systems in all new buildings 7,500 square feet in aggregate area or greater 
irrespective of use group and certain existing buildings undergoing major renovations and/or 
additions.
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Plumbing Fixtures• :  The Brooks and Smith Schools, including the auditorium and Reed Field 
House, are equipped with the sufficient number of plumbing fixtures.  Required amounts are 
listed below:

- Student population: 611 (as of March 2011)
- Staff population: 114

Massachusetts State Plumbing Code 248 CMR Table 2902:

- Use Group E:    Water Closets: 1 per 50 
Lavatories:      1 per 50
Drinking Fountains: 1 per 100

- Use Group A1: Water Closets, male: 1 per 125
Water Closets, female: 1 per 65
Lavatories:  1 per 200
Drinking Fountains: 1 per 500

- Use Group A3: Water Closets, male: 1 per 125
Water Closets, female: 1 per 65
Lavatories: 1 per 200
Drinking Fountains: 1 per 500

- Use Group B:  Water Closets:  1 per 25 for first 50, 1 per 50 for remainder exceeding 50
 Lavatories: 1 per 40 for first 80, 1 per 80 for remainder exceeding 80
Drinking Fountains: 1 per 100

Lincoln Public Schools Exisitng Fixture Count:

Staff:

Male:
Toilets: 7
Lavatories: 7

Female:
Toilets: 7
Lavatories: 7

Kindergarten:
Toilets: 4
Lavatories: 4

Drinking fountains have been removed, and will need to be installed once the water is made 
potable through plumbing renovations

Students:

Male:
Toilets: 17
Urinals: 18
Lavatories: 17

Female:
Toilets: 26
Lavatories: 19
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Evaluation of Architectural Access Board

Smith School:  The Smith School main entrances and exits are generally accessible.  Several 
doors directly exiting classrooms do not exit directly onto grade, and are not accessible.  Most 
classroom door hardware will need to be replaced.  Most toilet rooms are compliant, and where 
they are not they can be made MAAB compliant with minor stall modifications and fixture and 
hardware replacements and modifications.  Drinking fountains have been removed due to unsafe 
levels of led in the water, and when reinstalled, will need to be accessible. 
Link/ Library:  The Library Link was constructed in 1994, and is generally accessible.  The 
Story Room, a 787 SF space, has tiered seated that does not designate space for a wheelchair.  
Additional accessibility signage will be required.  The mechanical system in this space is noisy, 
and will need to be mofdified for hearing impaired.
Brooks School:  The Brooks buildings are generally not accessible.  Many non-conforming 
sized doors and hardware would need to be replaced, and associated surfaces refinished as 
necessary.  Most doors leading directly out of classrooms do not exit directly onto grade.  Toilet 
rooms are mostly compliant, and where they are not they can be made MAAB compliant with 
minor stall modifications and fixture and hardware replacements and modifications.  In the 
Brooks Auditorium, the stairway riser nosings need to be removed, and upgrades need to be 
made for hearing impaired service.  Appropriate accessibility signage should be added where 
required.  Drinking fountains have been removed due to unsafe levels of led in the water, and 
when reinstalled, will need to be accessible.
Reed Field House: The Field House is generally not accessible.  Entrance doors, side doors  
and door hardware need to be replaced.  Curbs in the shower rooms need to be removed.  All 
toilet rooms need to be made MAAB compliant. 
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Building Conditions• 

The original school buildings were constructed in 1948, with subsequent additions and 
renovations in 1953, 1955, 1963, 1970, and 1994.  The existing brick and masonry 
buildings have numerous deficiencies: most notably these deficiencies are related to 
handicap accessibility; safety and security; water infiltration; the mechanical, ventilation, 
plumbing, fire protection, security, emergency, data and electrical systems; acoustics; 
hazardous materials; snow load capacity; and the energy efficiency of the complete 
building envelope, including roof, windows and walls.  Existing utility crawl spaces 
throughout the facility are inaccessible and confined.

In addition, if the building is renovated to last another 50+ years, seismic and other 
structural implications will also be required.  In summary, the building systems throughout 
have reached their life expectancy and the cost to replace would be significant.  This 
Section provides this information in more detail.

Many academic spaces in the school are undersized in the existing building program, 
and areas such as a cafeteria and working kitchen are non- existent.  Spaces that 
were initially designed to be part of the existing building’s “gross” (e.g., storage spaces) 
have been converted by necessity to spaces such as offices which are now part of the 
building’s “net”.  

The following diagrams show the existing building relative to the years it was built.  
Overlaid on this are the areas that have been determined to be of value because they 
are either newer construction, or programmatic spaces that would be costly to duplicate 
and are important to the Town.  The second diagram shows a summary of the Existing 
Building Programmatic Space Utilization.

Existing Conditions Report
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Existing Building Areas of Value
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Safety and Security Analysis• 

The following safety and security conditions were observed at the Lincoln Public School:

Poor security at the main entry - main entry doors are not visible from the middle 1. 
school administrative offices.
The building has a large quantity of exterior doors that are operable from the outside.2. 
Exterior lighting around the school is poor during the night time hours.  The main 3. 
school entry onto Ballfield Road is difficult to identify in the dark.
Mechanical tunnels are tight with ducts and utility piping and sometimes flooded with 4. 
water, leaving the maintenance staff with a hazardous working condition.
Non-compliant access throughout the school makes accessibility difficult for people 5. 
with disabilities.
Corridors are cluttered with tables and equipment due to lack of facility space.6. 
Water is non potable throughout the building.  7. 
The building is not protected with an automatic sprinkler system and emergency 8. 
systems are not up to code. 
Hazardous building materials should be removed.9. 
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See this Section for the full Existing Conditions Reports, including Civil, Landscape,  
Architectural, Structural, HVAC, Plumbing and Fire Protection, Electrical and Food Service.  Also 
included is an initial site investigation relative to oil and hazardous materials, and a preliminary 
hazardous materials report relative to the buildings investigated, with estimated cost for 
abatement.

Existing Conditions Reports
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Existing Conditions: Civil
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EXISTING CONDITIONS STUDY - CIVIL 
Lincoln Public Schools – Lincoln, Massachusetts 
Nitsch Project #8429 – April 6, 2011 
 
Nitsch Engineering has performed research of the existing site conditions and anticipated site permitting 
requirements for the Lincoln Public Schools located on Ballfield Road in Lincoln, Massachusetts.  Nitsch 
Engineering’s research included conversations with Pat McMillan and Michael Hanes, School Facilities 
Directors; Gregory Woods, Lincoln Water Superintendent; Chief Arthur Cotoni, Lincoln Fire Chief; as well as 
information gathered during site visits conducted by Chelsea Christenson and Sandra Brock on February 21, 
2011, and by Sandra Brock on March 30, 2011.  Information included in this report is also based on compiled 
record drawings and other documentation gathered by Nitsch Engineering.  The record drawings include 
construction plans for the original school from 1970, 1971, and 1994.  Information was also obtained from the 
Title V Variance for Schools prepared by GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. (GZA), on April 6, 2007, and the 
Hydrogeologic Evaluation prepared by GZA in December, 2000.  A summary of our observations and findings 
is described below. 
 
GENERAL SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
The existing schools are located at 6 Ballfield Road in Lincoln, Massachusetts. The site study area is 
approximately 30 acres including the existing buildings, two main parking areas, two small parking areas 
along the access road, and associated athletic facilities. The site is bounded on all sides by wetland and 
woodland areas. The school campus outside the study area also includes a pool, additional play fields, and 
small vehicle access to Sandy Pond Road to the northeast, and the Hartwell buildings and associated play 
areas and parking to the east.   
 
The areas of the site to the north and west of the buildings generally slope towards the north and west 
wetland areas, with the buildings around elevation 222 and the nearby wetlands around elevation 220.  The 
remainder of the site slopes generally south and east to the surrounding stream and wetlands, nearing 
elevation 210.   
 
EXISTING SITE UTILITIES 
 
STORM DRAINAGE  
 
Building roof drains vary between underground pipe connections and at-grade splash pads.  Record drawings 
indicate three 8-inch to 10-inch outfalls into the water channel north of the Brooks School. Storm drainage 
from the east of the Smith School is directed into an 8-inch main, south towards Lincoln Road.   
 
The school facilities staff indicated that the site drainage is inadequate. The Smith School floods regularly. 
Surface water flows into the building from the west classroom entrances.  Flooding in the boiler room has 
been measured up to 54 inches. The boiler room is approximately 7 feet below grade.  
 
Very few surface drains were observed. The majority of surface water runs overland to the surrounding 
wetlands. Record drawings indicate two catch basins along Ballfield Road. The catch basin near the Smith 
School connects to the closed drainage system that runs south towards Lincoln Road. The catch basin near 
the Hartwell School connects directly to Stony Brook. Additional catch basins were observed in Ballfield Road.   
The wetland areas and Stony Brook are connected by various culverts below the access roads. The culverts 
vary in condition. Eroded channels for areas draining to the culverts were observed at several locations.  
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Lincoln Public Schools – Nitsch Project #8429       April 6, 2011 
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Culvert below crossing from Field House to Pool 
 

 
Erosion to Culvert 
 
No stormwater quality measures were observed on the site.  There are no known detention, retention, or 
infiltration systems on the site.  The existing stormwater system does not meet current standards for 
stormwater management.  Preliminary research indicates soils are moderately well-drained.  Increase in 
impervious area on the site will require stormwater retention/infiltration.    
 
WATER 

Water for the Town of Lincoln is supplied primarily by surface water from Flint’s Pond, and supplemented by 
groundwater supplies from Tower Road Well.  The Town also has agreements with the Towns of Concord, 
Weston, Wayland, and Lexington to buy or sell water supplies as needed.  The Flint’s Pond watershed 
consists of approximately 465 acres of land surrounding Flint’s Pond, approximately 92 percent of which is 
owned or controlled by the Town. The watershed and the Tower Road Well recharge area are protected by 
the Town’s Watershed Protection Plan.   

Fire Chief Cotoni confirmed that water pressure and hydrant locations on the site are adequate. Record 
drawings indicate a 6-inch to 8-inch main connects from Lincoln Road, running clockwise below Ballfield 
Road, terminating at the Hartwell School. Record drawings indicate four existing hydrants within the study 
area: two along Ballfield Road, one on the south side of the Field House and one on the north side of the Field 
House.  
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Gregory Woods, Lincoln Water Superintendent, indicated water quality in the municipal water lines is 
adequate (and was improved approximately 7 years ago through town upgrades).  Water quality in the 
building is poor, most likely due to lead plumbing fixtures. 
 
SEWER 

According to 1992 record drawings, the school campus formerly had four separate leaching fields: one to the 
south of the Hartwell School, one to the east of the Hartwell School, one to the south of the Brooks School 
Auditorium, and the third below the tennis courts south of the Smith School parking lot. The main septic 
system for the school was constructed in 1994, below the south end of the fields to the interior of Ballfield 
Road. The GZA report indicates that the site now has three septic fields in operation: the main field at the 
interior of Ballfield Road (built in 1994), the Hartwell field near the Hartwell tennis courts (built in 1969), and 
the Codman Field near the northeast corner of the Codman pool building (built in 1984).  

The sewer system constructed in 1994 includes a grease trap from the Brooks School kitchen area, separate 
septic tanks and pump chambers for each school. Facilities staff indicated that the septic tanks are 10,000 
gallon capacity. Further information about the pipe sizes or septic field configuration was unavailable, 
however the GZA report indicates the system was designed to accommodate 19,200 gallons per day.  

In January 2000 the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) notified Lincoln Public 
Schools that it would need to develop and Administrative Consent Order (ACO) to define steps needed to 
bring the schools into compliance with DEP regulations. GZA subsequently prepared a Hydrogeologic Study, 
Groundwater Discharge Permit Application, and Nitrogen Loading Analysis for the facility. In response to a 
request from DEP for further calculations, GZA demonstrated to the DEP that the design flow for the Schools 
is 7,856 gallons per day (gpd), which is 200% of the average meter reading of 3,928 gpd. Since the average 
daily flow rate was less than 10,000 gpd, DEP deemed the Groundwater Discharge Permit application 
withdrawn, and instructed the schools to file a BRPWP60 Variance for Schools permit application. GZA 
submitted the variance request in April 2007. The variance was approved in May 2007 based on a design flow 
of 7,790 gpd (200% of the average daily water meter readings from October 2001 to April 2006, which was 
lower than the 2002 water meter readings).   
The school facilities staff indicated that the main sewer line below the building’s main entrance is frequently 
clogged with tree roots, and requires yearly maintenance. They indicated that the rest of the sewer system 
generally functions properly, and is equipped with alarm sensors that allow the system to be maintained as 
needed.  
 

   
Septic System Vent      Septic Tanks 
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NATURAL GAS/OIL 
Gas service is supplied to all the buildings. Gas lines do not appear on the record drawings.  A high pressure 
gas line riser was observed in the fields east of the pool building.  A propane tank was also observed in this 
area. The SMMA Campus Master Plan Study indicates gas service is 2-inch and is in fair or good condition.  
 

       
Gas Riser Near Fields by Pool Building               Propane Tank Near Fields by Pool Building  
 
Nitsch Engineering observed what appears to be an oil tank fill and vent at the northeast corner of the site. 
Tanks do not appear on the record drawings.  
 

 
Tank Fill and Vent 
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ELECTRICAL/TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
 
Electrical/Telecommunication service is supplied from several locations. Service to the Smith School runs 
overhead from Lincoln Road along the west side of Ballfield Road to a utility pole near the southeast corner of 
the Smith building, and below ground from the pole to the building.  Service to the Brooks School is runs 
overhead from Lincoln Road east of the Hartwell School to a utility pole at the southeast corner of the Field 
House parking area, and below ground from this pole to the Brooks building. Service to the Hartwell School 
appears to run below ground from Lincoln Road to a manhole at the southeast corner of the Hartwell building.  
 
School facilities staff indicated that the overhead electrical services were upgraded with new feeders in 2010.  
The overhead wires have been knocked down several times due to inclement weather.  No issues were 
reported regarding underground electric service.  
 
 
SITE CONDITIONS AND OPERATIONS 
 
SOILS 
 
Based on the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Middlesex County Web Soil Survey (Soil Map 
Version 3, September 23, 2005; Soil Data Version 9, February 26, 2010), The majority of the site is classified 
as Udorthents – Urban Land Complex.  Areas surrounding the site vary between muck, silt loam, and fine 
sandy loam. The Soil Conservation Service categorizes soil into one of four hydrologic soils group:  Types A, 
B, C, and D. Type A soils are the most permeable and Type D soils are the least. Soils surrounding the site 
are classified as Hydrologic Soils Groups B, C, and D.  
 
Soil analysis information from the GZA report in December 2000 indicate the soils in the area of the septic 
system consist of a permeable, medium dense to very dense sand over glacial till and bedrock. The water 
table in this area was observed 7 to 10 feet below finish grade in October 2000.  The approximate seasonal 
high groundwater elevation is estimated to be 7.5 feet below the surface, around elevation 212.5 NGVD. 
Hydraulic conductivity in the area of the septic system is estimated to be 5 to 15 feet per day.  The soil is 
composed of fine to coarse sand and gravel over glacial till.  
 
PAVEMENT 
 
The vehicular pavement on the school campus varies in condition.  Severe erosion along the pavement edge 
was observed in many areas.  Other areas show cracking, holes, and other evidence of deterioration.  
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The majority of the pavement areas have no curbing.  Concrete curb was installed along the front of the 
school as part of the 1994 renovations.  Curbing along the edge of the school is in fair to poor condition.   
 

   
 
Bituminous curb runs along the west side of the two-way section of Ballfield Road. This curb is in fair 
condition.  
 
SITE SAFETY 
 
Chief Arthur Cotoni, Lincoln Fire Chief indicated site access from Lincoln Street and hydrant locations are 
adequate.  The existing water service is looped through the site to his satisfaction.  Site access from Sandy 
Pond Road is limited to police cruisers and pick-up trucks. The bridges cannot accommodate the loading of 
fire trucks. The ability to pass an ambulance is questionable.  
 
Site distance to the west at the intersection of Ballfield Road and Lincoln Road from the stop line on Ballfield 
Road is inadequate. The view is blocked by thick evergreen vegetation year round.  
 

  
View from stop line looking west    View from stop line looking east 
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VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION 
 
The site is accessed by a two-way entrance from Lincoln Road (Ballfield Road). Ballfield Road splits into a 
one way loop through the campus approximately 600 feet from Lincoln Road. Because the site was observed 
during school vacation week, traffic patterns were not observed.  Vehicular access through the site is not well 
defined.  A drop-off area is defined with jersey barriers at the south end of the Smith School, with “Drop-Off 
Only” painted on the pavement. This is assumed to be a parent drop-off area.  
 

 
Drop-off area 
 
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS  
 
Pedestrian circulation varies in condition and accessibility.  Upgrades for handicap accessibility are required 
at various locations around the site.  Walkways to many of the building’s entrances and fields do not meet 
ADA accessibility guidelines.  ADA accessibility upgrades will be required for all pedestrian access areas.   
 
The sidewalk along Ballfield Road is separated from traffic by a grass strip for much of the distance.  
Crosswalk markings are faded but generally still functional.  Walkways around the school building are in fair to 
good condition.  Several crosswalks were found leading from sidewalks to unpaved areas.   
 

 
Sidewalk along Ballfield Road 
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Smith School entrance 
 

 
Crosswalk from sidewalk to grass pathway 
 
DUMPSTERS 
 
Dumpsters were observed at several locations on the site. One dumpster is located in the parking lot south of 
the Smith School. Additional dumpsters were observed at the southwest corner of the Smith School and at the 
northwest corner of the Field House.   
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Page 9 of 10  

PRELIMINARY PERMITTING CONSIDERATIONS 
 
WETLANDS PROTECTION ACT (310 CMR 10.00) 
 
The Wetlands Protection Act ensures the protection of Massachusetts' inland and coastal wetlands, tidelands, 
great ponds, rivers, and floodplains. It regulates activities in coastal and wetlands areas, and contributes to 
the protection of ground and surface water quality, the prevention of flooding, and storm damage and the 
protection of wildlife and aquatic habitat.  
 
The site is located within or adjacent to several environmental protection areas. The existing building is within 
the 100-foot wetland buffer zone of what appears to be a Bordering Vegetated Wetland. The site also includes 
Riverfront Area of at least one stream, 1% Annual Chance Floodplain, and a Floodway.  
LINCOLN WETLANDS PROTECTION BYLAW 
 
The Town of Lincoln’s Wetland Protection Bylaw includes a 50-foot wetland buffer zone “no-disturb area”. 
Isolated areas of flooding, including vernal pools, are protected and so are water bodies themselves. In 
addition, the Watershed Protection Bylaw protects activities within the Flint's Pond Watershed. 
 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY PROTECTION (310 CMR 22.20) 
 
The Massachusetts DEP ensures the protection of surface waters used as sources of drinking water supply 
from contamination by regulating land use and activities within critical areas of surface water sources and 
tributaries and associated surface water bodies to these surface water sources. 
 
A review of the Massachusetts DEP resource layers available on the MassGIS indicates the entire site is 
within Zone II Water Supply Protection Zone. Zone II is a Groundwater Supply Protection Area that includes 
the area of an aquifer which contributes water to a well. Zone II protection includes governing use of the site 
related to hazardous materials, fertilizers, and other site disturbance that may affect the groundwater.  As part 
of the calculations performed by GZA to demonstrate compliance of the site septic system with DEP 
regulations, GZA demonstrated that the hypothetical nitrogen load to the groundwater is 2.16 mg/l, which is 
below the Zone II goal of 5 mg/l.   
 
A portion of the site is also within a Zone A Water Supply Protection Zone. Zone A is a Surface Water 
Protection area.  Protection of Zone A relative to this site includes specific regulation regarding storage of 
hazardous materials, siting of sewage disposal and conveyance systems, and the use of herbicides.  
 
NATURAL HERITAGE & ENDANGERED SPECIES PROGRAM 
 
According to MassGIS, the site is NOT a Priority Habitat or Estimated Habitat for the Natural Heritage and 
Endangered Species Program (NHESP). NHESP also does NOT indicate any certified or potential Vernal 
Pools within 750 feet of the site. No such areas appear within close proximity to the site. 
 
The MassGIS Open Space Viewer identifies the site as a Protected Open Space – Limited.  Protected Open 
Space includes recreational land such as town parks, playing fields, and school fields.   
 
FLOOD PLAIN 
 
Based on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), Community Panel Number 25017C0387E, dated  
June 4, 2010 the site is located near a Flood Zone AE (Special Flood Hazard Areas Subject to Inundation by 
the 1% Annual Chance Flood – Base Flood Elevations Determined).  The Flood Zone also contains an area 
identified as Floodway Areas in Zone AE. The Floodway is the channel of a stream plus any adjacent 
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floodplain areas that must be kept free of encroachment so that the 1% annual chance flood can be carried 
without substantial increases in flood heights.  
 
The Flood Plain is located to the north and east of the proposed site. The base flood elevations have been 
determined to vary between elevation 208 to the east of the site and elevation 218 to the north of the site, 
referenced to the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88).  Any work proposed within the Flood 
Plain will require replication of any lost flood storage volume. No work will be permitted within the Floodway.  
 
ZONING 
 
The Lincoln Schools campus is located within the R-1 Single Family Residence Zoning District. Portions of the 
site are also governed by the W (Wetland and Watershed Protection) and FP (Flood Plain) Districts.  
 
The following is a list of requirements under the Zoning By-Law: 
 
Building Height: The height of any structure shall not exceed 36 feet or 2 1/2 stories whichever is less. 
Area: The minimum area of any lot shall be 80,000 square feet. 
Frontage: The minimum street frontage shall be 120 feet. 
Width of lot: The minimum width of a lot between any point on any side lot line and any point on the other side 
lot line measured through any point on the principal building shall be 250 feet.  
Yards: The minimum front, side, and rear yard is 75 feet for non-residential principal structures and for 
structures that are not accessory to residential use. 
Parking: One parking space for each classroom therein, plus one space for each two employees or staff 
members other than teachers; and, in addition to the above, where an auditorium is provided, one space for 
each three seats therein. Standard parking spaces shall be 8.5’ wide by 18’ long with a 24’ maneuvering aisle. 
 
USEPA NPDES 

Construction activities that disturb more than one acre are regulated under the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency’s (EPA) National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Program.  In 
Massachusetts, the USEPA issues NPDES permits to operators of regulated construction sites.  Regulated 
projects are required to develop and implement stormwater pollution prevention plans in order to obtain permit 
coverage. 

SEPTIC SYSTEM (TITLE 5) 

The school septic system is currently operating under a variance. The variance was granted to allow the 
school to use a design flow of 200% its average water meter readings (as per 310 CMR 15.416(3)) instead of 
15 gallons per person per day (as per 310 CMR 15.203(5)).  The approved variance design flow is 7,790 gpd. 
 
MASSACHUSETTS ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (MEPA)  

The MEPA Office of the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA) conducts reviews of the 
environmental impacts of development projects and other activities that require one or more State Agency 
Actions and that exceed MEPA review thresholds, as specified in the MEPA regulations. The review 
thresholds identify categories of Projects or aspects thereof of a nature, size or location that are likely, directly 
or indirectly, to cause Damage to the Environment.  A preliminary review suggests no MEPA thresholds will 
be exceeded.  
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Lincoln Public School         

Existing Conditions Site Report        
Draft 3-30-11 

Primary Issues 

x There are 13 accessible parking spaces on site.   There are only 6 required.  The size and cross 
slope of the spaces appear to meet the current code but 6 of the spaces lack the required signage. 

x There are no spaces on the site designated for accessible van parking.  Two (2) van spaces are 
required and they can be created by converting 2 accessible spaces to van spaces by changing the 
signage.  Note that most of the accessible access aisle are wider that what is required making it easy 
to convert an accessible space to a van spaces where the access aisle  is required to be 8 feet 

x Accessible ramps throughout the site are not to the current ADA and MAAB code. 
x The site vehicular paving and curbing and pedestrian paving materials look old and tired and should 

be replaced. 
x Play areas do not have accessible paths to access the play component apparatus.   
x The play area to the north does not have an accessible walkway form the parking lot to the play area.  

Introduction

Brown Sardina visited the site on March 22 and March 26, 2011.   The school is located on Ballfield 
Road in Lincoln, MA 

This report summarizes our observations of the existing site conditions excluding utilities and the 
drainage system.  The site is approximately 54 acres.   

Site Access – Vehicular 

There are separate bus and parent drop off areas with adequate queuing but there conflicts with 
access to the drop off areas as buses and cars use the same driveway to access the drop off areas.    

The site is accessed from Lincoln Road by a loop road that provides access to the Hartwell Building 
(not part of this study), parking that is to the east of the Brooks School, the Brooks School entrance 
and the Smith School entrance.  Portions of this loop road are one way and are used for bus drop off 
and pick up at the Brooks and Smith School entrances.   After drop off and pick up by buses, 
automobiles are allowed to use the loop road in front of Smith and Brooks. 

Parents utilize a portion of the loop access road, which is two-way, to drop off students in the loop 
drop off in front of the gym building.  Parents dropping off and picking up at the Smith School utilize 
the a section of the loop road as well, dropping off students at the south entrance and proceed 
through the parking lot to the loop road exiting to Lincoln Road 

There are approximately 183 parking spaces on the site.  Thirteen (13) of the parking spaces are 
accessible parking spaces.  There are only 6 accessible parking spaces required.  The size and 
cross slope of the spaces appear to meet the current code but 6 of the spaces lack the required 
signage. 
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There are no spaces on the site designated for accessible van parking.  Two (2) van spaces are 
required and they can be created by converting 2 accessible spaces to van spaces by changing the 
signage.  Note that most of the accessible access aisles are wider than what is required making it 
easy to convert an accessible space to a van spaces where the access aisle is required to be 8 feet 
wide.

Service access is to the north behind the gym which houses 1 of the 2 kitchens on the site.  Another 
dumpster is located to the west of the Smith School. 

There is a combination of asphalt and cast in place curbing at the site.  The curbing is in poor 
condition.   

The vehicular paving is in poor condition.   

Site Access – Pedestrian 

All sidewalks appear to be under 5% with a cross slope of less than 2% as required by ADA and 
MAAB.  Walkways provide access to and around the building.  Most doorways into the buildings 
appear to be accessible with the exception of a few doors that provide access directly from 
classrooms on the west side of the Smith School. 

All of the handicap ramps on site do not meet the current code.  None of the ramps have detectable 
warnings.  A few ramps should be added so that there is equal access for all. 

There is a concrete unit paver walkway that provides access from a side building entry to the green 
play area at the northwest corner of the site, which is in good condition.  The green play area to the 
north does not have an accessible walk form the parking lot to the play area.  All other walks are a 
combination of bituminous and concrete paving which are in fair to poor condition.   

A number of trails connect the school to the surrounding neighborhood and conservation lands. 

Play Areas  

There are 3 play areas within the study area.  The ‘red’ play area for K- first grade was built in 1994 
and is located south of the Smith School.  The ‘green’ play area for grades 2-5 was built in 1997 and 
is located to the west of the Brooks School.  Located to the east of the parking lot to the east of the 
gym building, the ‘blue’ play area was constructed for toddlers in 2005. 

The play equipment varies is age but it is generally in good condition.  The play areas do not have 
accessible paths nor are the surfaces around and at the base of the play components surfaced with a 
material approved by ADA and MAAB for access.  All of the play areas have fall impact material in 
the playground area.  The condition of the fall impact materiel varies and may need be replenished 
and raked as part of the spring clean up of the play areas. 

Athletic Fields

There are 4 fields on the site.  Smith 1 and Smith 2 are located to the west of the site.  Smith 1 is 
used for T-ball.  Smith 2 is used for softball and little league.  The outfields of Smith 1 & 2 are used 
for fall soccer.  The fields drain relatively well but during heavy rains there is some puddling of water.  
The fencing and backstop of Smith 1 need to be straightened. 
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Brooks Field and Paddock Field are located in the center green area of the site.  These fields are the 
best in town and drain well.  The fields are used for school recess and used 7 days a week from 3 
PM till dusk in the spring and fall.  Due to the installation of the septic area system under the Paddock 
Field in 1994 and the resulting grading, Paddock and Brooks only play east / west whereas prior to 
the installation of the septic system the play orientation was able to be rotated, limiting bare spots in 
the goal areas.   

Cars park on Brooks and Paddock Fields during Forth of July fireworks.   

The sports fields are not irrigated.  No herbicides or pesticides are able to be used on the fields. 

Miscellaneous 

Pole mounted shoe box light fixtures, in good condition, are located in the parking lots and along the 
access drives loop road adjacent to the schools.  There are no lights on Ballfield Road from Lincoln 
Road until the loop road continues west at the Brooks School.  Building mounted and pole mounted 
spot lights light the parking lot to the east of the gym.  There are only a few lights at major 
entrance/exits on the back side (north and west) sides of the building that are adjacent to wetlands or 
fields. 

Bicycle racks, trash barrels and benches are in poor condition. 

The school is surrounded by wetlands and streams and the associated forest cover from those areas.   
Paddock and Brooks Fields are the ‘town green’ for the school creating a pleasant image for a 
sprawling building complex.  Large trees along the loop road and in front of the school buildings 
define the ‘green’ and screen the school buildings from view. 

End of Report
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Building Conditions Analysis – Smith Building

The original portion of the Smith Building was constructed in 1948 with additions in 1953, and 
1955, and the most recent addition in 1994.  The Smith Gym was constructed in 1955 and had 
an extensive renovation in 1994.  The mechanical room, including a number of electric panels, is 
located in the basement which floods periodically resulting in severe damage to the boilers.   

View of Smith School looking West from Ballfield Road

Existing single glazed window system should be replaced

Deteriorating existing wall panels

Evidence of water damage in 
Basement Mechanical Room
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With the exception of the newest addition, the interior finishes are dated and should be replaced 
as part of any substantial renovation project.   Most of the floors finishes, notably VCT tiles 
are lifting and cracking in places, particularly near exterior doors.  Carpeting is an ongoing 
maintenance issue.  There are not proper entrance mats at exterior doors - an issue that has 
been identified as an air quality issue in recent studies.  Doors and door hardware should 
be replaced to meet current building code and accessibility requirements.  Interior walls and 
partitions need to be patched and painted especially in areas exposed to abuse.   Ceiling tiles 
are generally in fair to poor condition.  The tile used is low quality, receptive to water damage 
and abuse from handling for above-ceiling access. Some tiles are missing altogether.  Although 

Although the older buildings benefits from consistent and ongoing maintenance, much of the 
exterior, wood or clad fascias, gutters and roof leaders would benefit from full replacement 
with new low or maintenance-free materials.  Many of the existing window systems have 
been replaced, but portions of the existing building have original single glazed units which 
should be replaced as part of any future building project.  The clerestory window systems are 
impossible to operate from inside the classroom; and the shading devices are very difficult to 
operate.   The solar orientation is problematic in most of the classrooms and made worse by 
the clerestories.  The ‘94 addition has electrically operated shades.   Many of the panels at 
the exterior window system are original transite panels which are suspected to be an ACM.  A 
number of the skylights and some intersections of roof to exterior wall are leaking and damaging 
the interior finishes.  Although the roof was replaced in ’94 the type and number of problems 
suggests that the roof should be replaced soon, and properly pitched to drain using the latest 
technology; single ply with tapered insulation to address both thermal and drainage concerns.  
A major building project presents an opportunity to make these upgrades while major work is 
being done on and around the roof.  The pitched roofs with asphalt shingles are near end of life.  
Most classrooms have doors that egress directly out to playgrounds; other than the occasional 
convenience for the teachers and parents, this condition presents security, accessibility and 
maintenance issues that are generally avoided in newer buildings. 

Exterior finishes require continuous maintenance Classrooms circa 1948 with wood frame construction
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most, but not all of the existing toilet rooms are handicapped accessible, the compartment 
partitions, fixtures and accessories need updating.   The description above pertains primarily to 
the older buildings, the ’94 addition is in good condition with the exception of water damage at 
and around the skylights and at roof/wall interfaces.

The Smith Gym underwent a major renovation in ‘94, including a new mechanical system, 
window replacement with Kalwall translucent wall panels, and the addition of a new operable 
partition that divides the space into two teaching stations.  Although the operable partition is 
effective, programmatically, it continues to be an ongoing maintenance challenge.  A ramp was 
added to the stage, but the slope is too steep to meet the current accessibility code requirement.  
The wood athletic floor has been reported to have “dead spots”.  Further investigation is required 
to determine how serious the condition is and if it can be corrected without the replacement 
of the entire floor.  Currently, half of the gym is used as a cafeteria for the elementary school.  
Table and chair storage is behind the stage.  The undersized kitchen is used for warming foods 
prepared at the Reed Field House.  Please refer to the Food Service report for more information.

Newer Kindergarten Classrooms in good condition

Smith Gym kitchen; undersized

Water damage at skylights; 
a common sight

Toilet Rooms have 
plumbing and 
accessibility issues

Interior of Smith Gym with Stage

vented causing considerable heat gain in the 
kitchen.  The lack of adequate cooking 
equipment limits the food offering here thus 
causing a food production demand form other 
facilities like the Hanscom School or Field 

Seen here file storage is located in among the 
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1994 Link Building

Overall the Link Building appears to be in very good condition. The building has been well 
maintained. A mechanical mezzanine, or fan room, is accessed by a ships ladder.  Beyond 
routine maintenance requirements there are no real constructability issues. There are, however,  
problems with the roofing and flashing that should be addressed as part of a building project 
or sooner to avoid further damage to the interior finishes.  The mechanical system has ongoing 
systemic failure that needs to be addressed.  The mechanical system was observed to be very 
noisy in this portion of the builidng.  This would be addressed as part of a renovation project.  
Refer to the HVAC existing condition analysis for more detailed recommendations.

The interiors are in very good condition.  The story telling space has been reported to be both 
popular and problematic. The built-in risers are not uncomfortable, noisy, and are not accessible.  
There is a number of miscellaneous door hardware problems related to maintenance, as well as 
building and accessibility code compliance issues.  The ornamental clocks in the Media Space 
are problematic and impossible to synchronize.  There is a general lack of electrical outlets, 
which limits flexibility and inhibits proper use of the space.  From a programmatic perspective, 
the existing Media Center is considerably larger than required under current State Guidelines for 
this enrollment.   

Exterior of ’94 Link Building

Risers in Story Telling space off Media Center

Melted snow as indication of heat loss, poor insulation

Oversized Media Center looking west
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1963 Brooks Building with Additions 1970 and 1994

The Brooks Building is a result of three major building projects between 1963 and 1994.  The 
condition of the facility varies depending on age and material selections.  In general, the newer 
addition is in very good condition. As a result of proper maintenance and custodial service. 
Given its age, there are major roofing issues that should be addressed with a complete 
replacement utilizing the latest technology; single ply with tapered insulation for improved 
thermal performance and drainage.   Replacement will stabilize any further damage to existing 
exposed wood decks in the older additions as well as other interior finishes.  The exterior 
components such as trims, gutters, leaders, windows, and infill panel systems all require 
attention.  Metal operable windows, some with storm sashes, should be replaced with a new 
high performance curtain wall system for improved energy efficiency and durability.  Existing 
exterior transite panels are asbestos containing material. 

Community entrance to Brooks Auditorium

Ice dams

Exit doors not accessible

Music room with inaccessible risers
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The original concealed spline ceiling tiles in many of the classrooms, offices, corridors, 
and lobby are ACM.  This ceiling type is very hard to access as evidenced by the number 
of damaged and missing tiles.  Areas of floor tiles, particularly around exterior doors and at 
control joints, should be addressed.  The roof and walls are not properly insulated.  Much of the 
hardware is original and does not meet current building and accessibility requirements.  Some 
interior doors do not meet the minimum width requirement in the accessibility code and will need 
to be address.

The existing Auditorium and Lecture Hall are valuable facilities that have served the school and 
the community well over the years, but feel very dated and are overdue for substantial upgrades.  
The seating is original and should be replaced or at least refurbished.  Replacement parts are 
not available and some existing seats have been pilfered for replacement parts.  The rigging is 
not supported properly and should be addressed with the help of a structural engineer.  See the 
structural existing conditions analysis.  The stage floor has exceeded its normal life expectancy 
and should be repaired or replaced.    There is a pair of operable partitions that separates the 
lecture hall and the auditorium.  When open this increases the capacity of the auditorium from 
330 to 556.  The acoustic separation between the spaces is severely compromised, making 
simultaneous use of the lecture hall and auditorium impossible under some circumstances.  In 

Typical older classroom at Brooks

Lecture hall is very steep for this age group

Concealed spline ceiling tile issues

Brooks Auditorium requires attention on many levels
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addition, the accordion style fabric partitions are barely functional.  There have been safety 
concerns expressed regarding the steepness of the Lecture hall.  This concern should be 
addressed as part of a future renovation project.  There are numerous accessibility conformity 
issues as relate to stairs, access, hardware, and clearances, seating type and distribution that 
will have to be addressed.

One of the science rooms was fire damaged recently but has been restored.  The millwork in 
the other science rooms is mostly original and in fair to poor condition.  The existing millwork, 
in addition to being in poor condition, does not meet handicapped accessibility codes.  One 
science room has new casework as a result of the fire damage.  The millwork in the art and 
music room is original and has similar issues.  What was originally the Home Economics room 
has been re-purposed as a faculty space and is in good condition. The Engineering Lab is also 
in good condition.  The Music room, part of the original construction, has built in risers that are 
not accessible as required by code. 

Operable partition with poor acoustical separation

Millwork in newer buildings is in good shapeTelegraphing in floor tile

Panels at stage front
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1970 Reed Field House

The Reed Field House functions as two P. E. teaching stations with one station used as a 
cafeteria for the Middle School lunches, a performance gym for athletics, as well as general 
community use.  Overall the facility functions well for its intended use.  The original operable 
partition was problematic and has been replaced with a new rollup divider curtain.  The curtain 
functions well for some activities but does not provide acoustic separation, which is a daily 
issue during lunch periods.  There is evidence of moisture or condensation on the interior of 
the exterior walls. This should be investigated as part of any renovation project to identify and 
correct the cause.

It appears that the exterior precast concrete wall panels were painted at one time and paint is 
now leaching down the exterior masonry walls.  This is primarily an aesthetic consideration.  
Fascia and trim replacement should be included as part of the restoration of the building 
exterior.  At one time the north exterior wall was utilized as a climbing wall.  It has subsequently 
been abandoned.  The balance of the climbing devices should be removed and the wall should 
be properly patched to match existing.  Recently there was a small light gauge metal structure 
added to the north façade for food service deliveries and storage.  The structure is in good 

Leaching of paint at exterior walls

Roll-up divider replaced operable partition Service area behind Gym

Food service addition at north side of Field House
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condition but not suitable for its current use due to its distance from the existing Kitchen.  It is 
likely that any building project will address the deficiencies relating to food service, including 
the storage room that was re-purposed as a kitchen, and free these spaces up for more 
appropriate uses. There are a number of accessibility issues including door hardware and 
door widths, clearances, locker rooms, and toilet/shower rooms that should be reviewed for 
conformity.  Some measures have been taken to address accessibility, particularly relating to 
toilet, shower and locker rooms, but any renovation project will require full accessibility.

Newer lockers in locker rooms

Curbs in shower rooms Toilet stalls

Field House kitchen, undersized
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Existing Conditions: Structural
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HVAC

Executive Summary

In general the majority of the Brooks, Smith and Field House Buildings HVAC systems and equipment 
and associated ductwork and piping distribution systems, with the exception of the classroom unit 
ventilators, are in fair to poor condition and in need of replacement and upgrades.

The Link building HVAC systems are generally in good condition.

The Schools’ hot water boiler heating plants should be upgraded to high efficiency hot water heating 
plants for increased energy savings.

The Schools’ pneumatic automatic temperature control system should be upgraded to a direct digital 
control and building energy management system.

Heating System

There are two (2) gas fired hot water boiler plants that provide hot water to air handling unit and terminal 
heating equipment located throughout the building.  One of the boiler plants is located in the Brooks
Building and one is located in the Smith Building.  The boiler plant in the Brooks Building serves the 
Brooks Building, Field House and Link Building, while the boiler plant in Smith Building serves the Smith 
Building.

Heating System – Brooks Building

The boiler plant consist of (2) gas-fired hot water boilers.  One boiler is a fire tube boiler manufactured by 
Pacific Boiler Co. (Model PSE) with a capacity of 6,200 MBH input and is approximately 70% efficient.  
The other boiler is a cast-iron sectional boiler manufactured by HB Smith in 1989, with a capacity of 8277 
MBH input and 5704 MBH output. The Pacific Co. boiler appears to be in fair to poor condition, is 
approximately 40 years old and has exceeded its expected service life.  The HB Smith boiler is 
approximately 22 years old and appears to be in fair condition.  With proper service and maintenance the 
boiler could have a useful remaining service life of approximately five to ten years. The boiler is vented to 
a free standing steel chimney. The chimney appears to be in fair to poor condition.

Firetube Boiler
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Boiler Breeching                   Cast Iron Sectional Boiler  

Hot water is delivered to and from the boiler by a primary-secondary pump distribution system.  The 
primary pumps are located within the boiler room.  There are three (3) sets of primary pumps; each set 
provides hot water to the three (3) buildings (Brooks, Field House, and Link) that the plant serves.  The 
majority of heating hot water piping is distributed throughout the building through a crawlspace and tunnel 
system located under the buildings.

Hot water pumps – Field House  Hot water pumps – Link Building

Hot water pumps – Brooks Building
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The secondary building loop pumps (four sets in total) are located in mechanical closets (typical of 2) and 
crawl space areas (typical of 2) located throughout the building.  In general the secondary pumps are 
constant flow inline type pumps.  The pumps appear to be in fair condition.  However this type of pump 
tends to have a relatively short service life.

HW Secondary Loop Pumps HW Secondary Loop Pumps

There are a total of seven (7) horizontal type expansion tanks suspended from the underside of the roof 
structure in the boiler room.  Three tanks are associated with the Pacific CO. boiler and (5) are associated 
with the HB Smith boiler system. It is our understanding that some of the tanks have to be drained down 
and repaired occasionally.

Expansion Tanks – Brooks Building Boiler Room

The hot water temperature for each building’s hot water loop appears to be controlled through the use of 3-
way temperature compensating valves that are located within the boiler room.
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Combustion air for each boiler is provided by high and low combustion air louvers and damper assemblies 
located on the exterior wall of the boiler room.  The boiler vents are manifolded to a common breeching 
system which is routed to free standing steel chimney located adjacent to the boiler room. The HB Smith 
boiler vent exhaust is equipped with a wing type combustion exhaust fan to assist with venting combustion 
flue gases to the common breeching.

Boiler Combustion Vent Fan Combustion Air Dampers

Heating hot water is distributed to hot water heating equipment located throughout the building via a 
combination steel and copper piping distribution system.   The majority of piping observed appeared to be 
in fair condition.  Many sections of piping observed appear to be un-insulated, while other sections of 
insulation have been damaged.
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Heating System – Smith Building

The boiler plant consist of (2) gas-fired hot water boilers.  The boilers are cast iron sectional boiler 
manufactured by HB Smith (Model 28A) with burners manufactured by Industrial Combustion.  Each 
boiler has a capacity of 3172 MBH input and 2172 MBH output (approximately 70% efficient). The 
boilers appear to be in fair condition.  However, the boiler room has been subject to periods of flooding 
with water levels reaching the base of the boiler.  This condition could lead to premature failure of the 
boilers’ cast iron sections.  

Hot Water Boilers Hot Water Pumps

Hot water is delivered from the boiler to the building heating equipment by base mounted pumps located in 
the mechanical room.  The pumps are a primary-standby setup.  The pumps were manufactured by 
Armstrong, and have a capacity of 290 GPM@ 50 ft head.  The majority of heating hot water piping is 
distributed throughout the building through a crawlspace and tunnel system located under the buildings.

There is a floor mounted, vertical blander type expansion tanks located in the boiler room.

The boiler is vented to a free standing steel chimney. The chimney appears to be in fair to poor condition.

HW Expansion Tank Boiler Breeching Chimney
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Administration – Brooks Building

Heating is typically provided to offices through the use of hot water fin tube radiation located along the 
perimeter exterior walls of offices. The fin tube radiation appears to be in good condition.

Ventilation and air conditioning is provided to the administration office area from a ceiling suspended 
indoor air handling unit with DX cooling coil.  The unit was manufactured by McQuay and appears to have 
been installed as part of the 1994-96 renovation project.  The unit is fair condition and has approximately
5-10 of useful service e.  A hole was cut into the adjacent ductwork and remains open.  This condition 
should be repaired and the duct lining should be properly nosed to prevent the duct lining from breaking 
down.  It is our understanding that there is also duct mounted heating coil that is used to temper the 
ventilation provided to the administration offices.  Ventilation is supplied to the space by a combination of 
overhead and sidewall diffusers.

The ventilation air handling unit is located in an adjacent storage room which also houses an oxygen 
cylinder tank and flammable storage cabinet.  The flammable storage cabinet appears to be properly 
vented. However, it is recommended that oxygen cylinder and flammable storage materials are not located 
within the same space as general storage.  In addition, the cylinder should be properly secured to the wall 
with chains.

Administration office – Typical Fin Tube Radiation       Administration Area Fan Coil AHU

Administration AHU – Ductwork w/ Opening
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Administration – Smith Building

Heating is typically provided to offices through the use of hot water fin tube radiation located along the 
perimeter exterior walls of offices.  The fin tube radiation appears to be in good condition.

Ventilation and air conditioning is provided to the administration office area from a floor mounted indoor 
air handling unit with DX cooling coil that is located in an adjacent mechanical room.  The unit was 
manufactured by McQuay and appears to have been installed as part of the 1994-96 renovation project.  
The unit is in fair condition; however a hole was cut into the adjacent ductwork and remains open.  This 
condition should be repaired and the duct lining should be properly nosed to prevent the duct lining from 
breaking down.  It is our understanding that there is also duct mounted heating coil that is used to temper 
the ventilation provided to the administration offices.  Ventilation is supplied to the space by a combination 
of overhead and sidewall diffusers.

Administration Area AHU Administration office – Typical Fin Tube Radiation

Administration Area – Outdoor Condensing Unit

Located on Roof (right)
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Field House and Locker Rooms

The Field House is heated and ventilated by two ceiling suspended indoor air handling units with hot water 
heating coils with 3-way control valves.  The units appear to have been installed in 1971, and appear to be 
in fair to good condition.

Field House Heating & Ventilation Unit and associated Ductwork

The Girl’s locker room is heated and ventilated by an indoor hot water air handling unit located in a 
mechanical room adjacent to the Locker room.  The unit is a ceiling suspended unit manufactured by Trane 
Co. (Model ToriVent).  The unit was installed around 1971 and appears to be in poor condition and has 
exceeded its expected service life.  The associated ductwork and piping also appear to be of similar age and 
in fair to poor condition.  The piping insulation is in poor to fair condition.  

Girl’s Locker room Air Handling Unit        Hot Water Piping – Building Entry Point

At Field House adjacent to Girl’s Locker room
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Girl’s Locker room – Radiation heating with

Missing /damaged enclosure and element

The Boy’s Locker room is heated and ventilated by an indoor hot water air handling unit located in a 
mechanical room adjacent to the Locker room (Mech Rm. is accessed from Bldg. exterior).  The unit is a
ceiling suspended unit manufactured by Trane Co. (Model ToriVent). The unit was installed around 1971 
and appears to be in poor condition and has exceeded its expected service life.  The associated ductwork 
and piping also appear to be of similar age and in fair condition. The piping insulation is in poor to fair 
condition.

Supplemental heating is provided by fin tube radiation heating.  Several segments of fin element have been 
damaged and several sections of enclosure are also missing.  In general the fin tube radiation is in fair 
condition and could potentially be repaired; however it should be removed and replaced as part of any 
substantial area renovation.

Boy’s Locker room – Air Handling Unit Boy’s Locker room – Radiation heating

Kitchen

Brooks Building

The Brooks Building kitchen contains a kitchen range exhaust hood which is exhausted by a roof 
mounted exhaust fan.  The kitchen hood appears to be in good condition, however it does not appear that 
adequate make-up air is provided to the kitchen.  Make-up air is therefore drawn the adjacent lobby area. 
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Smith Building

The Smith Building kitchen does not have a kitchen range exhaust hood. There appears to be minimal 
ventilation and exhaust provided to the kitchen.

Kitchen Hood - Brooks Building                Kitchen – Smith Building

Auditorium and Lecture Hall

The Auditorium, Stage and Locker room areas are served by three separate indoor hot water heating and 
ventilation units.  The units appear to have been installed circa 1971, were manufactured by Trane 
(ToriVent) and are in generally poor condition.  The units are located in mechanical closet and crawlspace 
areas adjacent to the Auditorium.  In general, sufficient service access has not been provided for these 
units.

Auditorium – Ductwork (Supply & Low Return) Auditorium – Low return below Stage 
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Lecture Hall – Low return                  Auditorium – Ductwork located in Crawlspace   

Gymnasium - Cafetorium:

The Gymnasium and Cafetorium areas are heated and ventilated by an indoor hot water heating and 
ventilation unit located in the mezzanine mechanical room located above the gym.  The unit and ductwork 
systems appear to have been installed circa 1996 and appear to be in very good condition.  Supply and 
Return ductwork is distributed overhead and return ductwork is also routed to the midpoint of one of the 
gymnasium walls.  Transfer ducts are located between the Gymnasium divider walls.

Gymnasium Ductwork and Transfer Grilles

           Gymnasium Heating & Ventilation Unit
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Library

The Library is air conditioned by a variable volume air handling unit located in a mezzanine mechanical 
room located above the library.  The air handling unit was manufactured by McQuay and appears to have 
been installed as part of the 1994-1996 renovation project.  In general the unit appears to be in good 
condition and well maintained.  The unit has a split system, direct expansion (DX) cooling coil that is 
connected to an outdoor air cooled condensing unit. An inline return air fan is also installed in the 
mechanical room adjacent to the air handling unit.  The return fan appears to be in good condition.  In 
general the ductwork distribution system in the mechanical rooms appears to be in very good condition.

Library Air Handling Unit                 Inline Return Fan

The outdoor air cooled condensing unit is located on the roof adjacent to the penthouse mechanical room.  
The unit was also manufactured by McQuay and installed during the same renovation project in 1996.  
The unit appears to be in good physical condition; however it is our understanding that there have been 
several repairs and replacements to each of the units’ two compressors. The unit has an approximate 
capacity of 60 tons.        

Link Building – Air Cooled Condensing (ACC) Unit ACC unit Compressor (close-up)
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                       VAV Box located in Indoor Air Handling Unit in Library 

Mezzanine Mechanical Room Mezzanine Mechanical Room

The air handling unit provides air conditioning to the Library and adjacent interior office spaces of the
Link Building.  The supply air volume and temperature delivered to each zone is controlled by VAV 
(variable air volume) boxes.  A combination a fan powered VAV boxes and single duct VAV boxes with 
hot water reheat coils are installed.  The majority of VAV zones are controlled by stand alone electronic 
temperature controls.  

The majority of ductwork distribution, VAV boxes and associated piping and controls all appear to have 
been installed during the 1994-96 renovation projects.  In general these systems are in good condition.  
However there were some noted temperature control problems.  It is our understanding that the discharge 
air temperature of the unit has been raised to approximately 65 degrees F or higher in order to provide 
heating to the Library exterior zones. This is turn has caused some zones, such as the computer room, to 
have higher than designed temperatures. 

Library - Ductwork
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Computer IT Server Room

The Computer server room located in the link building is air conditioned by a split system AC unit 
located in the ceiling plenum of the room.  The room is also served by a VAV box.  The controls of the 
VAV box have been bypassed to prevent the VAV system and AC unit from simultaneously heating and 
cooling the room.  The unit appears to be in good condition; however the room has a substantial cooling 
load and more equipment may be added in the future.  Therefore, a larger, more energy efficient computer 
room type AC unit would be recommended.  In addition, the ATC controls for the VAV box should be 
repaired.

Computer Server Room AC unit VAV Box Controls (Bypassed)

Brooks Building Classrooms

The classrooms are heated and ventilated by hot water classroom unit ventilators.  It is our understanding 
that the unit ventilators were installed between 2003 and 2007 as part of a HVAC replacement project.  In 
general the units appear to be in very good condition and well maintained. The majority of classroom 
unit ventilators appear to be up fed from below.

There is typically either a ceiling or sidewall exhaust air register located within each classroom.  
Classroom exhausts are connected to a combination of central exhaust air fan or individual classroom 
exhaust fan systems.  The majority of classrooms with low wall exhaust grilles appear to be connected to 
exhaust ductwork which is routed within a crawlspace area.  The crawlspace area is located under the 
corridor in most building locations.

The Science Prep rooms are not exhausted and are generally open to the adjacent Science Classrooms.  It 
does not appear that much chemical use and mixing occurs; however we would recommend installing a 
dedicated exhaust if chemicals are used in the prep rooms. 
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The Art classroom has a kiln which is exhausted via a small canopy exhaust hood and vent kit.

Art Classroom – Kiln Exhaust     Classroom Unit Ventilator

Link Building Classrooms

The exterior classrooms are typically heated and ventilated by hot water classroom unit ventilators.  It is 
our understanding that the unit ventilators were installed between 2003 and 2007 as part of a HVAC 
replacement project.  In general the units appear to be in very good condition and well maintained. The 
majority of classroom unit ventilators appear to be up fed from below.

There is typically either a ceiling or sidewall exhaust air register located within each classroom.  
Typically two to three classrooms appear to be connected to a common exhaust fan system.  In general 
exhaust fans serving this building appear to be in fair to good condition.

The interior classrooms are typically heated, ventilated and air conditioned from an indoor air handling 
unit located in the Library mezzanine mechanical room. The air handling unit is a variable volume air 
handling unit which distributes supply air to classroom zones. The quantity and temperature of the supply 
air distributed to the room is controlled by variable volume air boxes with hot water reheat coils and 
stand-alone electronic controls.

    Link Building Interior Classroom with             Link Building – Low Exhaust in Classroom 
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Sidewall Diffusers served by Library AHU

Link Building Exterior Classroom –

Unit Ventilation (with Discharge covered)

Smith Building Classrooms and Teacher Rooms

The classrooms are generally heated and ventilated by hot water classroom unit ventilators.  It is our 
understanding that the unit ventilators were installed between 2003 and 2007 as part of a HVAC 
replacement project.  In general the units appear to be in very good condition and well maintained. The 
majority of classroom unit ventilators appear to be up fed from below. Some classrooms have 
supplemental hot water fin tube radiation installed.

There is either a ceiling or sidewall exhaust air register located within each classroom.  Classroom 
exhausts are connected to a combination of central exhaust air fan or individual classroom exhaust fan 
systems.  The majority of classrooms with low wall exhaust grilles appear to be connected to exhaust 
ductwork which is routed within a crawlspace area.  The crawlspace area is located under the corridor in 
most building locations.

The Teacher’s work room and break room are heated and ventilated by wall packaged terminal hot water 
heating and DX (direct expansion) air conditioning units.  It is our understanding that the air conditioning 
is not functioning on these units.  The units appear to be in good physical condition.

Classroom – Unit Ventilator (at window) Classroom – Ceiling Exhaust Register
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            Exhaust fan located in crawl space Teachers Room – PTAC Unit (at window)

Unit Ventilator Louver Corridor – Unit Ventilator

There is a classroom unit ventilator which currently serves the corridor, but at one time severed and large 
open space.

There is a computer classroom in the Smith Building which is served by a two (2) unit ventilators which 
are equipped with hot water heating and DX cooling.  The DX cooling operation of the unit ventilator has 
been problematic in the past, and one unit typically would provide the required heating and cooling for 
the classroom.  A ductless split system AC unit has been added to air condition the classroom as a result 
of the problems with the Unit ventilator air conditioning operation.

One of the Kindergarten classrooms has a split system AC unit.
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Corridors and Entryways

The majority of corridors located in the Brooks and Smith buildings are heated by a combination of hot 
water fin tube radiation and convectors.  The majority of entryways are heated by hot water cabinet unit 
heaters.  In larger entryway areas, supplemental radiation equipment is also provided.

Throughout the Smith and Brooks buildings, the condition of the heating equipment ranges from poor to 
good.  In heavier foot traffic areas, such as the field house lobby, the finned tube radiation enclosures are 
damaged.  In general, the radiation heating equipment in the Link area is in good condition.

                       Ceiling Recessed Unit Ventilator            Field House Lobby –

with taped grille damaged fin tube radiation

              Link Corridor Ceiling Unit Heater                                     Entry Way-Cabinet Unit Heater

Temperature Controls

The building HVAC systems are primarily controlled by a pneumatic automatic temperature control 
system. There are control panels and ATC compressor systems located in the Brooks Building boiler 
room, Library Mezzanine mechanical room and Smith Building Boiler room.

In general the pneumatic control system consists of panels and components manufactured by Barber 
Coleman.  In general the pneumatic control systems in the Brooks and Smith Buildings are in fair to poor 
condition and have exceeded their expected service life.  The Smith Building ATC compressor is not 
currently used as it is currently backed up by the Library mezzanine ATC compressor.  The pneumatic 
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system installed in the Library mezzanine mechanical room appears to be in generally good condition,
however some oil leaks were observed on the floor adjacent to the compressor.

In general pneumatic control systems are costly to service, maintain and operated.  A new direct digital 
automatic temperature control system would provide improved temperature control and energy savings.

ATC Compressor – Brooks Building ATC Control Panel – Brooks Building

ATC Control Panel – Library Mechanical Room ATC Compressor – Library Mechanical Room

ATC Compressor – Smith Building Boiler Room
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Recommendations:

Based upon our review and observations of the building HVAC systems, we offer the following systems 
recommendations.

The hot water heating plants should be upgraded in both buildings.  The existing hot water boilers, 
pumps, accessories and associated wing and controls should be removed and new high efficiency gas-
fired condensing boiler plants should be installed.  The new plant will be provided with all new boilers, 
pumps, piping, breeching, combustion venting, accessories, power wiring and control.

x A central heating plant may also be an option.  However this option would likely cost more to 
install if existing hot water piping distribution systems were to remain.

x The hot water heating system should be converted to a variable primary pumping distribution 
system.  New pumps, equipped with variable speed drives, should be provided.

The existing Locker room air handling units, ductwork and fin tube radiation should be replaced.

The existing Field House heating and ventilation units and associated ductwork should be cleaned and 
refurbished at a minimum.

Piping insulation should be repaired and or replaced where damaged.

The Auditorium and Lecture Hall air handling units should be replaced.

Classroom and general exhaust ductwork systems should be cleaned and exhaust fans should be 
inspected, tested and repaired as required.

A new exhaust and make-up air system should be provided as part of any kitchen renovation project.

The Smith building Teacher work room and break room PTAC unit cooling should be repaired.

The library Computer room VAV box installation and thermostat controls should be inspected and 
repaired to prevent interfering with the rooms dedicated split system AC unit. A new energy efficient 
computer room AC system should be installed to replace the existing split system unit.

The building pneumatic control system should be removed and replaced with a new direct digital control 
system and building energy management system.

Damaged cabinet unit heaters, convectors and fin tube radiation heating equipment should be repaired or 
replaced.
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ELECTRICAL

Executive Summary

In general, the electrical systems have been updated with the exception switchgear in the Field House and 
Brooks Building. The electrical services in the Field House and Brooks Building are in poor condition.
The service equipment in the Smith Building is in fair condition and can be re-used to serve as a 
renovation project. Life safety lighting and exit signs are served by battery units and should be upgraded 
so that battery units are eliminated.

The fire alarm system was in a trouble condition at the time of the field survey. The systems have been 
problematic and should be replaced.

Lighting systems in general have been upgraded to conserve energy. T8 Lamps have been installed 
throughout the facility and the gym has updated high out fluorescent industrials in good condition.

The power for the facility is in fair condition but the distribution system does not isolate computer circuits 
from that of other loads. The wiring should be reconfigured or replaced. The Link appears appropriate but 
the media center is lacking receptacles at computer stations.

The communications system was previously updated but the infrastructure and electronics for data are not 
up to today’s standards. The network switches are only rated to 100MBPS to the work station. The 
configuration however is nicely done. There is multimode fiber to remote closets from the head end that 
can be re-used as a renovation project. The telephone system is in excellent condition and appears to have 
been done recently. Digital phones have been installed throughout the facility including classrooms.

The clock system should be upgraded as most clocks have been converted over to battery from the 
original system clocks.

Electrical Distribution System

There are two services present at the facility.  The Brooks Building service is rated at 2000 Amp, 
120/208V, 3Ø, 4W. This service also serves the Field House. The Field House service is rated at 225 
Amp, 120/208V, 3Ø, 4W. There is a check meter present. The services are in poor condition and should 
be replaced. The manufacturer of the switchboard and panel boards is Kellek, which is no longer in 
business. There is also a mixture of Federal Pacific panels including the Main Switchboard in Brooks. 
The main breaker has been problematic when resetting. The equipment has reached beyond its life 
expectancy.

The Smith Building and Link service voltage is rated at 1600 Amp, 277/480V, 3Ø, 4W. The original 
switchboard is manufactured by Westinghouse.  The equipment is in fair condition. There are water leaks 
on the ceiling above the equipment. The manufacturer of the equipment is General Electric and parts are 
still available. The panel boards are in fair condition in the Smith Building and Link except for the boiler 
room. The boiler room panels are in need of immediate replacement and pose an electrical hazard as they 
are severely corroded and appear to be exposed to moisture.
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There two pad mounted transformers present are located outside. The transformer for the Smith Building 
and Link is very close to an exit door and windows. The transformer should be 10 feet away from doors 
and windows minimum per utility company standards. The services are underground to each building.

                                    
Main service Switch at Brooks Building Main Service Switch at Link

There electrical sub-panels located throughout the facility are generally in corridors or closets.  The 
panels are circuit breaker type but are obsolete in the Field House and Brooks Building.  The panels in the 
Field House and Brooks Building should be replaced. The Smith Building and Link panels are in fair 
condition. There is electrical equipment located in the boiler room of the Smith Building that is severely 
corroded and poses a hazard. The equipment should be replaced or taken off line in the near future.

The dry type transformer located in the Smith Building electrical room outside of the boiler room does 
not have proper code clearances. The transformer overlaps other equipment in the room.
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The new panel board located in the kitchen of the field house is in good condition.

Electric Panels at Field House Corroded Electrical Panels at Brooks 

             Building Boiler Room

Branch Circuits/Wiring Devices

In the classrooms there is one receptacle on each wall. The quantity of receptacles appears in classrooms.
G4000 Wiremold has been installed in classrooms to accommodate computer outlets. The installation 
appears to have been done in the late 1990’s. The issue is the location of the Wiremold as it is not in areas 
where the computer equipment is located. 
The link has adequate power in classrooms. The Media Center is lacking power at computer work stations 
in the center of the space.

G4000 Wiremold with Data & Lack of Media Center Receptacles 

              Power at Classrooms at Computer Tables
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Kitchen receptacles are ground fault type as is required by NEC. The Field House storage area has kitchen 
equipment present such as refrigerators and should also have GFCI receptacles.

In the science labs, lab benches have duplex 120 volt, Receptacles with GFCI type. Cord reels have been 
installed in the ceiling. The reels are in good conditions. It is recommended that the cord reels are fed
from a GFCI outlet or breaker.

All of the lab areas do not have emergency power off pushbuttons to shut down the power in case of an 
emergency. This is also the case in the kitchen area.

Outlets in the Field House locker room are not GFCI type. The outlets should be replaced.

In general the wiring methods used is conduit and armored cable. There is some Romex (non-mettalic 
sheathed cable) wiring present outside of the locker rooms in the Field House. The Romex should be 
removed as it is not allowed by code in places of Assembly.

Interior Lighting System

Lighting in corridor varies but is generally surface fluorescent fixtures. The fixtures have been updated 
T-8 lamps with energy saving ballasts. The project has gone through an energy efficiency program which 
included replacement of T-8 lamps and energy saving ballasts. The original incandescent fixtures in the 
Brooks Building were not removed and are still in place without lamps. There are areas where the original 
fixtures are still being used with CFL lamps. Those areas are dark.

                                                   
Typical Corridor Lighting Mechanical/Storage Room Lighting

Classroom lighting typically consists of pendant wraparound with fluorescent lamps.  The light levels 
appear adequate but the fixtures contribute a substantial amount of glare.  These fixtures should be 
upgraded as the area is renovated. There are 4’x4’ fluorescent troffers in classrooms. The fixtures have 
substantial glare.
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The lighting in the Link and some rooms in the Smith Building are linear fluorescent fixtures with 
parabaffle blades. The fixtures are in fair condition and do minimize glare. However, the fixtures are not 
to current classroom power density standards for CHPS or LEED schools. More efficient fixtures are 
available.

Typical Linear Classroom Lighting Typical Wraparound Classroom Lighting

The Field House Lighting consists of high output fluorescent troffers with T5-HO lamps. The lighting 
level appears adequate and the fixtures are in good condition. The gym also serves as the cafeteria. The 
lighting in the Smith Building gym is also high output fluorescent troffers with T5-HO lamps which are in 
good condition.

Lighting in mechanical areas has been changed to fluorescent. In older areas the existing incandescent 
lamps have been changed to replacement CFL lamps for energy savings such as in the Brooks Building 
boiler room.

House lighting in the auditorium and lecture hall is obtained by the use of incandescent recessed down 
lights. There is stage lighting fixtures including border lights, and are in poor condition. These fixtures 
should be upgraded as the area is renovated. The light level is very low.
There is a diming system present with 80 dimmers. The system is rated at 800 Amp, 120/208V, 3Ø, 4W. 
The dimming rack should be located in a closet.

Auditorium Housing Lighting Lecture Hall Lighting
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Library/Media Center Lighting Auditorium Stage Lighting

The Library/Media Center has pendant mounted fixtures with metal halide lamps. There is no daylighting 
controls present.

Emergency Lighting System

The emergency lighting system throughout the facility is by battery units. The system appears to be 
maintained as units observed were working properly. However, battery units for a facility of this size 
create a maintenance burden on custodial staff.

The Field house is lacking illuminated exit signs. Exits are marked but not illuminated to meet present 
code.

There is a diesel fueled emergency generator manufactured by Kohler present.  The generator services the 
boiler room in the Brooks Building as the Field House is used as a shelter. The transfer switch is located 
in the main electrical room in the Brooks Building. The generator is located outside of the boiler room 
and has a base mounted fuel tank. The generator is in good condition. The only future implication is that 
it is rated at 120/208 volts instead of 277/480 volts.        

Emergency Generator                                                           Typical Emergency Battery Head
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Site Lighting System

The lighting at the site consists of pole mounted lighting in walkway area.  There is also building 
mounted perimeter lighting. The adequacy of the site lighting system should be performed at night. 

Fire Alarm System

The fire alarm panel has been replaced approximately upgraded in the 1990’s. The panel is manufactured 
by EST. The system is ADA compliant. The existing system is in poor condition. There is one panel per 
building and they are networked to the main panel in the Brooks Building. The Brooks Building also has 
the main fire alarm annunciator in the lobby. The facilities staff indicated that the system has been 
problematic sense originally installed. The system was in trouble mode during the site survey. There is a 
fairly new Sigcom wireless transmitter for sending alarms to the fire dept.

The coverage of fire alarm devices appears adequate. Smoke and/or heat detectors are present in 
classrooms, office, mechanical rooms and corridors.

The kitchen in the Field House does have an Ansul system installed.

The fire alarm audio/visual devices in the Field house do not have wire guards installed for protection.

Main Fire Alarm Panel Typical Heat Detector

Data/Telephone/Classroom Intercom/Clock System/Security System

The clock system is Simplex master time system.  The clock system does not seem to be in working 
condition in most of the areas observed. The majority of clocks have been change to battery type.  The
same system should be replaced.

In the classrooms there are data drops for teacher computers.  All data wiring is CAT 5.  The voice/data 
infrastructures should be updated to present standards. The CAT 5 is installed in Wiremold. The 
Wiremold is not in the best location for teachers to place computer equipment so long patch cords are 
being used.

since
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The head end room is located near the media center. The room is the central location for the data core 
switch, telephone switch and paging system head end. The room is served by a UPS located in the Smith 
Building main electrical room. There is multimode fiber infrastructure present that connects data switches 
in respective closets to the head end room core switch. The network switches observed are HP Procurve 
with 10/100MBPS.

There are wireless access points located throughout the school. The access points are single radio 
manufactured by HP and are Procurve model.

MDF Rack

There is a telephone system present which is used throughout the school.  The system is manufactured by 
Avaya “IP Office”.  The classrooms have digital telephone handsets. The system is in excellent condition 
and appears to have been recently installed. The system is capable of having IP phones.

        
Telephone System Classroom Telephone Handset with Clock/Speaker

There is a local sound system present in the auditorium.  The system has a fixed amplifier.

There is an existing Dukane paging system that serves the classrooms and corridors. The system appears 
to have been updated in the 1990s. 
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There is an intrusion alarm system present but is not operational. The facilities staff reported that was 
system has never been completed. Keypads are in place but not operational.

There are televisions with VCR’s present in the classrooms. There are also LCD projectors and interactive 
white boards in some of the classrooms.
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Recommendations:

Electrical Distribution System:

New construction service rating is generally designed for a demand load of 10 watts/s.f.  The existing
buildings are approximately 150,000 sq./ft.

It is recommended that a new service to serve both buildings rated at 2000 amps, 277/480 volt, 3Ø, 4 wire 
be installed.  In addition, subpanels and feeders should be replaced.

Interior Lighting System:

New lighting should be installed throughout the facility as areas are renovated.  It is recommended that 
lighting controls such as day lighting be provided.  Occupancy sensors should be provided for classrooms 
and corridors. 

Emergency Lighting System

The existing emergency generator should be replaced with all new distribution to serve all egress areas 
such as corridors, intervening spaces, toilets, and above exterior doors. The existing battery units should 
be demolished.

The emergency distribution system should be included to serve boilers, pumps, communications system, 
fire alarm system and other life safety equipment.

Site Lighting System:

New “LED” fixtures for area lighting should be installed for energy conservation.  Pole mounted fixtures 
should be provided in parking area to maintain minimum light of 0.5-1.0 foot-candles.  The “LED” 
fixtures can reduce the energy consumption by 50%.

Wiring Devices:

Each classroom should have a minimum of (2) duplex receptacles per wall and (2) double duplex 
receptacles at classroom computer workstations.  Art classrooms should have a minimum of (4) duplex 
receptacles per wall, (2) double duplex receptacles at classrooms computer workstations and dedicated 
outlets for equipment.  The majority of classrooms have adequate receptacles.  The issue is separation of 
loads and neutral conductors.

Fire Alarm System:

The fire alarm system should be replaced.  The new system requires voice evacuation and audio/visual 
devices in all classrooms.
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Technology/Security Recommendations:

Technology:

The data system infrastructure should be updated to include fiber optic backbone cabling and Category 
6A UTP cabling for the both data and telephone systems for gigabit connectivity at the work station.  The 
new telephone infrastructure should be able to accommodate the existing IP Office Avaya phone system 
present.

Each classroom should have 4 data outlets for student computers.  Two data, one voice and CATV with 
video and audio connections to a ceiling projector should be provided at teacher’s station with 
interconnectivity to an interactive white board. New Clock system should be wireless, part of a GPS/LAN 
based centralized clock system.  Wireless access points with cat 6A cabling will be provided on selected 
classrooms and other spaces.

The cafeteria, auditorium and gymnasium should each have a local sound system with assistive listening 
devices.

A central paging system should be provided and integrated with the telephone system similar to present 
but IP based.

CCTV:

A Closed Circuit TV system should be installed and include computer servers with image software, 
computer monitors and IP based closed circuit TV cameras.  The head end server should be located in the 
head end MDF room and will be rack mounted.  The system should have accessibility from any PC within 
the facility or externally via an IP address.  Each camera can be viewed independently.  The network 
video recorders NVR’s should record all cameras and store this information for 21days at 15 images per 
second (virtual real time).

The location of the cameras should generally be in corridors and exterior building perimeter.  The exterior 
cameras should be pan-tilt-zoom type.

The system should fully integrate with the access control system to allow viewing of events from a single 
alarm viewer. Camera images and recorded video should be linked to the access system to allow retrieval 
of video that is associated with an event.

Intrusion System:

The intrusion system should include security panel, keypads, motion detectors and door contacts.  The 
system is addressable which means that each device will be identified when an alarm occurs.  The system 
is designed so that each perimeter classroom with grade access will have dual tech sensors along the 
exterior wall and corridors, door contacts at each exterior door.   

The system should be partitioned into several zones.  Therefore, it is possible to use the Gym area while 
the remainder of the school remains alarmed.  
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The system should include a digital transmitter to summons the local police department in the event of an 
alarm condition

The intrusion system should be connected to the automated lighting control system to automatically turn 
on lighting upon an alarm.

Card Access:

A card access system should include a card access controller, door controllers and proximity 
readers/keypads.  Proximity readers should be located at various locations.  Each proximity reader should
have a distinctive code to identify the user and a log will be kept in memory.  The log within the panel 
should be accessed through a computer.

The alarm condition should also initiate real time recording on the integrated CCTV System.  The system 
may be programmed with graphic maps allowing the end-user to quickly identify alarm conditions and 
lock/unlock doors. 

The system is modular and may be easily expanded to accommodate any additional devices.
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PLUMBING/FIRE PROTECTION

Executive Summary

The Field House Smith School and Brooks School have received normal maintenance on the plumbing 
systems and equipment over its occupied years.  Even with adequate maintenance, systems will gradually 
deteriorate due to scale and poor water conditions.  Although most of the systems are working adequately 
at this time, the major equipment and systems are near the end of their useful life.  Along with aging 
systems, many of the systems are not up to current codes.  If it is anticipated that major modifications are 
planned for this building then the plumbing systems should be considered for an overall upgrade.

Fixtures

Fixtures are generally original, and do not appear to meet the accessibility and water conservation
requirements.  Fixtures are generally in good condition.

The water closets are a mixture of wall hung and floor mounted vitreous china, manual flush valve type 
with siphon jet action.  

The urinals are wall hung vitreous china, manual flush valve type with siphon jet action.

The lavatories are wall hung vitreous china.  The faucets are manual control hot and cold water supply 
faucets with a single spout.

Floor Mounted Water Closet Wall Hung Water Closet Wall Hung Lavatories and Urinals

The showers have individual manual control temperature controls with a fixed shower head.  There is no 
master mixing valve for the locker rooms showers.

The art room sinks are a combination of self rimming stainless steel and floor mounted stainless steel 
scullery type sinks.  All of the sinks are piped through a solids interceptor prior to being discharged into 
the sanitary system.
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The classroom sinks are self rimming stainless steel sinks with a gooseneck faucet and drinking bubbler.  
The gooseneck faucet is provided with hot and cold water lever controls and is located on the left ledge of 
the sink.  This poses a hazard to small children since the hot water control is the closes lever to the child.

There are no drinking fountains provided in the buildings due to a high lead content in the piping system.  
However, there are refillable water coolers located throughout the building to provide the required 
drinking water.

The janitor’s sinks are floor mounted, molded stone mop basins.  The faucets are wall hung with vacuum 
breakers. 

Scullery Sink in Art Room Classroom Sink

Water System

The domestic water service enters the building in the boiler room of the Brooks School building.  The 
service entering the building is 4” with a meter.  There is no backflow preventer installed on the domestic 
water service.

The domestic water service enters the mechanical room of the Smith School building. The service 
entering the building is 4” with a meter.  There is no backflow preventer installed on the domestic water 
service.

The water piping throughout the building is generally soldered copper piping and is insulated.  There have 
been numerous leaks in the existing domestic water piping throughout the building, particularly in the wet 
wall chases of the gang toilet rooms.

The domestic hot water for the Brooks School building and the Field House is provided by a gas Weil
McClain water heater with a 119 gallon storage tank. The heater and storage tank are in good condition 
and appear to have been recently installed.  There is a thermostatic mixing valve on the domestic hot 
water system which controls the hot water temperature prior to being distributed to the building system.
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The domestic hot water for the Smith School building is provided by a Ruud gas fired, 86 gallon, tank 
type water heater located in the mechanical room of the Smith School building.  There is a thermostatic 
mixing valve on the hot water system which controls the hot water temperature prior to being distributed 
to the building system.

The domestic hot water for the kitchen located in the Field House is provided by a Rheem 119 
gallon, tank type electric water heater.  There is no thermostatic mixing valve on the hot water 
system prior to being distributed to the kitchen fixtures.

Electric Water Heater Water Heater Boiler Water Heater Tank Tank-typw Water Heater

Drainage System

The sanitary and storm drainage systems are piped with cast iron the exposed piping is visibly in good 
condition.

The sanitary drainage system is piped to an onsite septic system.

The science waste is piped to a neutralization system and then is connected to the onsite septic system.

The roofs are flat and are drained by roof drains and interior piping that exits the building and connects to
the onsite infiltration system and drywells.

There is a Simplex ground water ejector located in the boiler room of the Brooks School building.

Natural Gas System

There are three separate gas services serving the Field House, Smith School building and the Brooks 
School building.
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The Field House building has a single gas service enters the mechanical room and feeds the equipment in 
the kitchen area. The gas pressure of this service appears to be low pressure as it only supplies gas to the 
kitchen equipment.

The Smith School building has a single gas service enters which enters the mechanical room and provides 
gas for the heating boilers, domestic hot water heater and science classrooms. The gas pressure of this 
service appears to be low pressure based on the equipment connected to the system.

The Brooks School building has a single gas service which enters the mechanical room and provides gas 
for the heating boilers, domestic hot water boiler and science classrooms. The gas pressure of this service 
appears to be high pressure based on the boiler requirements of 2 psi.  An additional pressure regulator 
will be required prior to feeding the gas to the science classrooms.

Brooks School Gas Service Field House Gas Service

Science Classrooms

Science sinks are epoxy resin integral with the countertop.  The faucets are hot and cold water controls, 
with vacuum breakers.  The science rooms are generally in good condition.  The sinks and traps are piped 
in polypropylene piping but are then discharged into the cast iron sanitary piping system. There is no 
neutralization on the system or a holding tank provided.

Each science classroom is provided with natural gas turrets and each room has an emergency gas shut off 
valve.

The science classrooms are provided with emergency showers.  They appear to be in poor condition.  The 
showers are supplied by a cold water line.  There is insufficient water to supply these fixtures and there is 
no emergency mixing valve supplying the fixtures.
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Kitchen

The kitchen equipment is generally in good condition and is in working condition.  The cooking 
equipment is a mixture of gas and electric and in good condition.

The three pot sink is connected to a point of use grease interceptor and then discharges through an 
exterior grease trap independent of the sanitary system.  The three pot sink has an associated booster 
heater to provide higher temperature water.

There is a warming kitchen in the Smith School building which is also provided with a point of use grease 
interceptor but then discharges into the sanitary system.  There is no exterior grease trap associated with 
this warming kitchen.  This three pot sink is also provided with an electric booster heater to provide 
higher temperature water.

There is no commercial dishwasher in the kitchen.

Three Pot Sink - Field House Cooking Equipment Three Pot Sink – Smith School

Fire Protection

There is no fire protection sprinkler system provided for the Field House, Smith School building or the 
Brooks School building.

Recommendations:

Fixtures:

x Replace all water closets with new low flow 1.28 gallon per flush fixtures.

x Replace all lavatory faucets with low flow 0.5 gallon per minute electronic metering faucets.
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x Install a reduced pressure backflow preventer in Janitor’s Closet where concentrated cleaning 
products require a water connection.

x Replace or remove all shower valves and piping in the Lock Rooms.

Water System:

x Replace the domestic water piping systems in their entirety.

x Provide new high efficiency domestic hot water heaters in each of the buildings including 
thermostatic mixing valves at each one of the heaters.

x Provide non-potable water systems to the science classrooms.

Drainage System:

x Install a holding tank on the science waste system to prevent the science waste from going into 
the on-site septic system.

Science Classrooms:

x Install an emergency mixing valve and tepid water system to supply the emergency 
shower/eyewash with tepid water as required by code.

x Install emergency gas shut-off valves in valve boxes easily accessible in case of an 
emergency.

Kitchen:

x Install a kitchen waste and vent system with all of the kitchen fixtures draining to an 
exterior grease interceptor through a dedicated system.

x Install a point of use grease interceptor on the three pot sink and the dishwasher.

Fire Protection:

x Install a new fire protection sprinkler system throughout all three buildings to provide 
100% sprinkler protection.
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161 West Main Street, Georgetown, Massachusetts 01833   phone: 978.352.8500  fax: 978.352.8588 

mail@crabtree-mcgrath.com 
 
 

F O O D  F A C I L I T I E S  P L A N N E R S  

 
 
 
 
March 7, 2011 
 
 
Mr. David Harris 
OMR Architects, Inc 
543 Massachusetts Ave 
West Acton, MA 01720 
 
 
Re: Foodservice - Existing Conditions Report 
 Lincoln Schools Grades 5-8 and K-4 
 Lincoln Massachusetts  
 

Introduction 
Crabtree McGrath Associates, Inc., a consulting group specializing in foodservice facilities 
planning and design has been retained by OMR Architects of West Acton, Massachusetts to 
provide an analysis of the existing conditions of the kitchens and serving areas located at the 
Lincoln Schools.  

There are two locations within the facility.  The Field House has a small food preparation and 
serving area and remote receiving/storage area that services both K-4 and 5-8 grades.   There is a 
second foodservice location serving Grades K-4 in a remote location adjacent to the auditorium 
in the S1 and S2 building.     

Overview 
Crabtree McGrath Associates, The Foodservice Consultant, completed a review of the existing 
kitchen and serving area and found the conditions to be poor and in need of complete 
replacement and reorganization.  In general, the existing equipment is in fair shape but the 
facilities housing them are cramped an inadequately furnished with the equipment required to 
properly receive, hold, prepare and serve meals.   With regard to health code, many violations 
exist due to the cramped conditions of both facilities.  The reason for the cramped quarters is due 
to the parameters set in the initial construction of the schools.  In short, the schools were not 
designed or equipped to receive kitchens.  As a result, kitchens were added in subsequent 
renovations; however due to the lack of planning, the kitchens were forced into any space that 
was available.  The kitchen facility for Grades 5-8 was at one time a storage closet for gym 
equipment;  A small addition was added to the rear of the Field House for the purpose of 
additional storage.  The kitchen facility for the K-4 students is originally a small storage closet 
adjacent to a multipurpose auditorium.    Though very clean, the kitchen facilities do not have 
adequate amount of hand wash and preparation sinks; abundant work surfaces are lacking, and 
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the separation of functions in both facilities are non-existent.  There is a real potential for cross 
contamination and the staff should be commended for their ability effectively manage the 
difficult work conditions.   In both facilities the serving system is a thru wall system.  Due to a 
lack of available wall space the available serving counters are at half of what they should be to 
effectively serve the population.   As a result, lunch period scheduling can be difficult and lunch 
periods become protracted.  
 
The architectural finishes within the kitchens are in good condition with few exceptions.  Current 
regulations require that all surfaces be smooth, non porous, and easy to clean.  The staff has 
performed a fantastic job keeping the kitchen clean, but it has been with extra difficulty.  There 
are a number of exposed plumbing and electrical conduit lines running along the walls of the 
kitchen and serving area.  In some places the floor is unsealed concrete, as seen in the Field 
House storage area.  Concrete is not considered a sufficient surface unless it is sealed.  

Detailed Findings  
Kitchen receiving, Storage, Food preparation and Serving: 

▪ The Receiving area is disorganized, and the 
segregation of functions and use groups are not 
logical.  The receiving area serves as the table 
and chair storage area.  Also, the janitorial 
equipment and dry goods are stored in this 
general catchall storage area.   In a modern 
facility it is critical to maintain separation of 
functions. 

▪ Deliveries can be disruptive and non-secure. 
The delivery person must pass through the 
gym to arrive at the kitchen. 

▪ The floor within the storage room is unfinished concrete.  This flooring system is 
inadequate as it is required to be monolithic and slip resistant. Floor systems also need to 
cove up all walls to create an easy to clean transition point where floors and walls meet.    

▪ The ceiling finish and lighting within the 
storage room is inadequate. Lamps need to be 
shielded and ceiling tiles must be smooth, non 
porous, and washable.  The current ceiling is 
open to the structure above and in violation of 
the food code. 

▪ Both kitchens lack an adequate office, thus 
much of that function occurs in the kitchen 
preparation and storage zones.  Separation of 
functions is required and a minimum standard.  
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▪ In the Field house, a mobile salad bar serving 

station is wheeled out from the storage area 
located at the rear of the Field House and used 
as a secondary service point.  This in no doubt 
assists with the speed of service and must be 
replicated  with a more long term approach.   

▪ For Grades 5-8 the mop sink and wash down 
function is located across a corridor from the 
kitchen.  This same mop closet also serves to 
clean the boys and girls locker rooms.  A 
kitchen must have a dedicated mop closet to 
minimize the potential for cross-
contamination.  

▪ The cooking line at the Field House consists of 
a range, two convection ovens, and a steamer.  
The range is corroding and in need of 
replacement.  The convection ovens and 
steamers appear to be in good shape but it is 
unclear if the units are in good working order. 

▪ An area for employee lockers was not seen and 
much of this material ends up located within 
the kitchen.  This would be a violation of the health code.  A central location for the 
kitchen staffs personal belongings is recommended. 

▪ The food preparation sinks in the kitchen are directly adjacent to the pot washing area 
and serving counter.  These functions must be segregated in a future kitchen plan.  

▪ The kitchen cannot be fully secured.  It is recommended that in the new configuration, all 
access points into the kitchen be keyed so that non-authorized staff cannot gain access 
into the kitchen.  At the lower school some kitchen functions are done outside the kitchen 
envelope. 

▪ The K-4 kitchen shown to the right is very 
tight.  The electric convection oven is not 
vented causing considerable heat gain in the 
kitchen.  The lack of adequate cooking 
equipment limits the food offering here thus 
causing a food production demand form other 
facilities like the Hanscom School or Field 
House kitchens.    

▪ Seen here file storage is located in among the 
food preparation. 
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▪ Some storage for the K-4 is being held outside 

the secure kitchen envelope.  Seen here is a 
serving counter, milk storage, and food storage 
refrigerator.  The milk storage cooler is 
showing a considerable amount of corrosion 
and replacement is imminent. The upright 
refrigerator is of good quality and in good 
shape.  We expect it could be redeployed in the 
new kitchen facility.  The floor finish is a vinyl 
tile that carries into the kitchen. Vinyl tile can 
become very slippery in a wet kitchen 
environment. 

Program Requirements: 
In meeting with the Foodservice staff , the design team reviewed the current conditions and 
identified program items that work and should remain the same, and others that require changes.  
For example, the program today operates with disposable ware.  The goal is to move to a 
compartmented reusable tray.  Many other requests made by the kitchen staff were baseline 
equipment items needed to efficiently operate a modern foodservice operation. 
A renovated facility shall include all the necessary components of a functional kitchen including a 
receiving area to be used as a staging point for the breakdown and distribution of delivered goods;    
Refrigerated rooms for the bulk storage of refrigerated and frozen products are to be offered and 
sized to accommodate the needs of the facility;   Dry goods storage shall also be made available 
for the keeping of canned, boxed, and other non-refrigerated food items;   Food grade storage 
shelving and dunnage platforms shall be provided for these areas. 
Food preparation shall take place on stainless steel tables of various sizes and configurations.   
Tables may be fashioned with sinks, drawers, shelves, and pot storage.    Motorized food 
preparation equipment such as a food slicers, food cutters, and mixers shall be provided.   Sizing 
of this equipment will be proportionate to the scope of food preparation. 
Cooking shall take place in a central location adjacent to both food storage and preparation.   
Equipment shall consist of standard pieces of equipment such as a convection ovens, tilting 
kettle, braiser, steamer, an open burner range top, and combination ovens.  
Ware washing will take place as two separate functions: pot washing and dish washing.   A three-
compartment sink with equal sized drain-boards will provide a place for washing and sanitizing 
heavily soiled pots and pans;   A dish machine will be used for washing and sanitizing trays and 
utensils. The ware washer shall also be specified as extra tall so that it will double as a utensil 
washer when manual washing is not needed.  Mobile storage shelving for storing clean ware will 
be placed at various locations throughout the kitchen.  
The future serving line improvements must include a separation of cold and hot items as well as a 
separation of grade levels.  Due to varying tray slide heights and menu needs the K-4 students 
shall be served in a separate zone. The 5th-8th grade level shall be served in a scatter type serving 
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area allowing for more choices and higher level of service.  The middle grades menu is typically 
more complex and offers greater variety.   In each instance an adequate amount of mechanical cold 
pans and appropriate hot holding equipment is needed.  Upright refrigerated displays would add 
a level of sophistication and improved service for the middle grade students.    
Serving will take place at three to four stations, organized to allow for orderly and secure serving 
of food option.   Counters are grouped into multiple hot and cold food stations and include 
equipment needed to maintain proper serving temperatures.  The serving area shall be supported 
by a series of pass through heated and refrigerated cabinets with the intent to load the cabinets 
from the kitchen side but still maintain a visual connection to the production area. This will allow 
the serving staff to replenish the serving counters without interfering with the kitchen operation 
while maintaining a clear path of communication. 
Other components include refrigerated merchandise display cases for holding pre-made 
sandwiches, salads, and fully prepared meals for take out service;   A sandwich slide to speed 
service of pre- wrapped hot items and sandwiches;  An open section of counter space provided 
for displaying baked goods, beverage equipment, and condiments. 
The middle grade students will funnel into a common area large enough to accommodate the flow 
of traffic where the transaction is to take place.   Mobile cashier's stations with tray slides will be 
provided to accept  "Point of Sale" terminals where students can pay or enter a student PIN.   
The cash counters will be capable of being moved into the serving area after hours to be secured. 
 
For the lower grades, the service method will be more traditional.  The students will have 
appropriately sized tray slide heights and equipment.  Milk coolers will be built lower to the 
ground and the student will work through a strait line serving system as typically found at lower 
grade levels.  In all cases the serving equipment will be modern, easy to use and in general not 
obstruct the serving of the meal with unnecessary bulky food shields or extended reach when 
avoidable.  
 
Additional facilities located in the kitchen, or adjacent to it, will include: a chef's office; staff toilet 
rooms for men and women; and a dedicated kitchen janitor's closet with enough space for a mop 
sink, storage of mops, buckets; a detergent storage cabinet; a clothes washer and dryer for 
washing kitchen related items.   Also grouped with this equipment are employee lockers for the 
storage of personal items like coats, handbags, or shoes. 
 
This concludes our report. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
John Sousa 
Crabtree McGrath Associates, Inc. 




